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EXCURSIONS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
CO.

PLBLKHI.«
St., Portland.

At 109 Exchange

aged American lady in a private
family, boarding house or on a farm; excellent
cook; best ot reference. Address
“C. A. C.’*
West Gray, Me.
janl4d3t*

tpO’tfV

vance.

Wanted.

Portland & Waster & Norwich Lines,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, it paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
weekatter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every ether day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.10; 50 cents per week after.

Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head oi “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce nts per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

to do general house work
A SITUATION
children; good references, and

care of
reason given for

TO NEWYORK^I 1
and RETURN tyL L*

Only Line limning through

this office,

Portland
an«l Loug Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2.30 P. M.
State Room* on Steamers secured in advance4at
23 Exchauge St., and at the Depot.
J. W. PETERS,
J. M. LUNT,
Gen. Tieket Agent.
Supt.
dtf
sept28
cars

MUSEUM,

STANLEY’S

Trainod Animals

BOSTQN

Admission, 15 cents; children, 10 cents. Wild
Beasts led at 3 o’clock, every altcmoon.
jan7tt

Grand

Masquerade
—

AT

VIA

—

BY

Wanted.
TRAVELLING
SALESMAN*
SHAW, HAMMOND A CARNEY,
I
lit Commercial Street.
dtf
Jan9

by Manchester.
Managers—C. W. Brown, A. A. Cordwell, Wm.
Bolton.
Admission to the Ilall, $1: Gallery, 25 cents;
Ladles free. Managers reserve the right to reject
the sale of tickets to any party they may think
jan9dtd#
proper. Tickets not transferable.
Music

FOIINIX~

EASTERN

There will be

a

oi

Vestry

Church,

Plymouth

janl5d3t*

at} to 8. Admission, 20 cents.

$25

Reward.

Under the management of Thayer & Tompkins,
who will present
Wednesday evening, Jan. 16,
the most successful dramatization, in 5 acts, of
Charles Dickens’ “David Copperfield,” by the late
Andrew Hailiday, Esq., entitled

LITTLE EM’LY !
As played over 1000 times in London, New York
and Boston, introducing MISS MARY CARY as
Little Em’ly, as originally played by her at the
Boston Museum.
MISS SUSIE CLUER as Rosa
Dartle, as originally pi ay ad oy her at the Boston
and
MR.
CHAS. II. THAYER iu bis inMuseum;
imitable assumption of Wilkins Micawber.
Thursday evening, Jan. 17, first production in
this city of the powerful and intensely interesting
Emotional Drama, in 5 acts, by B. E. Woolf, Esq.,
author of the “Mighty Dollar,” entitled
As played with great success at the Boston Museum
and Uuiou Square Theatre, New York, introducing
MISS MARY CARY in her marvellous portraiture
of Poor Jo, the London Street Wait, pronounced
by tho press tho most realistic performance ever
witnessed on the stage. MRS. THOMAS BARRY
as Lady Dedlock, as originally played by her at
the Union Square Theatre, New York,
Ticket* 45, 50 and 9 5 tenm. Box office
now open.
jan9dtd

<§fock.

RAILROAD

Dollars,

New

across Bos-

House.

Boarding

undersigned having taken the large and cenlocated boarding bouse (formerly kept as a
hotel) No C Hampshire Street, is prepared to accommodate regular or transient boarders on liberal
terms.
T. T. COOMBS.
de22
dim
The
tra 11 y

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
the Hound Lines ior New York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Hound Hteamers in season for Hupper* and

CONGRESS HALL.
Two Night* Only. Thursday and Friday
evening*, Jan. 17th and 18th,
under the auspices of the I. O. G. T.
McAllister’* Mirror, the Ufe of Christ,
and the Drunkard’s Doom,
A general temperance illustration, moving tableaus
and scenes of animated nature.
For lull particulars see programme.
Admission 25 cents; Children 16 cents.
dtd
JanlO

PORTLAND CADETS

Army and Navy Hally
.Evening,

In

smal
Lady and Gentlemen boarders in
TWO
19 BROWN STREET.
lamily. Apply to
nov3
a

of

on

A

week. Tickets to the course
82.00. Evening Tickets, 75 cents. To be had ot tho
Committee and at the door.
Music by Chandler.
Ja8dtt

WALTZING!

TO LET.
Store to Rent.
in Thomas’ Block, No. 90 Commercial
Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER.
janl4d3vv

ACSKNCV

AUVUKTISIItG

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising In al

Shop

and the “German”
every Friday
evening. Tickets 75 cents. Ladies unaccompanied
by Gents, 25 cents.
Academy open from 10 to 12 and lrorn 1 to 4 lor
private instruction. Terms for siDglo private lessons
81, tour for 83.
Private lessons given to experienced waltzers in
Terms—
tanry movements and embellishments.
Gents, $1; Ladies, 50 cents.

Waltzing

M. B.

for

UKOM.,
ADVERTISING AGENTS,
1S6 W. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, «,

■

Estimates furnished free. Send for

FURNISHED

Circular.

a

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

NEWpied but
Rent

desirable locality.
$350 per
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
and SATURDAY, between two and three p. m., at
No. 754 Congress street, right-hand bell.
jan8d3w

TOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,
Leafers lu Printing: Materials of

every

description

Row, New Tork.

jd

desirable front room, with large alcove.
Bath room upon same floor. Apply at
606 CONGRESS ST.
jan7dtf

AGENTS.

on

jan3tf

house to let, for a small family,
J. C. WOODMAN.
119fr Exchange St.

BATES

Sc

LOCKE,

de21

_dtf

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34 PAlK

Store to Let.

ROW, NEW YORK.

O TORE No 556 Congress street, next west of Oak
to street, is tor rent. Good location for the stove
business. Apply to WM. H. JERKIS, Real Estate

D. B. Locke, o Locke A
Bates, late ol
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
for
Send
list of 100 choice newspapers.

J. H.

Agent.

$, R. MILES,
ADVERTISING

AGENT*

Let.

house
9
THEcontains
for three

No. 257 Oxford St. House
rooms with gas and Sebago.
Stable
horses. Apply at tho premises, or at
75 PORTLAND STREET.

and stable

room

Oc27dtf

«f E W8PA PE R ADVK RTIS1NG AGE NT
No. 5 Washingto Building,

To Let.
in Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire ot
93 Exchange street.

ROOMS

DODDS

Aj-GENCK,

oc20

dtf

121 WASHINGTON ST BEET, BOSTON.

To Let.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.

Laundry, Billiard Room and
RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel. Apply to
O. P.

HORACE DODD.

no26dtf

THE

W.

Reviews

oclSiltf

JL».

i.

JIVD,

Union Street.

57

House to LeL
AND

The Leonard Scott

Nov. 27tli, Dec. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan, 8th, Jan. 22th, Feb. 5th,

lower part of house No. 231 Oxford 8t., very
THEconvenient,
containing eight
gas and
For

—

rooms,

General Committee.
T. C. Hebsey.Esq., President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Anderson, Esq., Vice Pres.
Mr. S. E. Spring,
Hon. M. M. Butler,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Hon. GEO. P. Wescott, Mr. Geo, 8. Hunt,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mr. H. N. Jose,
Hon. B. Kingsbury, Jk. Mb. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr., Mr. Chas, McLaughlin
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. J. S. Winslow,
M r. W. L. Putnam,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W. F. Phillips,
Mr. Charles E. Jose, Mr. I). W. Fessenden,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mb. W. F. Milliken.
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Committee on Entertainments.
WM. ALLEN, JR..
Fritz H. Jordan,
Wm. W. Thomas, Jb.,
Fred R. Farrington,
James O. Hamlkn,
A. E. Webb,
Wm. Senter, Jb.,
Wm. L. Bradley.

Evening tickets admitting Gentlemen and LadieB,
$1.00, to be obtained at Stockbridge’s and at tbe

door.
No intermission at tbe dances except on tbe last
nlgbt of tbe course, when extra attractions will bo

ottered.

Music
no21

byChnndter’g

Full

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

Publishing Co.

REAL ESTATE.
For Sale.
elegant granite-fronted dwelling house, No,
State street, built and occupied by the late
John Neal, Esq., together with lot of land on which
it stands; also all the right, title and interest which
said Neal had at the time of his decease, in and to
the passage way, or lane back of said bouse, opening on to Congress street. For terms, &c., apply to
D. W. FESSENDEN, Administrator,
No. 32fc Stanion Block, Exchange street,
Jan3d3w
Portland, Maine.

Blackwoods Efflnrgli Magazine,
E^^ThescReprints

are

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part oi the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J.R. AVERILE.
dtf
July31

tiiibd

The latest advances and discoveries In the arts and
sciences, the recent auditions to knowledge in eve *
department of literature, and all the new publications as they issue from the press, arc fully reported
and discussed in the pages of these periodicals, in
language at once clear, forcible, and comprehensive.
The articles are commonly more condensed and full
of matter than the average books of the period.

House for Sale,
New House containing
part of city,
IN allWestern
the modern improvements. Inquire at this
a

office.

For any

in

mission. Apply to F. O. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate. 3791 Congress Street.
nol8dtf

Advance,

Review.$4 00 per
For any two Reviews. 7 00
For any three Reviews.
10 00
one

Harper’s

Magazine.

ILLUSTRATED.

annum*

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss.
Taken on execution, and will be sold by Public
Auction, on Monday the Fourth day of February, A.
D., 1878, at eleven of the clock in the lorenoon, at
the office of John C. Cobb, at Portland, in said County, all the right in equity which Johnson M. Qui uby
of Westbrook, in the County of Cumberland, had on
the fifth day of October, A. D., 1877, at four o’clock
and thirty minutes, in tbe afternoon, being the time
the same was attached on tbe original writ in this
action, to redeem the following described real estate

*‘

Notices of the Press.
Veteran Magazine, which long agooutgrewits
not
original title of the A’cw Monthly Magazine, has outin the least abated the popularity it wou at the
set, but lias added to it in many ways, and has kept
burly abreast of tiic times, thanks to tho enterprise
of its publishers and the tact and wisdom ot its editors.
For whatever is best aud most readable in the
literature ot travel, discovery, arid liclionf the averof to-ilay looke to Harper’s Magazine,
reader
age
lust as expectantly as did the reader of a quarter of a
century ago; there is tile same admirable variety of
conteuts and Ihe same treshues9 aud suggestiveness
in its editorial departments now as then.—Boston
Journal.

TERMS:
free

to

all

(United

Hub-criber*
Ntatea.

in

tbe

Harper’s Magazine, one year.$4.00.
§4.00 includes prepayment of U. S. postage by tbe

publishers.

Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, Weekly,
and Bazar, to one address for one year, $10.00/ or,
two of Harper’s Periodicals, to one address for one
year, $7.00; postage free.
An Extra Copy of either the Maoazine, Weekly
or Bazar, will 'be supplied gratis for every Club of
five subscribers at $4.00 each, paid for by one
remittance; or, Six Copies one year, without extra
copy, for $20.00,
Hack Numbers can bo supplied at any time.
The volumes of the Magazine commence with tho
Numbers lor June and December oi each year. When
no

time is

specified,

it will be

understood that

A difcount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
or more persons.
Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or ot one Review will e sent to one address for $12.80, four copies ofthi lour Reviews and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
To clubs of ten or more, in addition to tbe above
discount, a copy gratis will be given to tbe getter-up

situated in said Westbrook, viz; a lot of land with
the buildings thereon, between Saccarappa and Cumberland Mills villages; bounded southerly by the
county road leading from Saccarappa to Portland,
easterly by land of Caro lino A. Howard, northerly
by the Prcsnmpscot river, and westerly by land cf
Adeline A. Quinby.
Also another Jot of land on the southerly side of
said County road, bounded northerly by said County
road, easterly by land of Charles A. Haskell et al.
southerly by the Portland and Rochester Railroad
and land ot G. and L. P. Warren, and westerly by
land of said Warren and the late Montgomery
Anderson,
Dated at Portland, this Twenty-ninth day of December, A, D., 1877. n»Tmvri'o it n mrip d

of the club.

PBEIIIUMS.
New Subscribers (applying early) for the year 1878
have, without charge, tbe numbers for tbe last
quarter cf 1877 of such periodicals as they may
may

subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of the above periodicals, may have one of the
“Four Reviews” for 1877; subscribers to all five may
have two of the “Four Reviews”, or one set of Black
wood’s Magazine for 1877.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed, unless the money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premiums given to

(*OWAf?0

clubs.
To

secure

premiums it will be necessary to make
as the stock av ilable for that pur-

early application,
pose

sent by express, freight at expense of purchaser, for
$2 25 per volume. Single volumes, by mail, postpaid, $3 00. Cloth cases, for binding, 53 cents, by

is limited.

Insurance Company,

The Leonard Scott Publishing Go.,

OF SEW TORE.

mail, postpaid.
A Complete Analytical Index to the hrst Fifty Volumes of harper’s Magazine lias been published,
rendering available for reference tbe vast and varied
wealth of information which constitutes this peiiodical a perfect illustrated literary cyclopedia. Svo,
Cloth, $3 00; Halt Calf, $5 25. Sent postage prepaid.
Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals
only.

Newspapers are not to copy this advertisement
without the express order ot Harper & Brothers,
Address llAKPER & BROTHERS. New York.

Vaults Cleaned,

Beeimjj.

FRENCH & GERMAN LAUNDRY.

Insures

our clothes in the open air, and so neec:
more water and fresh air than the othe]
laundries iu the
We have established a

laundrj

Rouble Windows (or Sale.
consisting of a dozen double windows

AND

Loss

or

Damage

fcy Fire,

CARROLL & RAND,
PORTLAND, ME.
niftllawljS

fo

Horses Wintered.

sale, part wiib ventilators. Erica reasonable
Applv at
no 15ii 1 f28 EXCHANGE STREET.

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at short notice, from $1 to $6
cord or $3 a load, by addressing
B0v42tt
A, LIBBY &oo.. Portland P. O.

Against

FOB POLICIES APPLY TO

out of town, and will be prepared to commence
work on Monday, Dec. 10th. All orders left at W
D. .Jones’, 520 Congress Street, opposite Casco, oi
6 Bradford Street, will receive prompt attention.
dec7d3m
FRAU VON HAGEN & CO.

ASF.r

L. CLIFFORD WADE, Clerk.

Approved January 12, 1878.
3aU

Canal JBank Building.

d2m

diot

CITY OF PORTLAND.
City Marshal’s Office.
IS PERMITTED on the following

On
On
On
On

Mayo.

Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
New High below Cumberland.
Mellen.
Pleasant to Centre,
On Atlantic to Fore.
On Fore from Atlantic.
On Grove from Congress to Portland.
On Clark from Salem to Summer.
uuuiuviiauui

"v*w

augl6

tt

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.
Portland &

Horse Shoeing,

ANNUAL MEETING.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THE
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company
will be held at

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOST Ac FOG«, No. 81 Middle Street.
Book Binders.
A. OCINCF, Room 11, Printer*’
Exchange, No. 111 Exchange St.
SMAJLli Ac SHACKFORJD, No. 35 Plum
Street.
WH.

Carpenters and Builders.
Pearl Street, op-

WHITNEY Ac MEANS,
posite the Park.

JOHN C.
Street.

Ogdensburg R. R. Co.

Beal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

tbe Office of the Company, 39
Exchange Street, Portland, on TUESDAY, tbe
fifteenth day of January, 1878, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon to choose Directors for the ensuing year,
and transact any other business that may
legally
come before the meeting.
CHAS. H. FOYE, Clerk.
Portland Dee. 31,1878.
dec29d2w

Annual

Meeting.
PORTLAND MM PACKET CO.
of the Portland Steam Packet
THECo.,Stockholders
hereby notified that the annual meeting
held at
are

will be

the Company’s office on Franklin
Wharf,
TUESDAY, the fifteenth day of January
current, at 3 o’clock p. m., for tho choice of five'
Directors tor the ensuing year, and the transaction
ot any other business that may legally come before
them.
janldtd
J. F. EISCOMB, Sec’y.
on

Watches, Jewelry and Silrer Ware,
J. A. ME URIEL & CO., 139 Middle St.
J. A. MERRILL.

A. KEITH,

Accountant and Notary Public.

PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.

«EO. C. CODMAN,—Office No. 1S4 Mildie Street, Portland.
nov26 6m*

A.N-NrTJA.l7]viEKTINr&.

MAVERICK NATIONAL DAI,
Congress Street.,

Annual Meeting ot tho Stockholders of the
Portland Railroad Co.,willbe held in Reception
Room, City Hall, Portland, on MONDAY, Jan. 21,
1878, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the choice of Directors,
and the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.

Cor. Water and

BOSTON. MASS.

Portland, Jan. 11, 1878.

Incorporated as a State Bank in 1854.
Organized at a National Bank in 1865.
CAPITAL.
SURPL.CS

THE

THE STANDARD BROILER.

$400,000.
$200,000.

.....
.....

E.A. NEWMAN, Sec’y.
janlld7t»

Patented April 10,1877.
simplest and best
f|7HE
X artible for Cooking

DIRECTORS:
Asa P. Potter.President.
Nehemiah Gibson.Ship Owi*r.

L

N. B. Mansfield.Firm Roberts & Mansfield.
Henry F. Woods.Firm Hathaway & Wools.
G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.
Jonas H. French. ..Prest. Cape Ann Granite Co.
Thomas Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana & Co.
Accounts of Bank., Institutions and Individual* solicited.
Interest on time deposits allowed at rates

agreed upon.

Business paper discounted.
Careful attention given to the collection of
notes,drafts,or coupons for hanks or others; md
the purchase, sale or exchange of Cnited
juwuani

Beef Steak
vented.

in-

ever

Can be used over either
Coal or Wood lire.

a

Cooks Steak so quickly
that all the juices and flavor are

retained.

XAOES not get ashes^or
XJ coal on Ilia meat.
Does not let smoke and
——A

-C ll.„ „4.-

Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business
by mail.
Correspondence invited.
ASA P. POTTER, PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL PHILLIPS, Cashier.
JOSIAH Q, BENNETT, ASST. CASHIER.
dec4
MW&FSn

[obtained tor mecbanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
(impounds,
designs, trade-marks, and
labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interterences, eoC
nventions that have beeD
by the Patent Office may

still,

tents

more

those who

in most cases,

be

secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Oifice, we can make closer
searches, and securePatpromptly and whh broader claims than
are

remote from

Washington.
*

dns

a

sketch ot
vice

;

we

model

or

your demake exam-

inations free of charge
advise as to paAll correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO VDARUE UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We refer to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
and

tentability.

C. A. SNOW & CO„
Opposite'Patent Office, Washington, D.C,

no24dtt

CLAIRVOYANT.
can

located at No, 4 Mechanic St., where she can be
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in tellhidden or stolen
ing fortunes, searching out
&c., and was never known to be at fault*
Do not miss this opportunity of
the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering
new business or profession, the con noting of which
they do not understand, will find it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels since she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials coven if desired.
Terms, Geuts $1,00; Ladies 50 cents. Office boars
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
aoOdt

Tost,

treasures^

consulting

1

declleod3m

STATEMENT.
The following Is the Semi-Annual Statement of the
Portland Gas Light Company, required by law to be

published:

Amount of assessments actually paid In. .$319,250.00
Amount ot existing capital. 349,550.00
Amount of the debts due (about).
2,500.00
Amount of real estate and fixtures upon

it, including machinery. 238,103.74

Amount of last valuation of real estato as
fixsd by the assessors...
85,000.00
Amount of aggregate value of taxable
property so fixed. 355,000.00
J. T. McCOBB, Treasurer.
STATE OF MAINE, 1
Cumberland ss.
12th of January, 1878.
j
Sworn to before me.
BENJ. KINGSBURY,
Justice of the Peace.
janlldlt

RETIIRIED.
MRS. DR. WELCH,
CHIROPODIST,

intoany

At 2281-2 Middle

Street, Over
Palmer’s, Shoe Store.

All difficulties
treated for

1876

a

of

the

short time.

feet skillfully
aec25dlwteodtf

FIRST PREMIUMS

1877.

The most convenient place in the
to purchase your Coal is at

city

RANDALL

&

Mr A LLISTI'R’S

office, No. 78 Exchange St„
opposite the Post Office.
new

». II.

Will winter Horses on Hay lor St.50 per week.
Redaction made on,eoHs. Crain extra.
C. 1>. SMALL,

OtCadSm

Don’t fail to call and

see

them.
dtf

Ja5

Business solicited irom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment oi
complicated accounts.
Would take charge ot one or more sets of aecounti
permanently. Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.
declS
-W&Stt

REMOVAL.
TEWKSBURY

&

BRAI

ntt'E STREET, wroml door abort
Brown. Office Hours till 11 a. m., 2 to.4 p. m.
Ur. Tewksbury’s residence tor the winter at thi

Oorniefi, Me.

residence, No. 91 Pine St.

January 1, 1878.

eodly

flectl

FOE PIANO
AT A BAHOAIN.
shall ofler at a great bargain one new 7J
octave rosewood Piano, overstrung, Agrafle
bridge, square grand. Fully warranted for seven
CARLTON & CHANDLER,
years.
Domestic Sewing Machine Agency, 440 Congress
Street.
dec27dtf

WE

have removed their offices to

earns place.
Ur. Bray’s

STATE TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.
The several Temperanco organizations, the Temperance workers, and all the friends of Temperanco
m Maine, are invited to meet in
Mass Convention at
GRANITE UALL, AUGUSTA,
—

Wednesday

jaffid

and

Commencing

OX

—

Thursday, Jan.
o'clock

at 11

23 & 24,

Wednesday.

on

The Temperance cause was never more prosperous
in the State than now, ior which we should bo most
profoundly grateful. Still there are important subjects which will demand our attention. Shall we
ask for any change or amendments in the Prohibitory Law? Shall wo protest against granting license
to sell

intoxicating liquors

to the

druggists?

Shall

ask for any more stringent penalties to be inflicted upon persons ionnd intoxicated? These, and
other important questions will doubtless demand the
attention of the conyention.
Let there be a general rally. The nsnal redaction
of fare on the railroads may be expected.
we

D. B.

Randall, Berwick,

Joshua Nyb, Augusta,

L. R.

King, Caribou,

Edward Hills, Thomaston,

John S.

Kimball, Bangor,

George E. Brackett, Belfast.
Frank Kenrick, Fairtleld,
Wm. J. Corthell, Calais,
Eli Jones, South China,
Jordan Rand, Lisbon,
E. W. 8TETS0N, Damariscotta,
Henry Tallman, Bath,
Owen B. Chadbourne, Saco.
R. C. Farrington, Bryeburg,
J. S. Wheelwright, Bangor,
State Temperance Committee.

or a

Short Session!

No sooner does the Legislature get fairly to
work than a cry for a short session is heard—
and once heard is very generally joined in by
the unthinking. Doubtless some who advocate short sessions do so from conviction of
their benefit, but the majority favor them because it is the fashion.
Certainly there is no
reason to believe that the people of the State
are dissatisfied at the length of legislative sessions or would-be pleased were the sessions
made briefer. There is in tact but one obiontinn nf

omr

efronrrtlv

nrrrod

awalnof

1nnr»

sessions, and that is urged by the men who
hold or affect to believe that all legislation is
an evil and that the less we have of it the
better off the State will be. It is unnecessary
here to meet that objection. The question
has been pretty thoroughly discussed since
the world began and in this country we have
adopted a representative republican form of
government. With the workings of that form
only we are concerned. It is an indisputable
fact that all powers weaken by infrequent
use, and that all rights and privileges not
strenuously insisted upon fall in time into
abeyance. History teaches us that representative governments have failed because the
people rarely availed themselves of the right
of representation and so scarcely missed it
when taken from them by designing men—or
if they missed it were so incapacitated for its
exercise by long disuse that their attempts to
recover it were failures. To say that a like
fate could overtake this country is not so preposterous a statement as it seems at first
hearing.
The province of our Legislature is two-fold,
—law-making and educational. In Us lawmaking province it enacts repeals or amends
statutes, and makes provision for their enforcement. Representatives from all parts of
the State meet and confer upon the wants
and demands of their sections, and listen to
the pleas of the various interests which go to
make up the State. In its educational province it takes every year a hundred and eighty
men, familiarizes them with public business
and the methods of transacting it, acquaints
them with public Institutions, enlarges their
knowledge of the interests and requirements
of other sections, and teaches them the nature and practical workings of parliamentary
government,—a government with which, it
being our own, every man ought to be familiar. In this particular the Legislature supplements the town-meeting. The one acquaints the citizen with the method of governing by a pure, the other by a representative democracy. Every year some two hundred men leave Augusta with a good idea of
legislative government, with a knowledge
more or less thorough of the machinery ef
the State, and with minds broadened by a
considerable acquaintance with public men
ana measures, n tne town

meeting is tne pri-

mary school of our

political system the Legislature may 1)8 looked upon as the high
school to which the brightest or most industrious scholars are presumed to be sent. It
is evident that the longer the session the
more considerable
will be the education
gained and the more thoroughly will the
Legislature serve one object of its existence.
Again our legislators owe it to the people
whom they represent as well a3 to themselves
that the session shall not be a hurried one.
They are sent to Augusta to make what new
laws the welfare of the State may demand,
to repeal the laws which have proved hurtful
and to amend the laws which have defects
that Interfere with practical or beneficent
operation. They are there to hear the wishes
of the people for new laws or their objections to old ones, to hear every man who
feels aggrieved at the operation of the statutes and believes he may be benefited by a
change. Many of these desires and complaints may be foolish, but they are none the
less entitled to a patient hearing.
The complaint is made that some bad or
unnecessary laws are enacted by our Legislature. That may be the case; to assume the
contrary would be to assume that men are
Infallible. But it will be found that the majority of bad or unnecessary laws have been
put through—very often in the hurry of the
closing hours of the session—without due
consideration. The Legislature has not devoted proper time to their examination. This
is a fault of a short session, not of a long one.
It is unfair to judge the Legislature by occa.
sional mistakes; it should be judged by the
general excellence of its work. If we carefully watch the record of its proceedings we
will be agreeably surprised to find what a
great number of proposed laws, injudicious or
needless, it rejects. These are carefully considered and'their faults discovered. If an
unwise measure does get through it is generally because it has not been thoroughly examined. Perhaps the clamor for a short session may have hurried the committees in
their action.
It is to be hoped that this Legislature will
not be induced by the desire for a short session to hasten over with insufficient examination any measures which may be submitted
to its consideration. Let it take sufficient
time to inquire into tbe merits and demerits
of all the acts proposed for its adoption.
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pleasant, furnished Chamber.
203 OXFORD ST., near Chestnut.
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Be it
ordained
by the Mayor, Aldermen
and Common Council, of the City of Portland, in
as follows:
Council
assembled,
City
Section 1.—There shall be appointed by tbe Board
of Mayor and Aldermen, for the remainder of the
resent Municipal year, and thereafter annually, an
nspector of Milk, who shall be sworn, give notice of
his appointment, keep an office and books, aud have
all the powers and perform all the dutms set forth
and prescribed in the statutes of the State relating
to the sale ot milk and the inspection thereof.
Section 2.—It shall he the duty of each person or
firm, now or hereafter engaged in tho business ot
selling milk within the limits of the city, to file annually with the Inspector a statement of his name,
residence and place of businese, or, it he sells milk
from a cart, ot such fact, to the eud that said statement may be registered by the Inspector in a book
kept tor the purpose: and in default of so doing said
person or firm shall forfeit the sum of twenty dollars
to the use of the city, to be recovered in any court of
competen t j urisdiction.
Section 3.—It shall be the duty of the Inspector
to receive and register said statement, and grant a
certificate of such registration upon request of the
person or firm filing the same. The Inspector, when
thereunto requested in writing by any citizen ot
Portland, shall make inspection within the limits of
the city of any milk sold, or offered or intended tor
sale within the same, nnd also upon his own motion,
without previous notice, as often as once a year, and
oftener at his discretion, shall visit all places ot business and carts in and from which milk is sold within
the city, and make thorough inspection of the kind
aud quality of milk found in said places of business
and carts oftered or intended tor sale. It shall also
be the duty of said Inspector to prosecute all violations of the statutes of the State and ordinances of
the city relating to the sale of milk. And at the
•close of each municipal year said Inspector shall
make a detailed report to the Board of Mayor aud
Aldermen.
Section 4.—The compensation of said Inspector
shall be as followsTwenty-five cents for making
the before required registration and granting a certificate thereof, to be paid by the person requesting
the same. Filty cents for making inspection of milk,
to be paid by tbe person requesting the same lo be
made; and said Inspector shall be entitled to onehalf of all forfeitures accruing to the city in all prosecutions instituted by him for violation of the statutes of the State or ordinances ol the city relating
to the sale of milk.
Section 5.—This Ordinance shall take effect on

l>y S. 1TOUNO A: CJO., Practical Horne
Slioers, 70 Pearl St. Price $1.50 per net
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JAMES P. BAXTER, office PortApply
land Packing Co
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E. N. FRESHMAN &

The second lesson of Waltzing class
already
formed will be given next Maturdny evening’
Jan. i*£th. The class will also meet on the follow-
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ncee.
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Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t, E. R. R.
J. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,
dtf
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Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the

detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

The above

—

For Twelve
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Thursday evening**, Jan. 10, A: 17, ’JS.
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and also to take up the fraud cry in connection with President Hayes’s title. It
would be far better to take up the fraud crj
in connection with the silver bill. Rumoi
has it the Legislatures of all the Democrats
States will adopt the Montgomery Blaii
memorial. The object is to keep the indig
nation of the unterrified at fever heat unti
1880. A cheaper method wou
be to per
mit it to die away until that year; and thei
lay in a large stock of whiskey and let thi 1
Democracy fire np for work.

Tub alliance between Germany and Ital;
Thes •'
to be an .'accomplished fact,
powers will act together in the peace negotia
tions.
seems

The Shoe and Leather Reporter is not
troubled at the Crispin strike m Masssacbusetts. It says: Periodical attempts have been
made to establish a dictatorship of employees
over employers in various parts of the country, but the experiment is a Quixotic one, aDd
has invariably resulted In a failure. If it is to
be tried over again, this seems an opportune
time to begin, as in the absence of any great
pressure of orders there will be less inconvenience in any interruption to business which it
might occasion, than at a later stage of the
season, when the manufacturers will be embarrassed by tho necessity of filling contract
Tho Lynn shoemakers, who
engagements.
are now taking the lead in these disturbances,
have always suffered far more from the effects
of Crispin interference than the manufacturers have, and, on this account, there is good
reason to believe that any “strike” which
may be ordered by the Society in that place
will be discountenanced by a majority of the
employees. In other places, taking the country all through, there is barely a ripple of ex-1
citement on lhe labor question, and manufacturers are not apprehensive of difficulty from
this source.

January, 1873, there

was an
-aggregate ,of five
thousand million dollars railway indebtedness
in the United States; that on the 1st
January,
1877, it had been reduced ia various ways to
hundred
that
twenty-fivo
millions;
during the
year 1877 it had undergone a further reduction
of seven hundred and fifty millions. I have
made no test of the accuracy of these figures,
but the gentleman who quoted them is most
excellent authority on statistical points. They
indicate a prodigious shrinkage in one of the
principal forms of private indebtedness considerably exceeding the largest dimensions to
which the liabilities of the nation ever attained.
Taken in connection with the undeniable curtailment of overy other kind of pecuniary obligation the statement will convey an Idea of the
progress that has been made towards the goal
of resumption, and may be accepted as an augury th.t we are already very near it. The
low rate to which the gold premium has fallen

corrobor >tes this view of the case. The difference between gold and paper to-day is only two
and a quarter per cent. That so slight a dis-

parity

should

pearing.

The conviction that the effort which is being
made to debase the currency by
legalizing the
use of the inferior metal will prove
abortive,
does not seem to have been materially shaken
by recent demonstrations at the national capw nen we island Dill passed the House,
there ensued a rise of nearly forty par cent, in
the gold
premium. That has all been lost,
and more too. Even if such a measure should

uai.

countar.from the capitalists of the country.
They have the power to dictate the terms upon
which they will permit their means to circulate

through the
They appear

chancels of general industry.
to be very much in earnest in
their determination not to be consenting parties to the prolongation of the era of distrust
and uncertainty which is at this moment paralyzing the energies of the people. If they
maintain their attitude of firmness, they will

effectually demonstrate that it is utterly futile
visionary theorists to attempt to impede the
coarse of the nataral current that is
flowing
steadily towards the haven of solvenoy and redeemability. The time has gone by wben an
for

little strange that some Texas Congressman doesn’t step up and offer to take
his oath that the Indians who have been
raidiug the ranches on the border are Mexicans sworn to the service of Diaz and bent on
the humiliation of this country.
a

edict of government can make a thing what it
is not. Every commodity will be measured
by
its intrinsic value and gold will not be worth
any less

Small

Scale—-The Weeding-

Progress

To-

tions.

they bave so decreased their inby paying them or getting
released from them by the bankrupt act, that
the number who wonld gain anything by the
privilege of settling up at ninety cents on a

ward Complete Liquidation—The Capi-

Now

cumbrances,

talists and the Silver Question.

NewYokk, Jan. 12,1878.

either

dollar is Infinitessimal in proportion to the
number who would suffer
embarrassment
through the indisposition of those from whom
they would seek credit to accept the hazards
incident to a fluctuating and unreliable cnrrency. If the Blands.and Stanley Matthewses

continually making freBh discoveries
ingenious devices whereby impecunious

We are
of

silver any more on account of arbe reckoned as

equally precious.
It is a significant commentary upon the want
of judgment of the advocates of silver expansion that they manifestly take no acconnt
whatever of the difference In the condition of
affairs in 1873 and 1878. Then everybody was
loaded down with debt. Now the volume of
individual debt is exceedingly small. Then the
debtor class would have reaoed some apparent
benefit from a partial release from their obliga-

Our New York Letter.
on a

nor

bitrary decrees that they must

Pennsylvania statesmen are all very
much opposed to an investigation of the
causes of the railroad riots last summer. They
fear that somebody’s—many bodies’ in fact—
election or re-election will be endangered.

Process—Substantial

•

become a law—which is highly improbable—it
is doubtful whether it could be rendered operative in the face of the opposition it would en-

Ix is probably quite as well that the Indian
country is not to be organized into a Territory. The Indians live in peace there now.
An act of organization would be a permit to
every white rascal in the country to go in and
rob them.

Ont

the ap-

sibilities of the passage of an act by Congress
remonetizing Bilver proves conclusively that
the difficulties which lie in the way of the restoration of a specie basis are gradually disap-

Governor Hubbard of Texas reviews
the history of the border troubles since 1859,
and can name but three cases where American citizens have suffered. The Mexican government might name many instances in
which Texan bandits have crossed the line
to plunder Mexican citizens.

Inflation

exist, notwithstanding

prehension that is naturally felt about the pos-

Conover says ho will be a candidate for
re-election no matter what parly carries
Florida. He says he has conciliated the Republicans by voting for Kellogg, and the
Democrats by voting for Butler, and that
both parties will show their gratitude by
sending him back to the Senate. Sanguine
fellow, that Conover.

It is

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

debtors contrive to postpone tbe day of reckonTbe failure of one Dnnning, a note negotiator, attracts pnblic attention to a system of
raising the wind which differs in kind bat not
essentially in deceptiveness from the practices
of Netter and Bonner. Dnnning’s principals
make batches of notes and he nses them as collateral securities for loans. Thera is no end to
the quantity they can issue, nor any need of
limit as to the amonDt of margin they shall
put up. The whole business is done on that
theory of indefinite expansion which is the favorite remedy of tbe believers in illimitable
paper and bogus silver, for every age and stage
of financial distress. It works so well while it
lasts that tbe borrowers are able to keep afloat
till all their assets have vanished except a
meagre stock in trade held at the expense of

ing.

and Ewings coaid have their way they wonld
find that the greatest sufferers by their
specious schemes would be the very men in
whose interests they profess to be urging them.
It is always the sweat and toil of the country
upon which the evils of false systems of finance
bear most oppressively. The rich are abundantly capable of taking care of themselves.
If it were not for the delay which It wonld
cause in the recovery of the public
health, it
soon

would not be a bad idea to let the silver experiment be tested, as the surest way of demonstrating its absurdity. If it does happen
to be forced through there will be this consolation that it will produce entirely opposite re-

nnwary creditors, and the lenders are lulled into a placid sense of safety by the fact that their
debt is nominally covered in doable the amount

illogical enongh

salts from those its advocatss anticipate. Bu.
as time is too precions now to be wasted
upon
puerile expedients the best thing to be done is
to save these enthusiasts from the consequences
of their own error and with that vlsw it is to
be hoped the silver project In whatever shape
it may take will fail and that the
resumption
act will be retained and carried out to the

this kind tbe

lAttAP.

of it. When some passing breeze of distrust
shakes the illusive fabric of imposture it crumbles into dust and everybody wonders that it
stood so long.
There are people, strange to say, who will be
to dedace from an explosion of
conclusion that contraction is
bringing misfortune npon the country. It
seems to me to demonstrate with absolute certainty that contraction is working out tbe national salvation, and that jnst each processes
are necessary to the
as these
all
of health and strength to
legitimate bnsiness. Dunning was
sentative of a false and nernicious

Senator Blaine Serenaded.
telegram from Hot Springs, Ark., to the
Cincinnati Enquirer, says that Senator Blaine
was serenaded there on
Wednesday night, and,
A

restoration
kinds of

in response to the call for

a speech, came forand said: “I am very glad of an opportunity of appearing before you previous to leav
in—as I intend tomorrow—and return my ac-

ward

the repremethod of

bolstering up bankrupt concerns.by the artifice

knowledgment

and thanks for the very kind
and cordial reception exended to me on the
morning of my arrival here. I am very glad
also to have the opportunity of congratulating
the citizens of this state, of both races and all
classes, upon the dawn to them of a brighter
day—one, I trnst and believe, of great prosperity for all concerned in its future welfare. The
administration of affairs here by the honorable
commission appointed to settle them is a matter
of congratulation, and while no man is at liberty to say what the goveroment of the United
Slates will do, I think I may take the liberty of
assuring you that the Congress of the United
States will be disposed in this matter to deal
with liberality and a spirit of kindness to all
those who have claims upon their attention.
[Applause.] 1 desire, gentlemen, also to express the very great satisfaction I have experienced in witnessing the harmony, friendship
and cordiality that exist between the two races
in your community. Perfect peace in the South
will everywhere follow perfect justice.
There
is no man in the country who desires strife for
the sake of strife, bat there will always be strife
so long as there is room.
I believe that yon set
a great
example to yonr entire state, and I believe that in following it Arkansas will share
generally in the prosperity that will have concentrated here. [Applause.] I can retnrn
my
sincere thanks for whatever of personal ftiendship there may be intended me, for this very
flattering attendance, and for the cordial manner in which my introduction was received.
I
am not here to make a speech, I came on a
health-seeking tonr, and I am glad to say that
I think I have been successful.
I bid yon all.
gentlemen, a cordial good night’’ [Applause. I

known in commercial nomenclature as “kiting.” What he was undertaking to do on a
small scale is precisely the same thing that every
legislator who favors inflation in any form is
aiming at in a larger way. The thing is im-

practicable.

There are natural laws

that will

completely nullify statutes that defy

common

and the principles of political economy.
But the inevitable effect of every effort to turn
back the tide which is flowing in the direction
of sound currency and honest debt paying, is to
retard the prosperity of the people.
The operation of liquidation is progressing
with more and more velocity as it approaches
the end. The steadiness and strength with
which it Is encountered show how much real
opulence existed amid the specious and deceptive valuations of the epoch during which nine
tenths of the inhabitants of the' Republic imsense

increasing their means when
actually growing poorer all the
while. Our banking institutions stand the
shock wonderfully well. The losses are widely
distributed, and it is far more surprising that so

agined they
they

were

were

few rather than that so many succumb to a
pressure which their own imprudence has precipitated. Looking back now upon the business of New York from 18G1 to 1873, remembering what enormous rents were paid, what gigantic expenses were incurred, what inordinate
risks were taken, 1 cannot regard it otherwise
than as a proof of marvellous recuperative
power in the community, that so large a proportion of its merchants should have passed
through the fiery ordeal without being perceptibly scorched. An occasional illustration will
serve the purpose of showing what changes
have occurred since the awakening to con-

The Steamboat Bill.
The Committee on Commerce, Beagan of
Texas chairman, have reported the steamboat
bill with the following changes: Providing
tha| all foreign vessels within the jurisdiction
of the United States shall be amenable to the
same rules and regulations as United States
vessels; that there shall be numerous changes
in the system of signalling by vessels meeting

sciousness which resulted from the panic.
In the spring of 1873 when the
country
was on the verge of
bankruptcy, though
as yet its
citizens neither knew nor suspected it, a gentleman took a lease of a store
in New York from a great landed proprietor.
The term was five years; the annual rental
$10,000. The tenant was responsible, and has
paid his rent regularly and punctually—$90,000

and passing each other; that fog-horns shall
be sounded at intervals of two minutes instead
of five; that the officer or parson on board the
steamer shall be responsible for failing or rsfusing to exhibit a lighted torch upon that
poiDt or quarter from which a steam vessel
shall be approaching equally with the owner
of the vessel, who is alone responsible under
the present lawr requiring the delivery at the
time of shipment of any inflammable articles
as freight of an entry in
writing expressing
the character of the merchandise (this restriction to apply to vessels navigating inland
waters as well as high saas); that an uniform
system of admirably jurisdiction should apply
equally without discnmiuation to steam vessels
navigating inland waters and the high seas, to
prevent the placing of the legal ownership of vessels in irresponsible bands, and that the time
and place of the meeting of the board of supervising inspectors be changed, so that meetings
shall be held at various commercial boards
throughout the country as directed by the
Secretary of the Treasury; that the temperature at which refined petroleum will
ignite
shall be 110 degrees in' hermetically sealed
cases, and 150 degrees in iron-bound barrels;
that transportation of nitro-glycertne and all
articles of similar character in passanger vessels
shall be absolutely forbidden; misconduct or
acts of violence shall be punished by imprisonment as well as by fine; that doors shall be
provided with hingfthat they may be taken
off in disaster and used bv passengers aa life
preservers; that salaries of inspectors of hnlls
and boilers at several Southern and Westeru
cities shall be reduced to $1500.

than the original cost of the property,
and very much mors than it would sell foi
to-day. Hs now makes a new contract from
the expiration of the present lease at $7,000 pel
annum, which is a fair rate. He has paid foi

—more

me use or

me

since ne iook

sion

posses
worth. But

he

resources re-

premises

£50,000 more than the; were
'3 good yet
and has abundaot

maining, notwithstanding the penalty iu which
he was mulcted through excess of faith in the
worth of real estate. There are innumerable
instances of a similar kiud. Sometimes the
lessees have failed and left their landlords it
the lurch. Sometimes they have struggle!
along and impoverished themselves in trying
to keep their engagements. Frequently they
have appealed to the mercy of their creditoi
and extorted from his magnanimity or his feai
a concession of a part of the excess for which
they had incautiously bound themselves.
It has not been in the matter of rent aloni
that our- merchants have bean foolishly itn
provident. They have practiced a dangerou

prodigality

in reference

to numerous

othe

forms of expense, such as keeping corps o 1
travelling salesmen on the road and of high

priced,

clerks at their counters.

It is a fac

susceptible of authentication that a dry good)
jobbing house on Broadway with a capital o
£225,000—chiefly special—were under an ex
peuse in a single year of $250,000. Is it any
thing to be astonished about that they ultl
mately failed and paid nothing on the dolla

The Odd Fellows of Minnesota are engaged
in forming a colony in that state, to be composed entirely of members of the order. They
have secured three townships of land in Wat-

county, and invite the Odd Fellows of
the country who may wish to locate on homesteads, to join them In the enterprise next
spring. Some 350 families can bo accommodated with a quarter section each.
The land,
which is owned by the St. Paul & Sioux City
railroad company, soils from $6 to $0 per acre,

onwan
■

thereabouts?
The head of the largest mercantile house i
America remarked recently that on the 1st c f

or

V ADUArTKIf

in five annual payments, and is said to be
the best quality.

of
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Sect. 43. No person shall fish in that portion
of a pond or other water in which fish are artifically cultivated or maintained, without the
permission of the proprietor, under a penalty
of not less than @10.
Sect. 44 It shall bs the duty of all sheriffs,
deputy sheriffs, constables anil police officers

15.

BY TELEGRAPH.
FROM
Report

ihr Unmr and Fish Commix,
•ion.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Jan. 14.

revise,

collate and codify the fishery and
game laws of the state. Baring the season the
commission have had several sessions for work

1

and consultation.
Bach member was assigned
such portions of the work,the subjects of which
he was the most familiar, and upon which he
had the most experience and practical knowledge. The results of their labors, as relates to
oar

fisheries,

sented to the

bill, which will soon he
Legislature. The following

is a

the principal features of the bill:
An act to regulate aiul protect

pre-

fisheries,

are

and

propagation of fish.
$ec. 1. The takiug of mackerel, herring,
porgies or menhaden, or fishing therefor by the
use of purse or drag seines, is hereby prohibit-

ed in all waters over which the State of Maine
has jurisdiction, except in waters outside of a
straight line drawn from headland to headland,
under a penalty upon the master or person in
charge of such seine or seines, of not less than
$100 nor more than $300, and the forfeiture of
all vessels, heats and apparatus used in such
unlawful pursuit, but a net for meshing mackerel or porgies, of not more than 100 meshes in
depth, and a net for meshing herring, of not
more than 170 meshes
in depth, shall not be
deemed a seine.
Sec. 2. All penalties and forfeitures named
in the preceding section,may be recovered
by in
dictment or action of debt; and one-fourth of
the penalty or forfeiture recovered or imposed
shall be for the benefit of the complainant and
three-fourths to the county where the action is

Sue. 3. Bequires sheriffs, deputy sheriffs
and fish wardens to serve warrants, arrest persons, seize vessels, boats and apparatus without
a
warrant and retain! them until one lean
Bation

as

in

with

emolu-

to

fisheries.

-w.

ua

principally

[Special

to the

Press. J

of in con-

DISTRICT.

.5114

elected.

SECOND DISTRICT.

Bailey has.6369
Philander Tolman.6358

James

ChapliD. 90
Scattering.
22
And James Bailey, Philander Tolman, Warren H. Vinton and William G. Davis are elected.
R. L.

THIRD DISTRICT.

James Irish has..3224
Moses S. Moulton.
3203
William A. Frothingham.2586
George W. Towle.
2546
Sewall Goff.
«73
George W. Haskell....!.!!!!.!..!!! 803
And James Irish and Warren S. Moulton

■

aW.tari

FOUTH DISTRICT.

H. Cobb has...2806
Rufus Prince.2934
Alonzo Garcelon.2089
Marshall Jordan.2088
Silas Morse.1088
Edward F. Stearns.1083
C. I. Barker.
1
And J. L. H. Cobb and Rofas Prince are
J. L.

elected.

FIFTH DISTRICT.

James Morrison, Jr.,Jbas.1631
Lucien B.

Pillsbury.1459

J. K, Lovejoy... 201
And James Morrison is elected.
SIXTH

DISTRICT.

William Rogers has.1648
Parker M. Whitmore. 971

Scattering.,.

3

And William Rogers is elected.
SEVENTH DISTRICT.
Greenlief T. Stevens has.5703
J. Manchester H aynes..4 998
Oscar Hal way...
3412
John Ware, Jr,.3374
A. G. Chandler. 252
J. D. White.253
272
Scattering.

And Greenleaf T. Stevens and J.
ter Haynes are elected.
EIGHTH

Manches-

DISTRICT.

Darius H. Bartlett has.2965
Nahum Totman.
3132
Edward Rowe. 553

Ivory Lowe.544
DaTies Bartlett. 1
D. H. Bartlett.154
And Darius H. Bartlett and Nabum Totman

NINTH

Wyman Phillips has. .5919
Edward B. Nealley.
5946
Daniel F. Davis.
.5946
Lloyd W. Drake.5949
William T. Pearson.3582
Nathaniel Wilson.4009

Mr.

ed.

ELEVENTH DISTRICT.

David W. Ckaoman has.-,.2040
oina

And Uriah W. Woodward is elected.
TWELFTH DISTRICT.

Joseph H, Martin has.3133
Joshua L. Jordan.2317
And Joseph H. Martin is elected.
THIRTEENTH DISTRICT.

Isaac M. Boardmau has..3364
Orin Learned..

Hanson T. Gove.
2743
C. C. Roberts.2761

And Isaac M. Boardmau and Orin Learned
elected.

are

FOURTEENTH DI8TRICT.

William Grindle has.
2990
William W. Bragdon.3076
John Moor...2170

Partridge.2269

Oliver Donnell.
107
Andrew P. Goodall. 95
And William Grindle and William W. Bragdon are elected.
FIFTEENTH DISTRICT.
Albert M. Nash has.3318
Alexander B. Sumner.3320
Samuel D. Leavitt.
2783

Henry H. Bowles.2653
And Albert M. Nash and Alexander B.
Sumner are elected.
SIXTEENTH DIBTBICT.

There were some informalities in the returns
from this district and the committee
confining
themselves to the statutes in such cases provided, find that
Parker B. Burleigh has...2198
Edmund Madlgan.2144
And Parker P. Bnrleigh having received a
plurality of the votes cast, as shown by the
legal returns, is elected ami entitled to a seat.
The report was accepted.
The committee’s report on Mr. Bnrleigh’s
case was referred to a special committee for
investigation, and in the meantime Mr. Burleigh was admitted to his seat.
An act was presented to incorporate the

Springvale Acqueduct Go.

Nehemiah Holland
from

Bliss,

not

to

appear as the seat
to Hiram

Washington gclearlyj belongs
Jr.

Tllft fnllnwincr T-Tnnao

Anmmifrao

AA..nin

estimates were appointed:
Pillsbnry of Androscoggin, Woodbury of
Aroostook, McLaughlin of Cumberland, Dyer
jf Franklin, Coombs of Hancock, Smith of
Kennebec, Moore of Knox, Lancaster of Lincoln, True of Oxford, Stricklaud of Penobscot,
Burgess of Piscataquis, Kimball of Sagadahoc:
Bari in of Somerset, Wood of Waldo, Talbot of
Washington, Knight of York.

MASSACHUSETTS.
The l.ynn Crispin..
Boston, Jan. 14.—At Lynn today, on ac»unt of the bad weather, no unusual demonitratious of the strikers were made.
Most of
1 be shoe operatives who were
requested by em1 iloyers to withdraw from the Crifpins or quit
fork, have adopted the laster alternative. The
1 nanufacturers have not
unanimously adoptea
1 esolutions and the
operatives are much enouraged in consequence. A number of man1 ifacturers
who signed the resolution have
hanged their minds and refuse to have the ne! ice
posted in their shops. The female basters
1 n one of the shops struck
this merniDg beanse the proprietors would not take down the
bjectionable resolution, and most of their
ompanions in the other shops will strike this
fternoon.

MAHINE NEWS.

Tyrpspnfprt

a

nofiHnn

Vessel Wrecked.
Boston, Jan. 14—The schooner Nile of
I lath, Me., bound from Belfast to Cambridgeort, ran on a rock at Grave’s Point, Wiuthrop,
1, lass. today, aud is probably a total ioss. Two
11 len, two women and two children were
safely
1, inded.

United
United
United
United

United States 10-40s. coup...
,107$
United States new 5’s reg.105$
United States new 5s, coup...105$
United States new 44s reg... _..
103$
United States new 4
coup. 103&
United States 4 per cents, reg.,.
loift
United States 4 per cents, reg., small.102ft
United States 4 per cents, 500’s <& 1000’s, coup.. .1024

Currency 6’s,.
The

Stocks:

& Essex.,.....,,. 76
Western Union Telegraph Co,..
76ft
Pacific Mail.
21$
New York Central & Hudson
BB...............1063

gj
Erie preferred....T*.'
221
Michigan Central........7/7.59}
Panama....I
*120
Union Pacific Stock,-..!!.*!!*!!!
08ft
Lake Shore...
gqJ
Illinois Central.........' ’73a
Erie.....

iuw

Paul.....I....I373
preferred.*,7.77". '!!!'
eg?

St. Paui

Wayne.It MI.91
& Alton.......’ .’.’. .7*.'.!!!!!! 77
& Alton preferred.!.,.! '.100
Ohio «&
Fort

Chicago
Chicago

Mississippi....

Delaware «&

Sinking

.*

Funds.,,.*••.•••*.*♦•-.! 17«MI*

oifemui,(»uvD

tue luucrai

ill but is now better.

Cattle—receipts

head; shipments 960 head;
* no ®xtra ofiering;
sales
8l2w ,auii ea»y
nn
at 4 00
@ 4 75; feeders
and stockers quiet at 3 00 @
3 6o, butchersdull and
Stoers at 3 60@ 3 80;
lower;
C/Ows at 2 30
35.

Sheep—receipts

—

OF

THE

—

Offiobb, Washington, D.O.,

shipments 540 head;
larf?ely of common; the

75'

Domestic markets.
New York. January 14—Evening.—Cotton is
at ft decline; sales 212
steady
quieHtnd
bales; Middling uplands at lljc; New Orleans at llgc; futures
quiet, opening 4 to 6 points lower, nearly all recovered before close.
Flour—receipts of 19,861 bbls;

very

uujrcioiavui,
JU,-*UU:
XTJv O To mV A«
J
85i 8ul>- Western and State 1 75 @
5 00 ;extra| Western and State o 00
a 45;choice Wes2
@
tern and State at 5 50
@600; White Wheat Western extra) at 6 05 @ 6 75;
Fancy White Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @ 8 25;
good extra Ohio at 5 15 ®
7 50; extra St Louis at 5 20
@ 8 25; Patent
ta extra good to prime at 7 40
@ 8 25; choice to douat 8 30 @ 9 00 > Southern flour
quiet; salos
700 hbls; extra at 5 40 @ 8 25.
Rye flour Is steady.
dull;YeUow at 2 GO @ 3 00; Brandywine
3 25.
Wheat—receipts 225,450bush; heavy and »c

?nn2 at.2 7ljJ® ?

Minneso?

oo?rBJE£aI

lower; sales 93,000 bush, including 45,000

on snot•

store,5a“IS*

}138 for No fr
% 2 Milwaukee
1 Spring
to till; 1 37

in
for New

York No 2
Winter Red; 1 45® 146 fur No 1 White; 1
30} for No
Chicago; 129} @129} tor No 2 Spring February,
closing at 129} bid, 1 30 asked: do January closing
at 1 28} bid, 1 30 asked; No 2 North Western
ry closing atl 31} bid 133 asked; do tor
February
at 1 31} bid, 1 33 asked; No 2 Winter Red seller
January closing at 1 36 bid, 1 40 asked; do February at
139} lud, 140} asked. Bye is dull. Barley quiet.
Barley Halt dull and unchanged. Corn—receipts 32,154 bush; } @ 1 lower; sales 146,000 hush,including 82,000 bush on spot; 52} @ 53c for New York
No 3; 56} @ 57c for steamer Mixed;
61}c for New
York N« 2 afloat; 58c for steamer
Mixed; 58 @ 60c
for Yellow Jersey; 52c for unmerchantable
Western
Mixed;54cfor ungraded instore; 56}c for steamer
Mixed January, closing at
56}c bid. 56} ® 56}c do
February, closing at 56}c bid, 56}c asked; No 2 seller
January closing at 60}c bid, 62}c asked; do Februa
2 at 58e bid, 58}e asked; 62c for old No 2 February.
Oals—receipts 19,681 bush; market heavy and lc
lower; sales 28,000 bush; 34 @ 39c lor Mixed Wesforn and State; 35 @ 42c for White
do,including New
NO 2 at 38 @ 38}cc; New York No 2 White at
1 at 38i°; Mi«d Western at
Zor*No
37} @ 38}c; White
Western at 38 @ 40c; Mixed State
at 36 @ 39c; White State at
38} @ 41c; also 20,000
bush New kork No 1 March 3S}c. Coffee dull
and
unchanged. Sugar quiet and very lirm at 74 @ 75
for fair to good refining;
7|c for prime; 700 boxes of
Centrifugal at 8; refined in moderate demand at 9}
@ 9}c tor standard A; 9}@9|c for granulated; 9}c
for powdered; 9} @9}c lor crushed. Jlolnawx is
quiet and unchanged. Bice steady. Petroleum
nominal; crude at 6} @ 6}c; refined at 12; 10,000 bbls
united at 1 30 @ 1 33}, Tallow firm at
7} ® 7 11Stores—itosin easier at
I 67} @ 1 72}. Torpentice quiet at 32 for
Spirit!.
«
Lggs heavy and lower at 14 @ 18. Pai lbbls mess at 12 00 @ 12 25; 120 bbls family me si
II 50 @12 00. Beef quiet.
miierat p & B1 ,or Westerr.'
long
clty (f®,_
is heavy and
1100
tes primef°,r
steam at 7 6? ra> 7 70 closing at 7 lower;
rs« 7«>a fno
at-7 « ®7 TO;
«
P5, Wbi"*tey nominal.
is quiet and
s™r- fwL° Liverpool—tho market
ld; doper 8leam *d; Wb8a‘ P«
2

Janua?

5x9v£i!

Cf.-Weatiare

eiearMfii'w!?8-?’ rflitldlf3

wfS

En&SSS

mFroiah?!08*?*^17

feam’at 9} @iPM.Sail

WhM??f0\datu l4,,~Flour steady 1and unchanged,
Chicago SpFing
107V-N^ru
aUducnsettled:
8i,rjn8 at 1 00 @ 1 06} for cash!
'?£-.? C nlcal?
er February; 1
07} @ 1 07} Beller for
M0a°r!n£ Ir06!3 Cltii:ag°
Spring 10°}; rejected at 88c.
Omni a!,i?a
«} @ 40}c bidseller Februai
rln L .’30c.,or Oats
*;a8h i are
ary,
rejectwl
dull at 24@24}c cash;
Rya is nom’bHlly at 55c.
KaH»??hti~r«?ei5?uarii
Barley heavyat 53c. Dressed Hogs
irregular and
® 4,2u;_- Pork *» weak at 10 55 (oj 10 60;
w t9°
seller February
10 65; seller March at 10 80 ®
at
1 OGSm

v

n

Lard

is

easier and

10

unchanged.

Whiskey is dull

nonijnS18^10,00^? aiS,flouri 92-000
°at8.
m

buel1

bih baney.

rm5bt?mSnts—9,000 bbls
700

b^h bTi™:6,800

ba*b wheat, 108,6000 bush rye, 8,

ttoar! 42.000
baen

oate-

bush
400

wheat, 27,ba8b tye-

14*~Wheat is dull and weak; No 1
at 126; extra White
Michigan 1 32;
Amber Michigan at 1
26$; seller February 1 27; No 1
Winter atl 28; N° 2 do seller
Februaxv at 1 23$ ;
No 3 Red at 107; No i Spring at
113; No 2 Spring
it 111. Com is dull; new
High Mixed at 429c; No 2
spot held at 48c; do new on spot and
ju
January at

l

|?fe

at 46c hid; new at
3U$c; new damaged
it 32c. Oats are nominal.
Hogs 4 25 &> 3ti
vw uuia
nour> lf»uuu DuSh Wheat,* 53,000
*
DubU corn, 46,000 bush oats.

Jan, 14, (1 A. M.)J
For New Esdud
falling followed by rising barometer, warmer

WM» floor. 11.000 l.tush wheat, 06,000
®51S“®nt.80T«)
corn, 420 bush oats.
!•—Flour—buyers and se Uers
LWai\’
Wheat lo"e3; No 3Red Fall at 116

southwest winds, cloudy and
rainy weather
veer to cooler westerly winds with
partly cloudy
weather.

)ush

are

‘3

MINOR TJBLBRRAMS.
The yacht Estelle was seized
yesterday by
J
)rder of the President.
The Utah Legislature convened yesterday
It is composed almost entirely of
Mormons.
for Senator from
Kentucky yes-

1 quors.

Repealing laws imposing tax on friction matches.
Repealing law requiring stamp on bank checks.
Resolution of the Connecticut Legislature asking
!< ivestigation into the cause of Edward O’M. Cou-

James

Martin,

alias Itose, who was shot in
a -ew York
by Owen Geoghegau, died yeste-r
c ayBonded warehouse attached to the Orient
;
istillery atCautoD, Md., with 250 barrels of
}0 rbiakey, was.bumed yesterday. Loss SIS,Th0 U-S. Supreme Court of Lonlsiaia
has
,1 ecide d that the civil
rights act of Louisiana is
v md as
interfering with commerce between the
^

8

lates.

,
t

ell

Balloting for U. S. Senator from Maryland
begin today. Dennis, the present Se-..-1
aa"

>r,

ae

Jas. B. Grover and Samuel Hambletr
'U.are
principal candidates.

Yesterday morning
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ouse without

asd

^wvered

House Democratic caucus v ,.stpr,Ia,,
Doorkeeper Polk’s
it have employes enough.
an(i
immittee. Measures w
also

ei eu
c<

dwelling

in Sanwich was entered, his W'
id the house robbed.
Mrs.
“£ter’ and hU,i U0<-

n an
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the
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at
.,

com'-u^^ ,h0 does
rJflrr! to
“r’e
p8e'

absentia,,
^ tllem8e
pairing.

ves

a

*rom the

Cura firmer

at

cash;
41J a

January; 4(.i (a> 4ofc teller

Feb-

teller for
1*4g341c
cash; 25k? seller tor

a‘32i @ 33e cash;
Oats lower at 25c bid

.ebruary.

lower at 53c bid. WhisJanuary February.1 °4-RyeFork
jobbing at
r??n unn“id “a “ommally atis7 lower;
10. Bacon is dTiiltf/fur? Dogs
,.Lanlower and demoralized
or

ii sn

t packing
ia 3
a--'
7d and weak; fancy 3 85.
@
Receipts 4,000 bills hour, 33,000 bush t cheat. 105,°*t“1 5'°U° bu*b rJe> SUu0

ro
50

! ushlfarlel^foou hog1;?811

The Italian Society of
Washington has ex< Bnded condolence to the bereaved
King Hnml ert of Italy.

A

i9J seller February.

3

cash and seller

Thomas Dana, au old and
prominenl mer:bant of Boston, died yesterday.
Gov. Bishop of Ohio, was inagurated yester-

footed

,

HJe

:

A special to the Daily
Telegraph from Adrii tnople says the Russians are on the
railway beween that place and Philopolis.
W. N. B. Smith of Italeigh, N.
C., has been
j
Chief
Jnstice of the Supreme
(

a

l.

^choice

lay.

at

1

Milwaukee at 111 for soil; No 2 Milwaukee
lOSj;
eiler January at, i j; do
February 1 07 j; No 3 do
Corn dull;_0ibio 2 at 40c. Oacs oniot
f
and unc banged ; No 2 at 241c
Rye is in nominal ; No l at
a
Barley dull and depressed; N o 2 Spring 62c.
revisions are dull audoasier;
bless Pork at 10 60.
]
kettle
Dressed Hogs dull
]

l

a

j

*■

t*4J10 @T20SteaIn

Receipts—8,000 bbls flonr, 70,060 bosh wheat.
Shipments—5,009 bbls flour, 9,0b0 bush wheat.
Detroit, Jan. 14.—Wheat'weaker; extra White

Ilchigan at 1 31; No 1 White Michigan at 1 263.
BOSH Wheat. 000

fl0UC> 21.228
ShCmSS7^?n0°hbbil*
corn, 0000 bash oats.

t ash

tiouv» 41»819 bU8ii wheat, 0,000
b ish corn, 00,00 bush oatf
Jan.
14.Cincinnati,
-Pork in fair demand at 11.
ard is in good demandL and
lower; steam at 7 20 (gl
J 25.
closing inside fig’ares bid; kettle at 7 75 @ 8 00.
ulk Meats dull; sVfolders at
of; short ribs at 5f;
lort clem: .* j. Box ed meats
steady; shoulders at 4;
'ort rib
Of; short clear at 5f; long at 5 60; long and
81 l0r“ <1 iear 5 65; Cumberland G. Bacon
quiet; should ,r* of; clear ribGf; clear sides at7. Green Meats
a c
quiet; shoulders 3f; sides at 5 10 @ 5 12f ;hams at
J t (a* 6f.
Whiskey steady 1 03.
Hogs arc dull and drooping; common 3 40 @ 3 7»;
li gbt at 3 75 @ 3 90; packing at 3 85 @ 3 95;butcb4 00; receipts 5470 head; shipments 500
e ■s at 3 95
j, Bad.
Cleveland, January 14.—Petroleum market is
“ □changed; standard White at 11.
New York, .Jan. 14.—Cotton is quiet and steady;
* [iddliug uplands at life.
Memphis, Jan. 14.—Cotton is irregular and easy;
8 iddliug uplands at lOfc.
Galveston, Jan. 14.—Cotton is unchanged; Midd ing uplands at lOfc.
Charleston, Jan. 14.—Cotton quiet; Middling

\

n 3 lamls

11.

Wilmington, Jan. 14.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
*

?lands

at

JOgo.

—

Suits.

ASSETS.
Estate.$ 383,690 66
Cash on hand and in bank.
88,564 81
Loans on bond and mortgages on real estate. 2,290,910 02
Appraised value of the same. $7,179,212 50.
,
Interests due and accured on loans.
97,511 12
Loans on collateral security.
25,000 00
DcferiedLife premiums.
54,720 38
Premiums due and uureported on Life
Policies.
46,918 74 ;
United States Government Bonds.
376,957 50
State and Municipal Bonds.*.
135,755 00
Railroad stocks and Bonds...
219,899 00 j
Bank and Insurance Stocks.
593,974 90
Real

I

DIED.
In this city, Jan. 14th, Abbie F., widow of the late
Walter S. Townsend, aged 28 years 5 month*.
[Funeral services Wednesday forenoon at 10J o’clk
from No. 15 Cedar street.
In this city. Jau. 14, Henry T. Carter, aged 33 years
In Lovell, Dec. 17. of congestion of the Jungs, Mrs.
Mary Moore, in her 71st year.
In Brunswick, Dec. 20. John Hinkley, aged 62 yrs;
Anna L. Estes, aged 80 years 5 months.
Id Brunswick, Jan. 6, Nath’i D. Aubens, aged 45

FROM

FOB

ocl9
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MEW APERIENT WATER.
for richness in aperient
salts,
efficacy in bilious attacks, preveuti
Gout, Piles, etc., and as anordinary aperient, by
I. IKBIII, VIRCIIOtV.
NCANZONI, and
S1H 11ENRY THOMPSON, and the entire
medical profession in England and Germany.
J. K. HARNES, Surgeon Qeneral V, S
Army, “The most certain and pleasant in its
effects of any ot the bitter waters.”

o.

MARION SIMs, ,N>w York. "As a
I prefer it to every other mineral
water.”
DR. Witt. A. HAMMOND, New York
The most pleasant and efficient of all purgative waters.”

DR. A.

laxative,

ANDREWJ. CHASE.

Hinatnre Almanac.January 15.
Sun rises.
.7.33 | High water. 7 50 PM
Sun seta.......... .. .4.47 | Moon sots .4.35 AM

*

vuaec,

nauuaii,

j.vew

lyrn. via

OFFEB

Municipa’ Bonds,

Timmons &
Stores

Jy2

la to give per-

1300 MIDDLE STREET,

sneodtf

PUBLICATION OF

j

BOOKS,

STATE OF MAINE.
anil for printing

1

In Hoese of Kepkesentatives, I
January 2, 1878. J
ORDERED, That all petitions or orders for
legislation except those for redress of wrongs
and grievances which may he
presented to this
Legislature after TUESDAY, January the 22d
inst., he referred to the next Legislature, aud this
order be published in the Daily Kennebec
Journal,
Portland Daily Press, Eastern Argus,
Bangor Daily
Whig, Bangor Daily Commercial, Lewiston Evening
Journal and Bath Dally Times, until said
date;
and this order shall not be suspended or reconsidered except by a vote of two-thirds of the memoers present.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurrence.
ORAMANDAL SMITH, Clerk.

POSTERS,
PROGRAMMES,
FLYERS,

CARPS,
TICKETS,
Ac., Ac.

In Senate, January 3d, 1878.
passed in concurrence.
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.
A truecopy as passed in concurrence.
_

Read and

jan7dtdsn

SAMUEL

W. LANE, Secretary.

] Every Variety anrtJ Style ol Work
in

INVESTMENTS.
BATH MUNICIPAL
....
PORTLAND
PORTLAND AID K. K.
...
IVALROBOKO

MOBILE—Ar 12tb, sch Agnes 1 Grace, Smalley,
Portland.
SAVANNAH—Ar 13th, barque Jennie S Barker,
i/urui.

5s
6S
6s
6s
6s
6s
7s
7s

i

....
CLEVELAND
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
J IIAINE CENTRAL

1

Woodbury

I.

Exchange Sts.

t

oc3°_________
I

AND

Mattie B

TWO

—

J .ESS

AT

SEATED,

„

—

ALSO

JOEII¥
E
^
*“

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

ill belfound as low (or lower) as can be obtainedjror
first-class work in any Regular Job
Printing Office.
Please give us

RUSSELL,
513 Congress St.

11 1-2 &
[22__
I. ill.

ro

a

call, or send

your

order to

fl A.ILY PRESS JOB PRINTING
109

sn2w

-«

ft

LARGEST POSTER

—

Two Chaise Top Sleighs.

for Boston.

fine, we are prepared to print everything which
be printed in this State, from tho

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

THAN AUCTION PRICES.
—

BRONZE

!

Sleighs and Pungs,
ONE

Daylight, Reed, Gonaives.

sntf

or

In
c m

& Moulton

Cor* Middle and

Barker, Dobbin, Mioatitlan;

dOLORS

SALE RV

FOR

I

I

6s

9AMABISCOTTA
COLUMBUS, OHIO,

Barttr,

Fountain, Brunswick, Ga.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar lltb, schs Mexican, Haskell. Fall River for Winterporc; Herald,
Poland. New Bedford for New York; Marion Draper, Bailey, and Win McCobb, Rogers, Providence
tor do; Mary E Oliver, Baker, and Ganges,
Wail,
lo for do.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 12th, sch Walter L Plumper, Plummer, Pensacola.
Ar 13th, schs H G Bird, Rhodes, Baltimore;
Kinglove, Swain, Vineyard-Haven, to repair.
EDGAltTOWN—In port 12th, schs Eagle, Brown,
Ioboken ror Boston; Roamer, McFarland, do for do;
l M Kennedy, Pomroy, Weeliawken lor do; Arctic,
!
Jinn, Newcastle for Rockland; Gertrude E Smith,
rameson. New York for Portland; J as Bliss, Hatch,
rora do for Boston ; Helen Thompson, Bradford,
*ew York for Bath; S P Brown, TiuKer.Weebawken
1 or Boston; Addie M Bird, Fales, Portland lor Cuba;
J ted Jacket, and Monticello.
BOSTON—Ar I2th, sobs Nellie, Warr, Calais; May A Hever, Crockett, Winterport; Boxer, Southard,
viscasset.
Ar 13th, sebs Hattie Baker, Havana via Newport;
] > B Newcomb, liickcy, Eastport; Union, Libby,

aim

The Job Department la thoroughly stocked with
type and other material for the

SWAN &: BARRETT,,

Boston.

12th,

highest

fect satisfaction by

FOR SALE It V

New York.

sch Maggie Mulvey,

and their

j

Few cities in New England stands as well financially as Lewiston, and tlioso bonds are commended
choice security especially adapted for
TRUST purposes.

Cld 11th. ship Scioto, Mitchell, Havre.
Ar at SW Pass 11th, ship Zephyr, Sweetser, Liverpool via St Michaels; sch Belle Hooper, Gllkey, from

man, New York.
FALL RIVER —Ar

employed,

FIVE Per Cent. WATER LOAN BONDS, Excellence of
Work.

DOME§TIC PORTIH.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 5th, barque Penang, Patten, Nanaimo.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 12th, ship Thomas Lord,

PROVIDENCE- ir 13tli, schs Forest City# Hodgins, So Amboy; Mary A Holt, Stauwood, Hoboken;
Wm Thomas. Littlejohn, do.
Sid 12th, schs Lizzie, Frye, aud Commerce, Wood-

Are

MUNICIPAL

*■

Cld 12th, barque Cardenas. Colson. Hava aa; brig
Kuasell, Atherton, Portland; schs Carrie E
Woodbury, Woodbury, Barbadoes; Ella, IVIitchell,
Jacmel.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th, schs Keystone, fm
New York tor Pembroke; Mott-Haven, do f< >r Calais;
Oregon, do for Providence; W Freeman, uofordo;
Lucy Lee, Hoboken for Portsmouth; M L Varney,
Port Johnson for Bath; Neptune’s Bride,do for Providence; Seventy-Six, and Nettie Cushing, Amboy

uunnmsNT mmm

of Lewiston

City

loss of sails.
Sch Helen Mar, Duncan, from New York for Camden, put into Newport I2th to land the captain, who
is sick. Vessel proceeded in charge of mate.
Sch Ida May, of Bucksport, which went ashoro at
Portsmouth 10th, was hauled off 12th with loss of
forefoot and part of shoe.
Sch Kate MeClintock broke from her moerings at
Boothbay l®th aud drove ashore, but was towed off
without damage.
Sch John L Tracey, Meservey, from Boothbay for
Savaunab, put into Boston 13th. leaky.
Sch Mabel P Staples, from Pensacola, arrived at
Philadelphia in a leaky condition, and had to tnrow*
over deekload lumber to savo vessel.
Barque T J Southard, Kenniston, from Calcutta
for Boston, which put into St Thomas Dec 2"* n disart of
tress, was leaky and had sprung foremast
cargo has been discharged, und she was getting in
new foremast and caulking, Jan 7th.
Barque Sadie, Gregorv, from Brunswick, Ga, lor
Rio Janeiro, put in St Thomas Dec 21, dismasted and
leaky. Was repairing 7th inst.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, from Portland for Jamaica,
before reported at St Thomas in distress, was eold at
auction Dec 7 for §1820, (vessel and cargo.)

Providence.
Ar 13tb, schs Ada

erytrespect.

_

York.
Brirj Gambia, from Bangor for Brunswick, Ga, has
pun into Nassau, NP, with loss of sails and rigging.
Brig Harry, before reported ashore, has been floated and will be towed to Baltimore.
Brig C C Colson, from Mobile for Amsterdam, has
put into St Thomas, leaky.
Sch Nellie Star, Poland, from Hayti for Philadelphia, put into Nassau, NP, 10th inBt, leaky and with

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 11th, brig Harry Virden,
Collins, New York.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 11th, sch Jos Souther,
from Galveston for Bosun.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, barquo Estella, Poole, Rio
Janeiro, 50 days; brig F 1 Merriman, Lecraw, Fernandina; schs Eva C Yates, Yates, Havana 15 days;
Irviue, Berry, Cardenas 15 days; Amos Walker, Poland. New Orleans ; Lizzie B Gregg, Anderson. Fernandina; G W Anderson, Anderson, Jacksonville;
Cook Borden, Lnnr, Cedar Keys; Annie R Lewis,
Lewis, Wilmington NC; W S Farwell, Lord, and W
H Thorndike, Cushman, Baltimore; Ariel, Candagc,

Fully appreciating the very liberal patron ago which
has been bestowed by the public upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved. Be guarantee satiaiaction in ev-

15

and

Will receive weekly during the winter
cargoes of
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which
they will
sell by the barrel, bushel,
or quart, at the
gallon
lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
and Providence River Oysters, for sale in
any
desired quantity.
All orders by mail promptly
noltklsntf

New

Andrews. Porto Cabello.
HAMPTON ROADS—Ar 14th, ship Oracle, Hum-

llawcs,

119 Commercial Street,
and 16 Market Square,

Rockland.

phreys, Liverpool.

6n<ltl

OYSTERS. Job Printing.

Brig Lizzie H Kimball, Storer, from Havana for
Baltimore., was abandoned at sea 8th inst. The crew
were takbu ofl by schr Eva C Yates and
brought to

WILMINGTON, NC—Ar 12th, ech Fred Jackson,

Advertisers will find it cheaper to Pet their JOli
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising.

Municipal Bonds.

dec7

MEMO BANDA.

M

onds,

Columbus

Barqe Pekin, Harden, from New York Oct 20 for
Cardiff, Is missing and supposed to have foundered.
The captain, his son, and one of the crew, belonged
m

ROYAL, SC—Ar 12th, sch Etta

Sole Agents for United Stales and Canadas,
FOR HALE BY DEALERS!, OROC'ERN
an27
AN D I> RL17171 STS, sneodeowly

SALE

Cleveland

Ar at Liverpool 14th, steamer Lako Nepigou, from
Portland.
Ar at St Thomas 12th, brig C C Colson, from Mobile
for Amsterdam, leaky.
Ar at Nassau, NP, 10th inst, sch Nellie Star, Poland, Hayti for Philadelphia, leaky and with loss of
sails.

Barter, "Boston.

FOB

Municip

ijohiuu,

ton, Havana.

ftiLU,

FRED’K DE BABY Ot CO.,
41 *Y 43 Warren SI., New York.

Cincinnati

I FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE 1
Ar at Boston 14th, barque Edmund Phinney, BerLoadou.
ry,
Ar at Vineyard-Haven 12th, barque Halcyon, Hardy, New Orleans.
Sid tm Waterford 12th, brig Ellen M Mitchell, Ea-

PORT

A WineglnBBfal a Dour.
Every genuine bottle bears the name of The Afollinabis Co. (limited), London.

Cor. Middle & EicliaDge Sts.

(where she put In for sails)—coal to Shurtleft & Co.
Sch Saiah F Bird, Hall, Boston, to load.
Sch Mary D Wilson, Cates, Boston, seeking.
Sch Jerusba Baker, Chase, Boston, seeKing freight
for Machias.
Sch Cocheco, Blake, Boston, seeking for Castine.
Sch Clara Dinsruore, Chase, Lubec—frozen herring
for a market.
Sch Emma W Day, from Weymouth for Bristol.
CLEARED.
Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry
Fox.
Sch Franconia, Leavitt, St Pierre, (Mart)—Geo S
Hunt & Co.

Ray,

DR, EE WIN A. NAYRE, New York. “Preferred to any other laxative.”

sndtf

11.

ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Jas McCarty, Gould, Boston, to R Lewis'
& Co, to load for South America.
Sell Geo Arey, Rogers, Baltimore—coal to Boston
& Maine RR.

use.”

DR. PORDYCE BARKER, New York,
“Requires less, is less disagreeable and unpleasant than any other.”

®<W

POST OF PORTLAND.

,xu huhu;

ially adapted lor daily

AGENT,

PORTLAND.

NL-A-KIIS7E NEWS.
TO outlay. J an.

DR. ALFRED L, LOOMIS, New York
The most prompt and most efficient; spec-

811-2 Exchange Street,
Jao3

Novelty.

European

Great

sndGm

recommended
Specially
and its

BATTERSON,""President,

GENERAL

English

and

HUNYADI JANOS.

Total Loses paid, both Departments... .$3,842,344.24

..

Assortment ot

French

Cor, Preble and Congress SIB.

The

JAS. G.
RODNEY DENNIS, Secretary,
JOHN E, MORRIS, Assistant Secretary.

Idaho.New York. .Liverpool...—Jan
City of Washington.New fork .Havana.Jau
Niagara...New York. .Havana
Jan.24
Cimbria.New "Sork. .Hamberg.Jan 24
City of Richmond—New York. .Liverpool.Jan 24
Canada.;New York—London.Jan 24
Lake Megantic.Portland...Liverpool.Jau 26
Ailsa.New York. .Aspinwall.Jan 26
..New York. .Havana.Jan 26
Clyde

Standard

Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,
! F. T. Mealier & Co., Apothecaries,

8tatinfies for the year 1877.
LIFE DEPARTMENT.
Number of Life Policies written in 1877.2,353
Whole number of Life Policies written to date.28,317
Whole number of Life Policies in force.11,085
Amount Lite Insurance in force.$18,723,384 00
Total Claims paid in Life Department..$1,084,735,53
ACCIDENT DEPARTMENT.
Number of Accident Policies written in 1877. .$39,o90
Cash Premiums received for same.$718,994 82
Gain in Premiums over 1876.$41,549,54
Whole number Accident Policies witten.474,867
Number Accident Claims paid in 1877. 3,413
Amount Accident Claims paid in 1877... .$302,930 65
Whole number Accident Claims paid.28,289
Whole amount Accident Claims paid,.. .$2,757,608 71

15
15
16
16
16
17
17
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
21
22
23

Large

A
;

Total Liabilities.8»,103,3«6 30

Surplus a3 regards policy-holders.# 1,210,311

DATit

Illinois.PhiladelpbiaLiverpool.Jan

JUST RECEIVED

LIABILITIES.
Reserve, four per ceut. Life departmeut.$2,792,626 53
Reserve for re-insurance, accident department.
198,514 67
Claims unadjusted and not due,land all
other liabilities.
112,425 00

OEPARTCKK OF NTRAH1SHIP8.
KAUfi

No. 99 Exchange St.
pniltf

octIG

Total Assets...£1,313,#07 #3

years.
In Freeport, Jan. 6, Mr. Henry MoraDg, aged
51 years.
In Augusta, Jan. —, Rev. Noah Hobart, formerly
ol Bridgton.

Accapulco....New York. .Aspinwall.... Jan
Nevada...New York—Liverpool...... Jan
Australia.New York. .London.Jan
China.. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Columbus......New York. .Havana..Jan
Canirna.New York. .Bermuda.Jan
Celtic.-New York .Liverpool._Jan
Etna.New York-.Aspinwall_Jan
Dominion.Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan
Auchoria.....New York. .Glasgow.Jan
Erin.New York. .London.Jan
Hermann.New York. .Bremen.Jan
City of Brussels—New York—Liverpool. ....Jan
City of New York ..New York. .Havana.Jau
Hadji...New York. .Porto Rico....Jan

embrace
many
importations, and are
among the very best goods ever

j W. H. KOHLING,
j

Hartford, Conn., January 1, 1878.

Tn HVnf'nnrh .lan T. RarthnlnmAor UpaiI nf Tnna.
Lam and Miss Ellen P. Reed ot Freeport.
In Gray, Dec. 25, by Rev. A. S. Prescott. Mark A.
Harris and Mrs. FaDnie J. Berry, both ot Gray.
Iu Bartlett. N. H., Jan. 13, by Arthur L. Meserve,
Esq., Frank P. Patch of Portland and Miss Ellen F.
Cole of Greenwood, Me.

These goods

recent

shown by

TRAVELLERS,

2200 head;

market generally is dblf and weak.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)

amend-

28th Semi-Annual Statement

3600

@

HOBBS.

b inkruptlaw.
By Mr. Fort of Illinois, forbidding territories to
^ cur indebtedness in aid ot railroads or other
private
Ci rporations, also reducing expense of
collecting custi ins and limiting fees paidin collection districts.
By Mr. Gunther of Arkansas, to enable Indians to
b icome citizeus. also granting lauds to the states of
* rkansas and Missouri to aid in the construction of a
ri jlroad.
By Mr. Hubbell of Michigan, amending the specie
r( sumption act.
By Mr. Regan of Kansas, granting thorightof way
tl rough Indian Territory to
railroadcompanies.
By Mi Wren of Nevada, restricting emigration of
^ uncse.
A resolution to set apart Saturdays session to hear
,,

942

Chicago Cattle market*
Chicago, Jan. 14.—Hogs—receipts of 40,000 head;
shipments 1400 head; market dull and lower; all
round nuxeSr packing at 3 65 @*3 80;
light at 3 70 @
h6aVy 8hlI,pms at 385 @ 3 90; pens were full at
close

ui tiuau U ilia*

honey last year.
George Cruikshank, the artist, has been

on.
To protect women’s franchise.
For payment of wages due mechanics at
navy
uds for work done in the latter part of 1877.
For removal of tax on deposits with state and nat onal institutions and trust companies.
For encouragement of militia force in states.
By Mr. Hanna of Indiana, for the repeal of tho

{ns!

;

......

Fixing rates for public advertising.
Providing for commission on alcoholicjtraffl c.
Joint resolution ot New Hampshire Legislature
rohibitiug manufacture, sale or importation ot dia* lled alcoholic liquors.
Amending revenue laws, increasing special tax on
diolesale liquor dealers; increasing tax on distilled

cl

*

Land Grants...

Turkey.

Foreign Notes.
The correspondent of the London Times at
Rome says he has never seen since Count Cavour 8 death at Turin, the
population of any
city so shocked as was the population of Rome
when they heard of Victor Emmanuel’s death.
The correspondent considers the task of the
new King a very difficult one
President Diaz is disposed to do all in his
power to suppress the border troubles
The liberated Fenians had a magnificent reception in Dublin Saturday. All Dublin was
in the streets, and the demonstration is said
to have exceeded in
numbers, enthusiasm and

cAtcuuYo

journ was interposed.
I’he speaker announced tho following
changes and
pomtments:
Interchange of committees by Messrs. Price of
Cox of Ohio, the former going to Commit?° «ra,onand
Electiont and tho latter to Committee on
i 1 Service Reform.
rtanagers ot Columbia Hospital—Mackey of Penn>S vania, and Thornburgh of Tennessee.
iegents ot the Smithsonian Institute—Ciymer nf
nnsylvania, Stephens of Ueorgia, and GarUeld of
io.
douse adjourned at 3.30.

Lackawanna.7..52ft

Guaranteed...v...
.14
Central Pacific bonus...I'' 1043
Union Pacific,......
.""nm

Ann

rejected, yeas
nays
On motion ot Mr. Banks of
Massachusetts, unanim DUS cousent was given that
petitions on women’s
ri pits questi.n might he
presented in the open
h ruse.
The Speaker thereupon proceeded to call the states
order for that purpose, but had got no further
a an the second state on the list, when the motion to

S'

Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
19ft
The following were the jciosmg.quotationa of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Bestow, Hartford & Erie...13

regarded as being too onerous.
It is reported that Russia has
satisfactorily
explained to England the terms upon which

when the doors were re-opened adjouind until] tomorrow.
HOUSE.
Under a call of states the following bills werein( roduced and referred:

e women suftragists on behalf of a loth
L, ent,
was
107.
140.

*"

Pittsburg R.,...
75$
Chicago & Northwestern.
35s
Chicago & Northwestern preferred -..... 623
New Jersey
Central.... is
Rock island....
noi
st.
**

terms are

Bailey favored Matthews resolution.
—,7—.

were

Morris

Affairs, and Namyk Pasha having been appointed to negotiate with the Russian Grand
Duke Nicholas, Safvet Pasha, Minister of Justice, will act as Minister of Foreign Affairs
during the absence of Server Pasha.
Kiernau’s special says the impression is increasing here that armistice negotiations between Turkey and Russia will break down. The

resoluion of Mr. Matthews declariug the right of the govmment to pay bonds in silver, and Mr. Bailey read
lengthy argument as to tho constitutional power of
Congress in regulating coinage, &c.
;—
ossion anu

following

...119ft
the closing quotations of

AND

Business

1878.

js,

London, Jan. 15.—Despatches from Constantinople say Server Pasha, Minister of Foreign

peace can be concluded with

States 1867, coupon.10.54
States 1868, reg.*...108
io84
States, 1868, coup,.
States 10-40’s, reg..
107?

—

IMPPY UHEW YEAR!

coup.106}

Bismarck’s policy is made clearer.
fie is
determined that Euglaud shall not perform
acts really warlike, unless she
arrays herself
as Russia’s open
enemy. She shall not go to
Gallipoli except as an active ally of the Turk.
The importance of the action of these two
nations cannot be exaggerated.
This sudden
reappearance of Italy as a Mediterranean power, indicates that the government of KinHumbert is disposed to assert Italy’s claims to’
a controling influence in Eastern
politics.

ac

it a li

ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.
.1061
United States 6s, 1881,
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, reg.,.
102$
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,. .102$
United States 1867, reg.1051

OVERCOATS

j

NOTICES^

SPECIAL

vcuaitoirt-

^

i.

WO

SPOKEN.
Jan 12, off Shinnecock, brig Rabboni, Coombs, lm
Turks Island for Boston.

Mail.
The fallowing were the closing quotations of Gov-

Gea. Barter on the Hanks,
New York, Jan. 14.—In an interview here
Benj. i. Butler said that if the banks combined
to oppose the law of Congress
they will provoke
a contest in which they will get a lesson which
will last them an entire generation, as the
United States Bank got a lesson which lastid it
until this generation.
When the banks, the
creatures of Congressional legislation, set tlemselves np against their creator, there is a
very
short way of dealing with them, to wit: The
Committee.
power that made them can and ought tounMr. Edmunds of Vermont submitted a lengthy
make them. In my jndgment, it would be the
amendment to the preamble of the resolution introduty of Congress to take away the charter of
duced by Mr. Matthews before the recess declaring
any bank or banks that entor into any combithe right of the government to pay its bonds in
nation to nullify the laws of Congress.
silver, &c. The amendment sets forth that the silIf, as
is admitted, there is au absolute
ver dollar had been long obsolete when the existing
majority iu
both houses in favor of a silver
loans of the United States were authorized; that
currency, and,
as is also admitted, the ConstitatioQ has
gold coin has been the only lawful coin, and that
placed
Congress should not legislate to make money at the within the jurisdiction of the two houses the
of
its creditors; that it was tho highest obexpense
to coin money and regulate the value
right
ligation of the United States to pay its debts in such thereof, then that
majority, acting within its
coin as its creditors expected would be paid, and
constitutional
will not permit any aci of
that it would be unjust to compel them or
laboring ;I men for their power
own
lucre aud gain to nullify
men either to receive silver dollars in any debased
that or any other aot of Congress.
money. Laid on the tabic and ordered printed, the
resolution to which it is proposed as an amendment
being now before the Senate.
Mr. Mitchell submitted
a resolution instructThe Charter Oak Insurance
Company.
ing |the Committee on Indian Affairs to inquire into the propriety ot setting apart four large
Hartford, J an. 14.—In the hearing before
reservations for all the Indians of the country, and
Judge Pardee this forenoon on application of
that the lands now occupied by them be opened to
the Insurance Commissioner for the receiver of
settlement.
Referred to the Committee on Indian
the Charter Oak Life Insurance
Affairs.
Company, counsel
for the company, asked for sixty or
The Vice President laid before the Senate a comseventy
to
further
days
the
munication from the Secretary of War recommenddelay
try
scaling process.
ing that in any future appropriation for the publica- The Judge objected to delay, and ordered the
tion of official records of the rebellion, provision be
company to answer Saturday next.
made for tho rent of a suitable office. Referred to
The directors of the company met after the
the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds.
proceedings in court and signed a petition askMr. Hamlin presented memorials of merchants
ing for a change in the charter.
and men interested in navigation at Bangor, PortThey say:
“After settling for the charter of the
land and Eastport, and other towns of Maine, asking
corporation as a stock company, that
that a portion of the Geneva award fund bo approowing to the
priated to the payment of war premiums. Referred
present condition of said company it is desired
to the Committee on Judiciary.
by the policy holders thereof that they shonld
Mr. Hill of Georgia presented resolutions of the
be allowed to assume the control and
manageSavannah Cotton Exchange denying that the South
ment of said company.
They therefore ask
is unanimously in favor of the restoration of the
that the charter be so amended by the General
silver dollar and favoring the gold standard of value
alone and the speedy return to specie payments. ReAssembly as shall make said company a mutual company, controlled and
ferred to the Committee on Finance.
managed by said
Mr. Dawes presented a petition of the Boston Five
policy holders, upon such conditions and under
Cent Savings Bank against the remonetization of
such aestrictious as may be deemed advisable.”
silver. Referred to the Committee on Finance. Also a petition ot bankers and merchants ot Boston in
favor of an international monetary convention for
Credit lUub'lier Suit.
the purpose ot recommending to nations such condiPhiladelphia, Jan. 14.—In the U. S. Cirtions, terms and valuations for gold and silver coins cuit
Court today Judge McKiunan delivered
as will impart uniformity from equal valuations of
the opinion of the court in the case of
them as the metalic money of these nations*
ReferHenry S.
red to the Committee on Finance.
McComb vs. the “Credit Mobilier.” The
plainMr. Thurman submitted a resolution instructing
tiff claims that in 1860 be purchased for a third
the committee on military affairs to inquire whether
250 shares of the capital stock of the comparty
any. and it any what, legislation is necessary or expany, the interest on which stock was subsepedient to increase the annual a ppropriation for
quently transierred to himself, but objection
arming and equipping the militia ot states and terriwas made by the
tories to correspond with the increase of population
company to granting certificates to Mr. McComb on the
Jince the passage of the act of 1808, such increase to
ground of infortake immediate effect, and also to enable the proper
The
mality.
shares, it is alleged, were transaccounting officer to settle the 20th installment of the
ferred by the company to Oakes
Ames, as trusThio war claims and to authorize the proper officer
tee.
McComb now claims not only the 250
;o credit Ohio with the difference between what tho
but also a stock dividend upon them of
shares,
arms drawn by Governor Todd were
charged at and
12o shares more and the profits
:hey are sold lor. Ordered printed.
accruing. The
court is of the opinion that plaintiff is not enMr. Burnside called up the motion entered by him
titled to relief, and his hill is dismissed without
rhurgday last to reconsider the vote by which the
jommitteeon judiciary were instructed to inquire
COS IS,
egarding the reinstatement of Major Runkle to the
army, his object being to have the committee on
IllBTEOUI»LU«lCAL.
nilitary affairs make the inquiry, but by request alowed it 10 lie over till tomorrow.
INDICATIONS FOB THIS NEXT TWENTF-FOBB
The Senate resumed consideration of the

Benj. N. Thomas.406
Scattering. 20
And J. Wyman Phillips,Edward B. Nealley,
Daniel F. Davis and Lloyd W. Drake are elect-

HOUSE.
The House met at i p. m.
Petitions, <fcc., presented and referred—That
franchise of Merrymeeting bridge be united in
Sagadahoc county; bill to aliow mnnicipal officers of towns of more than
1000 inhabitants to
place voters’ name on the check lists the day of
election; order looking to the equitable rights
of certain persons on state lots; requiring superintendents of town and city farms to act as
pound keepers; to inquire if any further legislation is needed in rard to partition fences; act
to incorporate the Crystal Dam
Co., to operate
in ArooBtook county; remonstrance of the voters of Clinton against prohibiting
throwing of
edgings in Kennebec river; petition of trustee
of Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield for
aid;
for charter for canal from Sebago Lake to
Grand Kails.
The committee on Elections have notified

nf Tllinnis

•iT

cilic

Seasonable Goods

Gloucester 28tb, Emily T Sheldon, Hayes, i

Baltimore.
Ar at Gibraltar Dec 23d, Caroline Eddy, Parker,
(late Coombs) from Palermo, (and cld 23d for St Thomas.)

484 for demand.
Gold opened at 102} and closed at 102} with 2 bid;
all sales were at 102} @ 102}.
Carryiug rates G @ 5
percent. The clearnces were $13,459,000. Customs
receipts $292,000. The Treasury disbursements were
$726,240 for interest and $280,000 lor bonds. Governments are steady. Railroad bonds are generally
hi
r.
transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day aggregated 146.600 shares, including 73,000 shares Lake
Snore, 36,000 shares Lackawana, 11,7 shares St Paul,
7450 shares North Western, 4300 shares Western

have effected a junction with ths Roumanians
before Widdin.
The commandant of that
town has been summoned to
surrender, but demands that the garrison bo allowed to march
out with their arms.
Condon, Jan. 14—A crisis is near at hand
in the East.
The situation has become greatly
complicated within the past few hours. Italy
and Germany have suddenly
brought England
face to face with a new issue more startlin'- to
her people than any event since the beginning
of the war.
The unquestioned dominance of Russia in
the field has forced England to order her
fleet
from Malta to its old anchorage in Besika
bay,
with the presumed intention of
ontering the
Dardanelles at an early day.
Germany and
Italy suddenly declare that they have interests
m the East as well as Great Britain.
Perhaps
Spain, having a tolerable navy,may have something to say. At any rate, the action of the
German and Italian governments is
uncquivo-

!

to make up in his
usual style the tinest
assortment of

Cienfuegos.

*•» Fork shock and money market.
New York, Jan. 14—Evening—Money at 5 @ 7
per cent, on call, closing at 5 (g 6 per cent.
Sterling Exchange quiet at 481 for sixty days and

bankers and business men of Chicago, 111., in favor
of retaining gold as the single standard of value and
against the repeal of the specie resumption act. He
spoke ot tho high standing of the signers of th6 petition, tut said in his opinion their views were entertained by only a very small per centage of the
population of that city. He also presented the proceedings of the meeting held at Bloomington, III.,
his place of residence, in favor of the remonetization
of the silver dollar, and in presenting them said he
had no agency in getting up the meeting, but he
believed its proceedings expressed the opinion of the
people of the whole county which was fourth in
Referred to the Finance
population in the state.

Daniel Fletcher..
Lewis F. Stratton.3602
Alfred Getchell.
415
Llewellyn A. Lucas.. 402

Isaac

Davis

Server Pasha, delegates

Belgrade, Jan. 14.—The Servians have reoccupied Kurschunlje, which the Turks evacuated. The Servians have taken
Vreanja. The
Servian Gen. Beliwakovicb, with fifty Isaitallions, is marching on Prishtina. The Servians

Washington, Jan. 14.
Mr. Kernan presented a memorial of tlie New
Chamber of Commerce in favor of a law to
equitably adjust errors in the assessment and collection of duties on imports and finance; also a petition ot over 1000 bankers, merchants and others of
New York city in lavor of the repeal of the bankrupt
law. Referred to tho Judiciary Committee.

J.

and

and

prepared

Is

Sid fm Trieste Dec 27, Carrie Wyman, Gilkey, for I
New York.
;
Ar at Marseilles Dec 28th, Eugenic, Veazle, from \

Roston Stock market.
(Sales at the Broker’s Board, Jan. 14 ]
$5,000 Eastern Railroad new 3}s, 1906. 55}
Boston iS Marne Railroad.90} @ 100
Boston & Maine Railroad,7s.110} g
110}
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R. R.— gti21
Eastern Railroad.5 @ 5}

Constantinople, Jan. 15.—The departure of
Server and Eanyk Pashas for Kezanlik is
delayed until tomorrow in consequence of a railway accident. The Turkish Chamber of Deputies being unwilling to em'nrrass the
government have unanimously rejected a motion
respecting the armistice.
The Turks claim their fleet has
bombarded
and destroyed the forts of
Eupotoria and Yalta
tn the Crimea.

York

TENTH DISTRICT.

Wnmlwaril

Nanyk

Cld at

arrived,

fiOHLLVG

dam.

W True & Co.

appointed to treat with the Grand Duke
Nicholas f0Fan armistice, have started for
Kezanlik.

SENATE.

DISTRICT.

[Latest by European steamers.
Ar at Liverpool Dec 30, Harvey Mills, Mills, from
San Francisco.
Sid fm Plymouth 29tb. St Lucie, Wilson, Rotter-

Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—iOOO bush corn meal to O

Constantinople, Jan. 14.—The Porte has
acceded to the demand of Russia, and sent two
plenipotentiaries to Russian headquarters fully
empowered to treat for an armistice without
any further reference to Constantinople. Phil-

XLVth Congress-Regular Session.

And Jason Hassell is elected.

W

Foreign lliporn.
ST. PIERRE, MART. Schr Franconia—3330 hhd
ft lumber, 42 boxes 35 drums fish.

Germany.

j

ville, disg.
At St Thomas 7tli inst, barque T J Southard, Ken- i
niston, from Calcutta for Boston, (see Mem); Sadie, *
Gregory, Brunswick for Rto Janeiro; sch Hattie E !
Sampson, Portland for Ponce,*Bold, (see Mem.)
Ar at Cardenas 5th inst, barqfce Jiattie S Jackson, \
Bacon, Dublin, (Dec 1).

Gross Exchanges.$120,034 Cl
Net Balances. 17,043 20

into Conflict

The cold weather ha*

New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 5th icst, brig Ada L White, White,
New York.
Sid fm Liverpool 11th iust, ship Golden Rule, Lewis, New York.
Sid tm Rio Janeiro Dec 7, barque W H Genn, Collies, New York.
At Demarara Dec 17, barque Neptune, Beal, from
Boston, disg; brigs Lizzie Wyman, Fossett, lm BarUndoes; H B Cleaves, Cummings, from Baltimore,
lor Cuba 18th; sch C R Flint, Cook, lrom Jackson-

Bhooks, 45,000

bought.

Jason Hassell has...
1421
Andrew J. Chase. 896
Richard A. Morrill. 97

Uriah

Coming
with

that year, and of the Revised Statutes enacted
the 1st of December of that year, all provisions of the law authorizing the coinage of such
silver dillar were repealed, and
Whereas, Since the passage of said last mentioned acts, gold coio, which, by reason of the
premises, has been the only existing lawful
coin tender and standard value for all payments
above the sum of $500, as it had been the only
one in fact for many
years before the United
States has borrowed in gold coin from the people of this and other countries the sum of not
less than $592,890,700 at the rate of interest
lower than that of any loao ever before made
by the government, and payable in corn, and
Whereas, Holders of all governmant securities have a right to expect that however much
the United States may change its laws so as in
fact “to effeot their interests favorably,” it will
never evade or repeal favorable legislation,
either for the purpose or with an effect to make
money at the expense of the creditors, and
Whereas, Differing from the transaction of
affairs between probate persons the creditors
have no means of enforcing payment of their
loans, it is a duty of the highest obligation on
the part of the United States to pay its debts in
such a manner as meets the just expectations of
its creditors and to refrain from taking advanage of the cheapness of silver by reviving either obsolete coin or repealed coinage laws iu
order to provide for payments in silver, and
Whereas, The substantial present value of
silver in a dollar of 412^ grains is only 92 per
cent o( the value of a dollar of gold, it would
also be upjust for the law making power by
new
aU
legislation to compel
private
creditors to
receive
from their creditors
such a silver dollar at par in payment of preexisting debts, and equally unjust and even
more cruel to compel the great number of citizens of the United States who subsist upon the
wages of daily labor to receive payment for
their work in money either depreciated or debased.
The Venezuela Award..
The correspondence in relation to tho Venezuelan awards shows that Venezuela first refused to pay unless the United States should
not pay the money to claimants untit final settlement of the allegations of fraud.
The United States refused and made a peremptory demand, whereupon the Venezuelan government
paid the money, hat claimed a rehearing on
the ground of fraud.
Our government refused
unless fraud was fully proved, whereupon the
Venezuelan government submitted evidence
tending to show that the commissioners were

elected.

are

England

WINTER I

FOREIGN POETS.
Sid fm Cadiz Gtk inst, sch Speedwell, Keene, from

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, Jan. 14.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows
to-day:

lives with them

cn

Warren H. Vinton.
6319
Reuben Higgins.6119
William G. Davis.6418
Perez N. Blanchard*.6275
Albert Gray.
6250
Edward Payson.6246
Moses G. Dow. 98
D. W. Proctor.. 107
J. F. Turner.... 107

arft

L1KELI TO

BREAK DOWN.

Amendment to Muiihewa’
Silver Resolution.
Washington, Jan. 14.—The following is Mr.
Edmunds’ amendment as offered in Jtbe Senate
today in fall:
Be it enacted, etc.:
That all the bonds of the United States issued or authorized to be issued under acts ofCougress are payable principal and interest in gold
coin or its equivalent, and that any other payrneot without consent of the creditor would be
in violation of the public faith and in derogation of his rights.
Whereas, It appears from the record of the
mint that the total coinage of the silver dollar
has been $8,045,838, and
Whereas, The silver dollar of the United
States had been long absolutely obselete as aay
substantial part of the money of the country,
and that which had been so coined was almost
entirely converted into other forms of metal
and did not exist at the time of the making of
any of the existing loans of the United States,
or those from which the
existing (loans had
been refunded, and
Whereas, By the provisions of the coinage

Joseph Hobson lias...5524
William F, Moody.5560
John F. Ferguson.5550

are

ARMISTICE

Mr. Edmunds

Senator Phillips, chairman of the Committee
the Senatorial Vote, made the following re-

Ferguson

THE

WASHINGTON.

on

John F.

who]

MANDED.

at an

curence.

FIRST

Lewis Packard

unchanged.

ECIAL NOTICES.

£

Ar 14th, barques Edmund Phinney, Berry, LonIon, (Nov 4); Halcyon, Hardie, New Orleans; brig
VIorancy, Small, Weehawken; sebs C H Macomber,
Joogins, Gonaives: Cassia Jameson, JamesoD, Ma- :
:anzas; Jos Souther, Watts, Galveston; St Croix,
Leland, Bensacola; Florida, Baglcy, Jacksonville;
F N Tower. Adams, Alexandria; Koatner. McFarand, and Win Todd, Wood, Weehawken; Isaac Orjeton, Crockett, Weebawkeu; Lunet Hinds, do; C E
Sears, Turner, Hoboken.
Cld 14th, sch Stephen Harding, Harding, Portland. I
SALEM—Ar 13in, sebs Brunette, Rich, Soarsport; !
Po8t Boy, Gross. Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sl'l 12th, brig Clara J Adams, !
Latliwaite, St John, NB.

FREIGHTS—There is quite a sharp demand for
vessels to load hero for Cork, for orders to
ports in
United Kingdom, at Gs @ Gs Gd. The demand for
West India business is very light, wo could learn of
uo offerings.
Tha only foreign engagements reported
for the week are the Hark Will W. Case, to load porgie chum at Pemquid for Glasgow, at 33s $>> ton,
and the Schr Franconia, hence to
Martinique, with
sugar hhd shooks without heads, at 19c.
Coastwise there is quite a demand for vessels to
Southern ports, and some ice freights aro offering.

SURRENDER OF WIDDIN DE-

found in circulation in this

subsequently arrested on suspicion of comAll three ,will be surrendered to tbo
plicity.
custody of U. S. Marshal Marble.

Augusta, Jan. 14.

port:

War.

was

early
Roderick.

disposed

Turco-liussiau

and

city for three weeks past the police have been
engaged in tracking the issuers of the spurious
coio. Saspicion haring been directed toward
Howard Hart, Sheriff Lowe with several officers made a raid on his house this afternoon
arrested Hart and wife and captured moulds
for making nickels and fifty cent pieces, together with several pieces of the counterfeit

SENATE.

Senate met at 4 p. m.
The Houte papers were

The

Hachias; John L Tracey, Rogers, Boothbay for Savannah, leaky.

Portland W'liolsalcm.-uket
Monday, December 14.—It has bees very quiet ou
the street to-day in commercial circles
owing to the
wot weather. Corn is rather lower and we
quote car
lots at 50 @ 60c and bag lots at
63c.
65c; iMeal 62
Oats 45c and Shorts $24, Sugars are quoted at 10c
for granulated aud 9}c for Extra C. Flour is lirar

Court,

Seventeen indictments were found,
for violation of the liquor law.
No

ing frequently been

coin.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

presiding, adjourned

criminal cases tried.
Cauuterfeiters Arrested at Rockland.
Kockland, Jan. 14.—Counterfeit nickels hav'

Fifty-Seventh Legislature.

ues.

Sect. 18. All weirs, hedges, traps, and drift
or set nets, in
auy waters over which the state
of Maine has jurisdiction, shall, between the
1st of April and and the 15th of Jaly, in each
year, be subject to a weekly close-time of two
days, from sunrise on Saturday to sunrise on
the following Monday morning;
during which
ttme all drift or set nets shall be removed from
the water, and so remain, and no fish shall be
taken from soch weirs, hedges or
traps.
Sect. 19. For violation of the provisioa regulating the close-time, a penalty of $20 for the
first, and $40 for the second offence, shall be
im posed.
Sect. 20. All weirs, hedges and traps shall
be closed on the 15tb day of June
except in the
Penobscot river below Orphan’s island, the
Kennebec river and its tributaries below Fiddler a Reach, and upon the coast outside of
any
river or stream, in which
places they mav remain open till
Jaly 15
Sect. 21. Weirs, hedges, and traps, mav be
placed is any depth of water, provided they
not exceed a distance of one hundred feet
^hall
from low water to the entrance of
weir, and
that do weir shall obstruct more than oueeighth part of the channel at low water. This
eection shall not apply to nets used in the
smelt and tomcod fishery.
Sect. 22. The penalty for violating any of
the provisions of the two preceding
sections,
shall be a fine of thirty dollars and five dollars
for each day’s violation.
Sect. 23. For the period of five years from
the first day of April, 1878, no
salmon, shad,
alewives, or any other migratory fish, shall be
taken above the flow of the tide iu
any waters
of this state, under a
penalty of not less than
$o0 for each offence, and a further
penalty of
$10 for each salmon, $1 for each| shad, and 20
cents for each ale wife so taken.
Sect; 24
No salmon, shad or
alewives,
shall be taken within five hundred
yards of any
fish-way, dam or mill race, between the first
day of April and the first day of November,
except by the ordinary mode of angling, or at
any time within 100 yards, under penalty of not
more than $50.
Sect. 25.* There shall be a close-time for
salmon from the 15th of July to the first of
April following, during which no salmon shall
be taken or killed in any manner, under a
penalty of not more than $50 nor less than $10.
Sect. 30. No-smelts shall he taken or fished
iuc nuai YiAivta
ui
iuits siaie, in
atiy other manner than by hook and line, between the loth of March and the 1st of Novem“*’> Penalty for violation not to exceed §50.
Sect. 31. Whoever sells or offers for
sale or
haa 10 h‘S possession with
intent to sell, any
lobster less than tenand one-half
inches in
length, shall forfeit for every lobster §5 00
Sect. 32. Any inhabitant of this
by
obtaining the consent of the adjacent state,
riparian
proprietors, may plant oysters heiow low water
mark, in any of the navigabls waters ef the
state, in places where there is no natural oyster
bed; enclose such grounds with stakes, extending two feet above tide water, hut so as not to
obstract navigation.
Sect. 33. There shall be a close-time for
laud-locked salmon, trout, togue, black bass
Oswego bass and white perch, in the waters of
this state, as follows: For landlocked salmon
trout and togue, on all the rivers and streams’
from the 1st of September to the 1st of
May
on all the ponds and lakes from
the 1st of October to tbe 1st of May; and for black and
white perch, Oswego bass, from the 1st of
April to the 1st of July.
Sect. 34. No person shall at any time fish
for anv land-locked salmon, trout,
togue, black
bass, Oswego bass, or white perch, by means
other than tbe
mode of angling, unordinary
der a penalty of not less than
§10.
Sect. 30.—No person shall
catch, in any manner, lana-locked salmon, trout or togue, in any
of tbe rivers and streams between
the 1st of
September and the 1st of Mav; nor shall anv
person take or catch any land-locked salmon
trout or togue in any other waters of the
state
between the 1st of October and the 1st of May
Sect. 36. No person shall sell, expose for
sale, or transport from place to place in this
state, any land-locked salmon, trout or togue,
between the 3d of October and tbe 1st of May,
under penalty of not less than §10.

_

granted.

Scattering. 210
And Joseph Hobson, William F. Moody and

Sec. 4. Provides that if fish are found on
board of seized vessels the owner shall have 12
hours to remove them, and if not done the
officer may dispose of them as he sees fit.
Sec. 5. At any time after such seizure, if the
owner or claimant desires to retain possession
of such vessel, and other apparatus, he may notify such officer in writing, and request au appraisal of the same, when the officer shall prepare a schedule of all property then detained
by him, aud cause three disinterested meu acquainted with the nature of the property de*
tamed to be appointed, one to be selected by
the owner or claimant, one by the officer making the seizure, and one by any trial justice of
of peace of the county where the property is
detained.
Sect. G. The appraisers shall as soon as may
be, appraise such property, and certify to the
cost value of the same; thereupon, at the request of such owner the property shall be given
up to him, provided he shall first deliver to said
officer a bond in double the value of said appraisal, with good and sufficient sureties, approved iu writing on said bond by the clerk of
the supreme jadicial court for the county iu
which the appraisal is made,*conditioned that
said principal shall pay to the treasurer of said
county the amount of said appraisal on demand
as soon as a jadgment of said court
decreeing
forfeiture of such property shall have been entered of record.
Sect. 7. On conviction of persons so charged the court shall declare all seized property
forfeited which has not been bonded, and it
shall be sold at auction by sheriff.
Sect. 8. In cases where property has been
seized where no prosecutions have been commenced, the court may order all property so
seized to be returned by officer to the owner on
demand; and such order shall constitute a bar
to any actions that have been or may be commenced against the officer; where property has
been seized, prosecutions commenced, and the
party prosecuted is not in the custody or jurisdiction of the court, so that no conviction has
been obtained, the ooart shall cause such notice
as they deem proper to be given, notifying all
persons interested to appear at a time and place
designated in said notice, and show cause why
a forfeiture of said
property should not be decreed.
Sect. 9. Provides that in case of death of
an
officer making seizures, any other officer of
the county may take possession of the property
seized.
Sect. 10. The Governor shall appoint ene or
two persons, as he may think best, to be commissioners of fisheries, who shall hold office for
three years, unless sooner removed, and have a
general supervision of the fisheries, regulated
by the preceding and following sections. Shall
examine dams and all other obstructions existing in all rivers and streams in the state, and
determine the necessity of fishways, and the location. form aud capacity thereof; shall visit
those sections where fisheries regulated by the
act are carried on, and examine into the working of the laws; and introduce and disseminate
valuable species of fish into the streams and
pond® of this state where they do not exist.
Sect. 11. Every dam in any river frequented by salmou, shad or alewives, shall be provided by the owner with a durable aud effioient
fish way, and he shall keep it in repair and
open and free from obstruction for the passage
of fish, during such times as may be prescribed
by law. Iu case of disagreement between the
commissioners and tbte owner of the dam, as
to the propriety aud safety of the plan submitwiu iu me
owners, me owners may appeal to
the Supreme Judicial Court in the county
where dam is located and the court or any justice thereof in vacation may appoint three commissioners to hesr and determine the appeal,
who shall give due notice to the parties of the
time and place of hearing, and after
hearing
shall decide the question submitted, and
may
affirm or reverse, in whole or in
part, the requiremeats of said commissioners of fisheries,
and make their report as soon as may be to the
clerk of said court, which when accepted
by
the court or any justice thereof in vacation,
and ordered recorded, shall be final.
Sect. 12. If a fish-way thus required to be
built is not complete! to the satisfaction of
the commissioners within the time
specified,
any owner or occupant shall forfeit not more
than $100 nor less than $20 for every
day between the first day of May and the first
day of
NovemDer, during which such neglect contin-

relating

be presented

Samuel M. Came.

ments.

Sect. 13. Unless otherwise provided, a fishway shall ha kept open and unobstructed from
the 1st day of May to the 15th day of
July.
Penalty for neglect shall be not less than $20
or more than $100 for each
day’s neglect.
Sect. 17.
The governor shall appoint fish
wardens where the same may be necessary, who
shall enforce the provisions of all public laws

which will

Danforth

after a
There were six verdicts
fortnight’s session.
aud one disagreement.
Seven divorces were

Francis G. Warren.5227
William A. Cromwell.5125

_*1____■

criminal processes,

bill,

•lay-

brought.

La Ak»n;n.J-1

Judge

and fish wardens to canse any persons or perviolating any of the provisions of this
chapter to be prosecuted.
Sect. 45, All fines and penalties provided
for in this chapter, may be recovered before
aDy competent tribunal by complaint, indictment cr action of debt; and in all actions of
debt commenced in the Supreme Judicial Court
or iu the Superior Court for the
county of
Cumberland, the plaintiff recovering shall recover full cost, without regard to amount tecovered.
Uae half of all tines and penalties
recovered, when not otherwise provided, shall
be for the benefit of the
party makiug complaint, and the other half to the county in
which the proceedings are commenced.
Sect. 46. The provisions of this chapter
shall not apply to the taking of blue-back trout.
Sect. 47. Sections 19 to 59, inclusive, of
chapter 41 of the Revised Statutes; all acts
amending the same, or iu addition thereto, and
all acts and parts of acts, public or private, inconsistent with this act, are ht reby repealed;
saving all actions now pending, or which may
hereafter be commenced for the violation of any
such act before this act takes effect.
The game laws of the state have been codified by the same commission and form a separate

FOREIGN.

Supreme Court at Bell**!.
Belfast, J&d. 14.—The Supreme
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The Legislature of 1877 passed a resolve authorizing the Governor to appoint a commission to
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Bonds,

STOCK, GOLD AC.,
Highest prices paid for

c

CALLED” U. S. 5-20 BONDS,

--’7

encod

ANNUAL STATEMENT.
of the Standing ot the

»

P >rtlaml Steam Packet

Company.

January 1, 1878.

Ca| ital Stock (all paid in).8300,000.
1 he Company owes
nothing.
J. B. COYLE, Treasurer.
cu lBERLAKD SB.
J muary 11, 1878.—Subscribed and sworn to before
J. F. LISCOMB,
Ja u!2dSt
Justice ot the Peace.
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THE PRESS

Superior Court.
Monday.—The grand jury came in and reporta 1
at 12 o’clock this
noon.
The following indict
ments were made public:
Royal J. Libby. Assault and battery.
Elihu Phillips. Larceny and compound larceny
Plea, guilty.
Henry M. Smith. Nuisance.
Thomas Decost. Breaking and entering with in

TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. 15.
THE PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fei
senden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrew!
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholr
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city,

not

guilty.

Adrian vauslyck. Compound larceny. Plea, guil
ty.
William II. Stevenson. Common thief. Plea, no

guilty.

Clark. Robbery. Plea, not guilty.
George Williams. Robbery. Plea, guilty.
James Coppeck. Assault w ith dangerous weapon
Plea, guilty.
Arthur Bagley. Assault and battery.
Plea, no'
William

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS

Plea,

tent.

At BUldeford, of Phillsbury,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H, B, Kendrick,
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

NEW

BOARD

guilty.
George H. Littlefield. Larceny. Plea, guilty.

TO-9A1

Joseph Mushraw alias Joseph L. Wasson. Compound larceny. Plea, guilty.
Joseph Mushraw alias Joseph L. Wasson. Compound larceny.
Harry Williams. Larceny. Plea, guilty.
John Berry. Compound larceny.
Thomas Gill. Compound larceny. Plea, guilty.
Charles H. Callahan alias Jerry Carroll. Falselj

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Concert—Plymouth Church.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Turner Bros.
Messrs. C. H. Staples & Co.
Carlton Kimball-2.
The M. C. M. Association.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owen, Moore & Bailey—2.
City of Portland—To Owners.
Creditors Attention.
Wan ted—S i t nation,

personating

Annual Meeting—International Steamship
Portland Society of Natural History.

auother. Plea, not guilty.
Edward Brown alias Edward Payson Bond. Larceny. Plea, not guilty.
Charles M. Stafiord. Assault and battery.
Plea,
not guilty.
John W. Stowell. Obtaining money under false
pretences. Plea, not guilty,
Daniel W. Scribner. Forgery of a check for §200
on W. II. Clifford.
Plea, not guilty.
Joseph F. lioardman. Nuisance. Plea, not guilty.
Same. Adultery with Addie J. Waterhouse. Plea,
not
Hannah Towlau. Nuisance. Plea, not guilty.
Timothy Twigg. Nuisance. Plea, not guilty.
Darby Cady. Nuisance. Plea, not guilty.
James M. Cobb.
Liquor nuisance. Plea, not

Co.

Dissolution—Harris & Littlefield.

guilty.

Stated Meetings,

guilty.

C1XS GOVERNMENT.
regular meetings of the City Council take
first
place the
Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

John E. Briggs. Gambling bouse. Plea, guilty.
Fined 25 cents and costs Paid.
Frank W. Skillings. Larceny in the night time.
Plea, not guilty.
Patrick King. Assault and battery. Plea, guilty.

The

Angus McMillan. Compound larceny. Pfea,‘not
guilty.
Peter Quiucannon. Nuisance. Plea, not guilty.
Geo. W. Graffam. Common seller. Piea, not

MASONIC.
At Masonic Rail, No. 88 Exchange iStreet,
YORK RITES,
Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

guilty.

Ann Fessenden.

Common seller. Plea, not guilty.

Wednesday.

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A.C.,first Monday: Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

JBriel Jottings.
The horse railroad will try and digout
track this morning.

Monday.

The

Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening,
second

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth
day in every month.

The Allan mail

Liverpool, arrived

The dance of the Ladies Union at Grand
Army Hall did not conae off last evening on account of the storm.
It will take place tonight.
A ring lias been found in a pocket of a castoff garment given to the Provident Association.
The owner can have it by calling at the office

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Councii/—Portland Council P. of J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix do H.
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistcry, S,P. R. S.,fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

of the

I. O. O. F.

Star, second and fourth Wednesnesday
day; Portland, first and third Friday; Falmouth,
No. 114 first and third Tuesdays.
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meetsfirst Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
; Eastern

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
1 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on tiist and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Hall; No. 2 at School

House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday
Evening.
Boswortii Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.

Micawher

o’clock.
Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery
of books dahy, 2 to 9, day and evening.
Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7$ o’clock.
Portland Institute and Public LibraryId City Building. Open aud free to all from 10 to
1 and 7 to 9.
Bramhall Lodge, No. 3, K. of P.—Meets
Tuesday evening, each week, Pythian Hall, Clapp’s
Block, Congress Street.

opportunity to see Micawber in the flesh
again in the person of Chas. H. Thayer, who
appears at Music Hall on Wednesday evening,

an

in the Dickens drama of “Little Emily” supported by an excellent company under the
management of Thayer and Tompkins of Boston. Miss Mary Cary, the favorite ingenue
actress, will appear as Little Emily, in which
role she has appeared nearly 200 times in Boston. The other actors and actresses are from

Templars—

Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall, 420$ Congress
St.; Mission, Wednesday, Williams* Block, Congress
street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sons of Temperance
Hall.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall.
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meetings Sunday evenings, ai^* o’clock.

the various Boston theatres, and we may ex“Boor Jo” will bo
pect au artistic treat.

given

Juvenile Templars—Perham Temple, No. 24,
at Congress Hall, every Wednesday eveuing at 7
o’clock. Temperance concerts first Sunday in every
month.
Portland

Army

and

*

cently arrived from the Bhillipine Islands. Five
of her crew died on the passage.
Francis Mnrpby opened his campaign in
Springfield, Mass., Sunday afternoon with an
immense mass meeting at the City Hall. Nearly 3000 people crowded into the hall, and almost
as
many more went away unable to get even
standing room within hearing of the speaker’s
voice.
Murpby related the story of his life,
and was received with the utmost enthusiasm.
The choir of 200 voices, which is in training
for the Mnodv meetinps next month, assisted

V,IJ t»VUlUjj.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Office Hours.
From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
Portland, Me., Dec. 29, 1877.
_

Arrival aud Departure of Mails*

singing Moody

Sankey hymns. At the
close of Marphy’s address, hundreds signed the
pledge. The meetings are to be continued every night for a week, after which Mr. Murphy
will go to Washington.

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.20 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.15
a m and 2.45 pm.
Arrive at 12.20 p.
Great Southern and Western.
m.
Close at 8.15 a m, 2.45 and 9.00 p m.

Railway.

Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes

a

m

and 5.00 p

m.

took a severe cold a few days ago and it
was in vain that be endeavored to rally from
its effect.
Mr. Carter was a son of Caleb S.
Carter, a well known Portland merchant. He
was formerly proprietor of the Portland distillery and later was engaged in the manufactHe was a formure of brushes ou Fore street.
er president of the Army and Navy Union,

Close at 10.00

Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonesport, Macliias. MachiasDOrt, EastMachias, Millbridgc and Bar Harbor, via each steamer.

Arrive at G

a. m.

Close at 9 p.

m.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a

Close at 5.00 p

m.

ra.

which he has belonged to since its organization.
He leaves a wife. His age was 33 years.

Foreign Mails, via NewjYork, day previonsto Baliof steamers. Close at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowbegan also closes at 9.00 p m.
Canaria and Intermediate offices, via G. T- R. Arrive at 2.30 p. ir. Close at 1.00 p m.
Close
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.
at 11.30 a. in. and 9 p. m.
ng

The Billiard Game.—The exhibition game
of billiards betweenJProf. Scharfer of Boston,
and Mr. Bonney of the Preble House, at
Swasey’s billiard hall last evening, was witnessed by quite a large number of sporting
The game was 300 points French carom,
men.
and the conditions were thatjScharfer was to
Mr.
score 100 points at an inning or no count.
Bonney won the game, Scharfer only reaching
100 once, then scoring 105; his next largest rant

The Rates of Postage.
furthe
Postal cards, one cent each, go without
charge to all parts of the United States aud Canadar
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all parts
of Europe.
States and
All letters, to all parts of the United
Canada, three eents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for the city or
cartown where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by
riers, and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
weeklies, regularly issued and sent to regular subscribers, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office oj
published
publication, newspapers and magazines
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
book!
pamphlets,
Transient newspapers, magazines,
and handbills, 1 cent lor each two ounces or fractior
jncludinj
miscellaneous
All
other
matter,
thereof.
ItUBCUiWl UltUJme,

uwa

ui«uucwi|H.

were

These assemblies are given to raisi
money to assist in paying for tl uew uniform 1
which they have just receiv -1. It is a gooi l
canse and it is hoped that they will meet wit! ,

ning.

'-

1

To Great Britain
Ireland, letters 5 cent
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents, news
letters
5 cents, newspapers : :
papers 2 cents; Spain,
cents; all paits of Germany, including Austria
2
cents; Denmark
letters 5 cents, newspapers
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Switzerland
letters 5 cents, newspapers2 cents; Italy, letters!
letters 5 cents
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, 5
news
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters cents,
5 cents, newspapre ;
letters
2
Sweden,
cents;
papers
letters
and
Asiatic,
2 cents; Turkey, European
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents
newspapers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries, the half-ounce limit fo r
and

I

]

ounces

for newspapers, sti 1

are :—

To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except t
New South Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton 15 cent:
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Francisc 3
2 cents,via Southampton 4 cents,via Brindisi ti cent!
China, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Soutl
nmptou 15 cents, via Brindisi 19 cents, newspaper
2 4 and 8 cents, bytlic respective routes; Britis
India Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers *
vi
5
cents; Japan, letters, via San Francisoo cents,
',
England, 10 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspaper
4
cent
'*
via San Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton
via Brindisi 8 cents.

Correction.
ar
Mu. Editor:—Permit the committee e£
i
rangements to correct your notice of Kev.
cu
Sanderson’s golden wedding, Jao. 24,1878,
is 1 0
the 50tb anniversary of his wedded life. It
in A *'
be a gold—or paper—dollar wedding
Mi
boro, at the residence of Mrs. Chandler,
nc
Pleasant
GO
street,
Sanderson’s sister, No.
Entertainment will 1 ,e
the Methodist church.
friem is
provided for every dollar guest, by the cann ot
Friends who
in Auburn and Lewiston.
sor
to
hand
their
will
gifts
please
be present
it wi .jj
preacher, who will forward or bring
Ik Air own.
For the Committe.
own.
their
& F. Wetherbee

good

success.

Chandler’s best for music.

M. C. M. A.—The Maine Charitable Mechani !
Aaonnintitin Imcitirr

loaooil iha hitll fnr

a

nnmho

of years the course of lectures is necessaril;
ended in order to make alterations and repair J
in that part of the building. The concert at
nounced at the beginning of the season wi: 1
prooably be given in Grand Army Hall nex t

Monday evening, and will be under the direc
tion of Mr. John L. Shaw.
The annual debates will commence on Thun
Th a
day evening next in the Library Room.
“currency” question will be the first topic c f
discussion, and a lively debate nay be expect
ed.
Police Notes.—Suuday night a man nan
ed Edward Moriison assaulted a son of Mr. <
D. Merrill as be was returning from churcl >■
He tore the young man’s coat, and when M
Charles Rich, who happened along, interferrci
Office: 8
Morrison pitched into him slightly.
Rowe and Jackson arrested the offender, an I
he will be put before tha court this|morning.
Officer Burnham arrested Frederick J. Leac II
yesterday for the larceny of a wagon fro: a
He hired tl 6
Green’s stable on Pioe street.
wagon some time ago and sold it.
A Clerical Error.—The eiror in the Wes (_
brook returns is found to be a clerical one, l3
the votes wore cast for James Bailey, and n
James H. Bailey, as returned.
The votes X3
thrown were retained in the ballot box, whii 11
has not been disturbed since it was closed in
the night of the election, hence this fact w 13

®r

•

evening

the

at

rooms

easily ascertained.

Mr. Woodman responded to the resolution in
few appropriate words.

Important Decision.—A very interesting
question concerning the rights of travellers upon the highway has been determined by the
Law Court. It appears that Jeremiah Mc-

President George W. Woodmai
presided, and after calling the meeting to orde
Franklin M. Lawrence, E. C. Hersey, Johi
Mains, and J. D. Dexter were chosen member
of the Board.
change street.

Carty, in January, 187G, suffered damage to
his property by the breaking of his horse’s leg
while travelliug ou.Congress street, by reason
of a defect in the way.
Sait was brought
against the city to recover the sum of eigh1

T. C. Her3e.y, Esq. read the following report
which was accepted and the resolution passed
The committee appointed by the managers oi
the Board, to give expression to their views 01
the silver question, would report:
That no subject of equal importance is nos
agitating the public mind, or oue in wbicl
business meu in common with all others, an
so much interested.
The bill now before Congress to coin a silve
dollar of 412.5 grains as a legal teoder, if
adopt
ed would lower the national standard of value
and bring natioual dishonor by Ivirtual
repu
diation. It:would have |* tendency to tlooi
the country with silver from other nations am
drive our gold away.
It would be equally as disastrous to both la
bor and capital.
The -dollar paid the laborin;
man would have tho purchasing
capacity of !M
to 92 cents only, and the creditor of the govern
ment would be obliged to accept a discount o
8 to 10 per cent, on the dollar due him. A lim
itea amount of silver of the same value as gold
would be unobjectionable for circulation and as
a legal tender for small amounts.
Any attempt at remonetization of silver bj
our government without the|cooperation ol othei
nations of commercial inlluence, would bo fa
tile and disastrous.
It is most unfortunate for tbe business of tho
country that just on the eve of resumption ol
specie payments, which should meaa gold, and
with the prospect of the revival of our various
industries following the same, that this disturbing element should bavo arisen, therefore
Resolved, That tbe Portland Board ot Trade
notice with regret a movement to make thf
silver dollar a legal tender for unlimited
amounts, and protest most earnestly against
the passage of fthe “Bland bill” now before

It was contended
hundred dollars damages.
by the defendants at tho trial that the plaintiff
was ongaged in racing and it w as not a legitimate use of the way, and therefore he could

Upon

not recover.

that point, Judge Symonds,
instructed the jury as

in hia very able charge,
follows:

“Highways

only

are

to besafeandconvenient
man once iutentionally

for travelers. If a
starts upon a race, having that object in view
and not any legitimate purpose of travel,
whether ho has reached the point where the
horses are to be put to full speed or not, from
that moment he ceases to have auy rights
againBt the town as a traveller upon the highway. The iuteution to race, accompanied by
the fact that the man his actually started
upon the race, prevents his recovery in the
action. It matters not if he has started at a
walk, or at a very slow rats of speed, if the
race is begun, if he has started upon the race
and is in the act of racing, whether he sees fit
to put his horse to full speed or not is immaterial; the race having began, he having intentionally joined in it, the actual speed at
which he is driving is immaterial; he has
ceased to have the rights of a traveller, and his
use of the highway for that purpose is not

legitimate.”

Under these instructions the jury returned a
verdict for the city. The case was carried to
the Law Court by the plaintiff, on motion to
set aside the verdict as against the evidence,
and on exceptions to the rulings of the pre-

Tho follow annual reports were then read am!
accepted with the exception of that of the me
teorological committe:
treasurer's report.
Charles S. Fohcs, treasurer, in account with Portlant
Board of Trade:

siding justice

matters of law.
These
questions were argued bsfore the full court in
July last by A. A. Strout for the plaintiff and
City Solicitor Cleaves for the city. The decision
of the Court has been received, overruling the
motion and exceptions, and ordering judgment
for the city.

RECEIPTS.
Jan. 10, 1877, Balance from old acct,,.$3,067 4:
1877 Board of Trade, through M. N. Itich,..
560 0(

upon

1877. Merchants’Exchaage, through E. L.

Bing,.
Jan,, 1878, interest,.

401 7£
f53 It

$5,191

Public Installation.—The officers of Manjoy Lodge Knights of Pythias, were publicly
installed last evening.
Very interesting exercises were interspersed.
The following were

4(

EXPENDITURES.

1877, Bent.$800
Services,. 855
42
Commissions,.
Papers,. 163
Gas. 31
Piinting,. 29

the officers installed:
Past Chancellor—William H. Murch.

1877,.:
Water...

Rowe.

SDrinkline.
Uoal,.

00
0(
If
8f
Of
5C
80 7(
72 9C

Clhannftllnr f

Ice.
Stationery.
Sundries.
Balance forward.2,957

00
48
10
35
DO
25

$5,191

40

Keeper

*2.957 25

business

ly, Kittery.
Notaries Public—Charles B. Reade, Lewiston;
Wm. D. Mussenden, Bath; H. Q. Sampson,

Bowdoinham.
Trial Justices—Gustavos E. Jenkins, Glenwood; Elias M, Carter, Bethel; Geo. T. Sewall,
Oldtown.
Dedimus Justices—James C. Campbell, Pem-

broke.

point

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Norman C. Reed, clerk of Freeman Benton,
commission merchant at Boothbay, has been
on trial for the embezzlement of §5000 from bis
The prisoner denies the charge.
employer.
The case has not been concluded.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The gale which commenced Thursday evening and continued until Friday noon, was one
of the most severe which was ever experienced

I

magnitude.
Our shipping interests have suffered severe
depression and it is hoped that substantial relief
will speedily dawn upon this great important
interest to oar city and state, and if there are

localities.
Trees were blown down, shutters
and gutters torn off, and in some cases buildings have been unroofed.
Store of Harmon Steven3 and 9. T. Thompson & Sons in Bangor was entered Fridaynight and a small amount of money stolen.

Messrs. C. H. Staples & Co. offer the balof that large bankrupt stock of boots,
shoes and rubbers, at auction, at their store 56
Union street, beginning today.
Look out for

any depressing influences or discriminations
which can h3 removed by onr joint efforts,
such efforts should be pat forth at once.
Onr railroad interests.are in aB good condition
as these great and absorbing ioterests are anywhere in the country. It is not strange thatjjan
interest having to emp'oy so much capital in
its business should suffer the most severely in
a general depression of all other interests,
yet
in view of these we are able to already recognize a substantial improvement in our own
railroads, or those whose business centres here
and we think that the prospects for the future
are good for Portland if her business people
only stand by themselves and jointly and persistently push their claim and seize their opportunities with a broad liberal enterprise
commensurate with those opportunities.

grand

rush when people find out that
can get goods at their own price.
a

The great sale of ladies’, misses’ and children’s Merino Underwear by Carleton Kimball
will be continued this week. New and special
will be offered.

bargains

Special Bargains in all kinds of Hosiery at
Carlton Kimball’s, 485 Congress Btreet.

12J cents.

50 to

_

Roth,

Gleaner!—Tickets

"Revere the

■

nlaoaa tViai t

others, and if the old danger signal) could ,b 3
more promptly and earlier displayed, it wouli
be often of more service than it now is, whe 1
frequently delayed till storms have been severa l
boors upon us.
lu making these suggestions we do not do s
in the spirit of complaint, but rather to add th 3
suggestions of practical nautical men to ui *
that they may give such weight as they may b a
entitled to in perfecting this important an 1
useful branch of the public service.

N.'Rich°W’ I o£ the Committa
that

no

meetings

now

_

whose

man

Pilgrim

ready at
jan7tf

marks the

road” to furnish the world with SLIPPERY
ELM; LOZENGES for their Coughs, &o. For
sale bv alf Druggists.

i*

now an

acknowledged fact

that

a

very

great number ot cases (some of them apparently
desperate ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone
and in others by the same medicine in connection
with Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills,
ono or

both, according to the requirements of tho

case.

The old supposition that “Consumption is incurahie,” for many years deterred Physicians irom

attempting to find a remedy for that disaase, und
patients afilicted with it reconciled themselves to
death without
from

a

efiort being made to

an

doom which

was

Dr. Schenck himself

save

them

supposed at

case hopeless arid abandoned him to
fate: he was cured by the aforesaid medicines
and afterwards enjoyed uninterrupted good health
Thousands of people
for more than forty years.
have used Dr. Schenck’s preparations with the same
remarkable success.
Schenck’s Almanac, containing a thorough treatise
on Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, &c.,
can ha had gratis of any druggist, or of J. H.
Schenck & Son, Philadelphia. Full directions for
the use of Schenck’s medicines accompany each

pronounced his

r

t

the committee had been held the past year,
The Committee on Nominations reported tl e
iollowing list as officers for the ensuing year:

President—Charles H, Haskell.
Vice Presidents—Ambrose K. Sburtleff,San:
nel J. Anderson, Woodbury S, Dana.
Directors—T. C. Hersey," George W. Wooi
man, Jus. S. Bedlow, Granville C. Tyler, Wo
Henry Millikeu, George P. Wescott, Charle
J. Chapman.
Secretary—Marshall N. Rich.
Treasurer—Charles S. Robes.
Port Wardens—Geo. W. Davis, John Hast;
It was stated that the name of the presei it
incumbent, Geo. W. Woodman, was not r
ported as President, at his request.
The balloting resulted in the choice of tl *
list of officers reported by the committee.
The Secretary, M. N. Rich, spoke of tl
in which the retirii
satisfactory
President had managed the affairs of the Boa d
and submitted the following, which was uuar
mously passed by a rising rote:
Revived, That in retiring trom the office of Pre: ident of this Board, which he has bo ably and accept
biy filled for tbe past four years,,we extend to Ho
Geo. tV. Woodman our cordial thanks for tbe earn:
and faitful manner in which has discharged the va
ous responsible and delicate duties Incumbent up

his

M ATE KICK

OIL

CO

.7

Having purchased the entiro stock and accounts
belonging to the lato firm of HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD, ot which X was a member, I shall continuo
the wholesale
j«jj
GROCERY

FLOUR

AND

Business under the name of HARRIS & CO., at my
former place of business,
(43 COMMERCIAL STREET.

BENJAMIN F, HARRIS.
Portland, January 12, 1878,ja!5d3t

“Redaction.”
In order to close out our Win-

ter Hosiery

have p'aeed on our
large lot of Misses’ fine
Fancy Woolen Hosiery at the
counters

we

a

popular prices of
pair, former prices

60 cents per
85 cents and

•Pl.UV.

OWEN, MOORE' & BAILEY.
Janl5

dtf

To Owners and Occupants of Buildings
and Lob on Atlantic, Clark, Cusbinan,
Ln fayetfe,
Lewli, Everett, Howard,
Madison Melboarae, Merrill, Monroe,
Montreal, Quebec, 8t. Lawrence. Tate,
Thomas, T>ng and Waierville Streets.
City Clerk’s Office, I
Jan. 14th, 1878. J
the above named
streets have by order of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to plans
in the City Engineer’s Office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that tho number so designated must be affixed to the buildings on said streets
on or before the lirst day of March next, A.
O., 1878.
Is

Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
janl5dlm
H?“Advertiser Copy.

THE

before them.
H. J. LIBBY,
jal5dtd

come

January 14,1876.

A

Wanted.
r, Drug Store.
Four years*
city experience. References given. Address

SITUATION in

G, W.,

jalSdlw

Farmington,

Me.

Creditors Attention !
having claims against Henry W.
Deering, are requested to present

persons
Smith, of

ALL

OR. 9. D

ARABIAN

at any

point

in New

England.

eodSm

W.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

jan24

atr

COPARTNERSHIP.

One lot 11-4 Extra quality Blankets for $3.00 per pair, former
price $4,00.
One lot 11-4 Blankets for $4.00
per pair, former price $5.00.

In connection with the above
have a lot of

Dissolution of

Copartnership.

Copartnership heretofore etisting under

the

THEfirm

name of Brooks & Lombard was dissolved
Jannary 1, 1878, by mutual consent, Gardner Brooki
retiring. Either parner is authorized to sign the
firm name in settlement of ail bills.
GARDNER BROOKS,
LURING LOMBARD.

The business formerly carried on by Brooks &
Lombard will be continued bv the subscribers
under the firm name of Lombard, Jones & Co.
LORING LOMBARD,
LEVI J. JONES.
THEODORE H. LOMBARD,
jaall
,llw*

HOWE’S

MEDICINES.

CAW BE CURED.

we
the undersigned have this day formed a
copartnership under the firm name and

WE

IO .’clock A. M. and hair past a P. 71.
The sals to continue daily until the entire lot Is closed
out.
Every shoe oflered will be sold to the highest
bidder. The ladies are especially Invited to attend the

afternoon sale.

C. H. STAPLES A CO.
jail

in

13-4 at the lowest

12-4 and

January 1, 1878.

The ilrm of Hillman & Morrill was
dissolved Jan. 7th by mutual consent,
IV. U. Morrill retiring.
GEO. D. HILLMAN,
W. H, MORRILL.
dlw
jalO

CHAMBERLIN,
&

Copartnership.

LITTLE,

Dissolution

of

Copartnership.

227 Middle Street.
j&9

dlw

ANNUAL SALE.

heretofore existing
THEfirmCopartnership
of Whitney & Thomas
dissolved. All

& DENNIS will sell peremptorily at
auction on TUESDAY, Jan. 18th, at Morgan
Iron Works, foot 9th Street, K. R., (whers vessel
may he seen after 7th inst.) at 12 o’clock on board
STEAMSHIP YAZOO, now running between New
York and Savannah, of 1399 50-100 tons, built by
C. H. Mallory & Co., Mystic, Cenn., 1863. Capacity
2100 bales cotton, 10,000 barrels.
For further
particulars inquire of
WM. D. JAMES, ESQ.,
jan4dtlo
Hen, Agent, Philadelphia.

BURKETT

....

BARGAINS
—

will be

settled
ot the

by
Thomas
late firm, ’who will continue the
business of tho late firm as usual.
B. F. WHITNEY,
JOHN P. THOMAS,
Portland, Jan. 3,18T8.
jan4dlm

departments

51

Exchange St.

MARBLE TOP

FANCY

of New

For $2.00 and upwards,

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS
For $4. and upwards,
EASY

AND

DRESS GOODS
A large assortment of

REMNA ISTTtt
of Plaid and Striped Nainsooks at very
Low Prices,

TUKESBURA &
at

and

ARABIAN

dtf

i?AM IllA If AVI^Il aI
1UV 1UVU1U VI

Is selling his slock of

CELEBRATED

Celebrated throughout the world for their remaikahle cures, and the ONLY MEDICINES that have
ever Positively been known to CURE CONSUMPTION, viz.:

Dr. Howe’s Arabian Milk Care.
Dr. Howe’s Arabian Tonic.
Dr. Howe’s Arabian Liver Pills.

THE PILLa
Unlock the Liver, Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
remove
Costiveness, Chills, Fevers and Biliousness, Cleanses the stomach and regulates the Liver
and Bowels.

Owing to the backward season I am
prepared to offer special inducements to
customer the the next 10 days. Patrons
can rely upon finding a FOIL STOCK,
embracing all the NEWEST and LATEST
of WOOLENS for Men’s Wear.
I am
prepared to make the same to order at as
low prices as first-class work can be
produced.

THE ARABIAN TONIC
Purifies, Cleanses and fills tho veins with Pure,
Rich JLile-giviug Blood, vitalizes the whole
system, gives strength, creates a ravenons appetite
and expels from the Lungs, (through the blood) the
poisonous matter which the VENOM of the disease
breeds upon the luugs.
THE ARABIAN MILK CURE
A “pleasant substitute” for Cod Liver Oil feeds the
stomach and nourishes the bodv, causes
Easy
Expectoration, dissolves tho Catarrhal Mucus and
Bronchical Phlegm and assists natu re in throwiug
oft the corrupt scrofulous matter that causes the
irritation producing tho cough. It stops the cough
and cures consumption.
Price of MILK CURE and TONIC
Each $1 per Bottle.
PILLS 25 cents per Box.
Sold by all Druggists.

W. F.

Phillips

&

Co.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

C. M.

CrTA DfHT

eodtf

A LARGE LINE
OP

STARCHENE.

a

tine Laundry finish,

Starclie c, Perfumed Starch Enamel, which is
the Grocers, is an article ©f genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to secure
proper stiffness and a beautiful polish. Once tested.
it will always be used.
Prom tho “Boston Home Journal,” July 7,1S77.
We caution the public about imitations of the
Starchene, as unscrupulous persona are endeavoring to introduce a spurious article on the market.
Each of our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark. Do not take any other.
For Sale by all Apothecaries and Grocers
Ask for Starchene and take no other.

Price 25 Cents Per

Bottle.

G. F. DOWNES, State Agent,
314

Federal

Street,

Portland

matne.

Foreale in Portland by Sullivan * Osgood, 9Portland St.; Wm. Weeks, 319 Congress St.; S. N
ConGoding, 22 St. Lawrence St.; A. L. Millett, 588G.
H
gress St.; J. Hudson & Co., G7I Congress St.;
&
Prat
t
India
Sts.:
aud
Boody
Lord, cor. Congress
7 Myrtle St.; G. W. Parker, 39 Free St.; A. Bennett
and
Atlantii
cor.
Congress
43 Pine St,: A. Lamont,
Sts. Deering—Van B. Bray, Morrill’s Corner.
eod6m
oct8

L."MORSE,

dtf

PIANOFORTE.

By Nathan Richardson

250.000 copies sold. Sales have surpassed those of all
other books combined. Bo sure to order by the
above full title, and do not accept instead of this,
The Modern School, which is an older book, by
tbe same author. Mr. Richardson’s opinion oi the
merits of this first effort may be gathered from the
following, taken from the Preface to the New Method.

“Becoming at length satisfied of the truth of these
criticisms, (by many eminent compoaers and professors,) and convinced that great improvements
were obviously needed, I determined, if possible, to
remedy the defects. Profiting by the experience and
advice ot the best practical teachers, I commenced a
thorough and critical examination of my first
method, and concluded that the only remedy would
be to bring out a new work on an improved plan.”
This new work, substituted for the defective
Modern School,

Richardson’s.

was

Up Stairs,

Old Stand,
complete selection of

SHOES AND RUBBERS ,
dlw

Head., Poster*. Hand Bill., Card ,
Tag. neatly printed at this Ollicc a 1
reasonable rates.
and

Store

UNDER

PREBLE HOUSE.
eodtf

Jail

253 Middle Street,
As I reduced my stock and closed out
my Remnants before moving, I am now
prepared to offer my customers as line
and well selected stock of DRY ROODS
as can be found east of Boston.
Please
eall and examine goods, and yon will llnd
that we are living up to our old motto.
“QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.”

W. F.

S~TUMEY,

FOR

SALE,

Boots and Shoes
of all kinds, widths and sizes for everybody at

WINTER PRICES.
Your Old Boots neatly Repaired.

421 Congress Street,
Sign

of the f*old Beet, first deer
First Parish Church.

Enit ef

Irving O'. Brownj
Formerly with M. G. Palmer.

Ja8

eodtl

UOL

AT

Prices.

out a

large lot

Geo. F. Nelson’s,
NO. 363 MIDDLE STREET,
no5

Old .(and Sweeuer & Merrill.

buy

so

so

[long

as

you

many useful things at

SWEET,111 &

BRILL’S,

OPPOSITE CITV HALL.
a

good article

the very lowest price.

—

dtf

Covers, Stools

Samuel

Thurstou,

street

Block, Portland.

rk© Rent. Part of Store on Free St. Large
Show Window aud Good Basement. Enquire oi
nov20dtf
SAMUEL THURSTON.
Free St. Block.
■■■

■

■

■ ■

—

~

members of the Portland
Light Infantry are hereby notified
to meet at the Company’s Armory
for special
business on TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 15th, A.
D. 1878,
Ref. Sec. 105, Chap. 307, Militia.
Per
order, Captain Commanding Co.
jan!4d2t

PT
JLj*
•

T

A«

ALL

au28

Slippers for Men,
Slippers for Women.
Slippers for Boys.
Slippers lor Girls.
Slippers tor Children.
Slippers made to order.
Slippers of all kinds for every
body.
Cadies’ and Misses’ White Slip

HI. G. PALMER.

—

A

LOCKE’S

GELATINE STARCH,

you want the best and the cheapen! Starch
IF preparation
that has beeu
be found
l'Ocke’M
can

Ii
<-claline -Starch is that article.
the iron STICKING and BLISTERING;
it can be used either in boiled or raw starch; it givet
a very fine clear white finish and
polish, that will
never turn yellow; it makes ironing au easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists
&o. Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a

prevents

few good local canvassers.
Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO.,
No. S Flam Si., Forllaad, Me.
d3tteotftX
dec27

dti

LEG ROW
(Successors

to

BROS.,

Alexander Edmond,)

rUTAT.imq TV AT.T. k'TNTW HP

LUMBER !
Mouldings, (Ladders,
Doors, Hash, Blinds and
Glazed Wiudows,

Gutters,

MANUAL
OF

ORGANS

and Ottomans.

——■

ai

LIBRARY in one volnm
Every famll]
should have it. Indispensable to every on<
who proposes to make the most of life.
No youiif
person can afford to be without it. An investment
ot the paying kind. One of the wonders ot tue ag<
how so much intelligence necessary to the every da]
affairs of life can be put into so small a space a ml s<
attractive lorm. Tell a person ever so rnucu atom
this work but on examination one will exclaim ai
did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld tin
wisdom and prosperity ot 8olomon; “The half wai
not told me.** Sold only by subscription.
Addresi
H. G. GAKCELON, No. 266 Middle Street, Portland
Maine.
Send for Circular.
no23dtf

Lowest

1.00
.75

Opposite Preble House, 482 Congress Std

Congress Street,

HILL’S

Various Stylos;
Prices.

$1.00

Clocks and Jewelry of all kinds repaired
low prices.

au31

Social and Easiness Forms and Guide tc
Correct Writing.

Celebrated Makers;

“

at werj

can

AND]—

—

Case springs

“

“

pers and White Boots.

Hard Times

PIANOS

Free

£3h

You Need not Fear

oc21

'&

oi

“

ing.

They do sell

eodly&w

Piano

Cleaned and Warranted, for

HAMBURG EDGES and INSER<
TIONS at a great bargain I shall
put them on my counter this Friday morning, at WHOLESALE
Prices. Every lady in Portland
should see this lot before purchas<

398

New Method for the Pianoforte,

no24

—

or

over hi©
a

To

which has been revised and re-revised, until it Is the
most perfect of music books, is a great favorite with
the profession, and is the only true “Richardson.”

Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

i\o. 135 Middle Street,
and will contiuue to koep

REMOVED

Having closed

L. A. Gould & Co.’s,

Removal.

R.

We are also agents for the celebrated Fisk. Clark A Flagg New
York custom Shirts from measure in line White and Fancy.

Mainsprings.

OLIVER RITSON & Eft.. Kosfniu

J. H. BOSWORTH & CO.,

eodtf

6 FOR 19.00.

Wholesale

Holiday Gifts,

use

kept by

Street,

Sign of the Gold Hat.

—

FOR THE

STARCHENE.

Middle

FOR

Price $3.25.

use

237

GOODS RAMBURGS Kandolpnjjoynton.
SUITABLE
IS
WATO!

STARCHENE.
STARCHENE.

Buffalo Lined Robes $6 to $8.

Wc beg to call the attention ot
the public once more to oar justly
celebrated custom Shirts, which
are made to order lrom measure
in the most skilled manner, ot
the very best material which the
market affords, are cat in the latest styles, and are guaranteed to
flt and give satisfaction in every
case, at the low price ot

FANCY

Richardson’s New Method

use

Cal) and examine bis stock,

J + L-X

(lec22

STARCHENE.

LOW.

Formerly under Falmouih Hsfel.

503 CONGRESS STREET,

If you want your linen to look like new, use

VERY

$9.00!

—

MAI BE FOUND AT

The best Linen Polish in tho world is

For

6 for

253 Middle Street,

IT XT A MPT

To prevent the Iron from sticking,

FROM MEASURE,

Formerly occupied by Waterhouse & Co.

2611-2 middle St.
decll

ST ARCHE ICE
TlTPUmTAfCTY

Chesley,

TAILOR,

DR, 8, D. HOWE, Proprietor,
122 Liberty Street, New York,
dW&Seow6m

au21

Custom Shirts!

FURS,

de27

December.

MEDICINES,

before y.a purchase.

tile Hatter,

SAT PRICES

PROPRIETOR OF

THE

see u.

Deane Bros.

CO.,

537 CONGRESS STREET.

JL vt

RECEPTION

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCKERS,
PEDESTALS,
AC.
AC.,

MERRY,

York, the GREAT

Consumption Doctor.

WORK BASKETS

For $2.00 and upwards.

at

few Job Lots of

a

BOQUET TABLES

For $1.50.

reduced' prices.
We have

Goods

DEANE BROS’.

STCall

Previous to taking account of stock,

we shall sell In all

—

Holiday

is

mutually

I*

under the

this day
business of the late fiim
and payments made to John P.

name

Yazoo

AT AUCTION.

janl4dtf

Dissolution of

HTTTFTT1

dlir

Steamship

JAMES H. WHITNEY,
GEORGE M. NELSON,
JOHN M. ELDEN.

prices offered.

t

■

Will be sold at auction at

more

ljQ,000 Cases by
S. D. HOWE,

—

STORE NO. 56 UNION STREET,
the balance of that bankropt stock of Boots, Shoes
and Rubbers, commencing Tuesday, Fan, I5ih,
at

Copartnership Notice.
style of Whitney, Nelson & Co., for the purpose ol
carrying on the Wholesale and Retail Harness,
Leather, Saddlery, Hardware and Horse Fittings
ot every description.
The above named firm will
occupy store No. 178 Middle Street, Boyd’s Bloek.

COBSDMPTIOB

Bill

LAND, Mb

AMD

1

we shall sell much less than cost.

janl2

or

J.

offer

One lot 10-4 Blankets for $2.00
per pair, former price $2.50.

them immediately to
ARDON W. COOMBS,
Centennial Block, 93 Exchange St.
janl5d3t

Napthas. Gas Oils
BOOTS,
in bar-

Oils delivered by tbe car-load, in bulk

rela,

I

BOOTS, SHOES

given to pxivate pupils by tho subscriber.

Annual Meeting:.
annual meeting of the International Steamship Co. will be held at their office, No. 4 Milk
on
Street,
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 23, 1878, at 3 o’clock
P. M for choice of officers and transaction of any

SAFETY OIL!
Maverick Pure

stock on hand, and we now
them at the following prices.

d&weowly*

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

the greatest bargains in Blankets
that have been offered in Portland
this Fall or Winter. Having had
unfavorable
weather for the
Blanket trade, we have a large

THE

Has taken tho Store

Oils

n°vl

XEXT TEX DAYS

Portland Society of Natural History.
annual meeting of the Portland Society of
Natural History, for the choice of officers, stands
adjourned to WEDNESDAY, Jan. IGtb, at 3 o’clock
P. M., at the Library Room,
JOHN M. GOULD,
jal5
Secretarypro tern,
^“Advertiser copy.

BOOTS AND SHOES,

STANDARD

Furnitnr.
Regular
(Jeaeral Marohaadise every Saturday, cemmcuolug at It o'oleek a. m.
oc3dtf
Consignments solicited.
and

highest character for young
of study prepares for the

hereby given that

Centennial 160°

Burning

Will offer for the

CITY OF PORTLAND.

dealer in

lOAVEKICK

•

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

One lot 10-4 Blankets for $1.50
per pair, former price $2.00.

BEFIN IIS AND SHIPPERS OF

manner

School,

References—Rer. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

Portland, January 12,1878.

package.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Wood Tonic, and
Mandiake Pills are for sale by all druggists.
eodi&wlinsn
janl

e. w. tun.

sale of

Examinations lor Women.
pleasant home under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
9300 per year. Address the Principal,

&

BENJAMIN F. HARRIS,
HENRY LITTLEFIELD.

time to

one

be at the very gate of death, his Physicians having

Place

33 O STO N

SalMtosu, 35 sad ST II«k*M< »«•
». o. bailvt.

A

THE

considered inevitable,

was

Otis

P. O, BAILEY * CO.,

Auctioneers an! Commission Merobani-.

course

Partnership of HARRIS & LITTLEFIELD
is dissolved bv mutual consent. The debts will
be paid by BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, who alone ia
entitled to collect demands due the partnership.

Consump-

It hae hcen cared in

tion can be cubed.

LANGUAGES

d3m

of the
A SCHOOL
ladies. The
Harvard

DISSOLUTION.

To save labor,

Caswell & Co.
Corner Washington anil Winter streets, Boston.
It

BLANKET SALE.

dtr

_

the

OF

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

noil

Bailey

FOR HOT OR COLO STARCH.

janlOtf

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Manufactures, reported

jal5

Great excitement at Turner Bros, over the
Dress Goods reduced from 50 to 12J cents.

Your committee take pleasure in commend
ing the local managementof the Signal Statior
at this port. The Superintendent of the offici 1
here appears to be prompt and careful in thi
discharge of his duties, acd courteous anc
attentive in imparting the information of hi
office to inquirers. A new signal is now dis
played to indicate high off-shore winds, whicl
does cot in onr opinion increase the efficiency
of the service, hat rather tends to complicati
matters than otherwise, so far as this port i 3
concerned. A signal indicating the approacl
of dangerous storms from any quarter is simpli j
and all that is necessary to this part of the set
vice,and though such an arrangement may be c *
more service at some other ports,
yet it is evi
dent that a uniform danger signal from Capi
May to Eastport is not and cannot be alway 1
the most efficient, inasmuch as the force of th 3

hi.

jnl2tf

PROFESSOR

Uerman, French, l.aiin and Creek.
German and French Classes.

GREAT

PORTLAND.

That the people know a good thing when
they see it is proved by the crowds that are buying at Turner Bros.’, the Dress Goods in beautiful styles and with wool filling, reduced from

Stockbridge’s.

After some discussion it was voted to reft
the report hack to the committee.
W. S. Dana, chairman of the Committee o

Moore &

The rush increases at Tamer Bros’.

Respectfully submitted,

onmo

Owen,

janl5—2t

_

ceptioqs.

at

janl5dtd

"The Currency.”

Portland, Jan. 14.1878.
To the Officers and Members of the Board oi
Trade of Portland:
The Port Wardens beg respectfully to submit
the following report for the past year:
We have visited officially 98 vessels during
the past year comprising 25 British steamship!
from Liverpool, and 1 do from London, 1 Amer
ican sailing ship, 6 American and 4 Foreign
barks, 21 American and 6 Foreign brigs, 23
American and 2 Foreign schooners—making a
total of 53 American and 38 Foreign vessels
from Foreign ports, and 7 coasting vessels.
We found the cargoes of the above vessels
generally in good order, with two or three ex

mppata

j»nl5—2t

The M. C. M. Association annual debates
will commence on Thursday evening, Jan. 17th,
at 7J o’clock, in the Library room.
Question,

WARDENS’ REPORT.

TnnrA

they

LUI>WIG TRIEST,

—

ance

Respectfully submitted,
M. N. Rich, Secretary.

lift

cents.

DK.

aROOSTOOK COUNTY.

of view the anticipations
at the commencement
have not been realized in Portland, although it
is generally conceded that the year has been
the turning point from a long period of depression there can be no donbt of this as there has
already been marked improvement in many
brauches and the situation of affairs in Portland is evidently much better than it was a
year ago though still fat (rom satisfactory.
Merchants have bad to increase their exertions and accept smaller profits as well as to
carry large quantities of unproductive and depreciated! property, an ordeal through which
we have passed with as few at least disastrous
failures as any other city of equal business

st.nrm must.

Job lot All Silk Plain and Gros
Grain Ribbons at 10 cents per
yard, former price 15 and 25

STATE NEWS

Cliffia Orcutt of Fort Fairfield, two years old,
was scalded to death
recently by upsetting a
kettle of hot water.

25
50

cents

Ibis FACT baa been fully demonstrated in
ban

generally indulged in

POET

Governor—The

the

Governor has made the following nominations:
Justices of the Peace—(State)—Charles A.
Wing, Wiutbrop; George A. Preble, Bath; L.
R. King, Caribou.
Justices of the Peace—William F. Haynes,
Lewiston; Thomas B. Swan, Minot; Lindley
M. Webb, Windham; Robie Whitney,Gorham;
Daniel C. Emery, Gorham; R. B. Fuller, Wilton; Wm. S. Towle, Strong; JosiahTrue, Litchfield; Anthony G. Davis, Gardiner; Justus E.
Sherman, Gardiner; David W. Chapfnan, Damariscotta; John 1'. Stanley, Mexico; Albert W.
Fickett, Lincoln pi.; George Stetson, Bangor;
Solomon Bolton, Orrington; J. W. Barron,
Dexter; John F. Kimball, Bangor; Thos. C.
Maxwell, Bowdoinham; Henry M, Bovey,
Bath; Nathan Coombs, Bath; Timothy B. Barrett, Canaan; Frank W. Roberts, Biddeford;
Edges A. Hubbard, Biddeford; Edwin C. Neal-

Two persons have been admitted to membership daring the year and one has deceased—
Judge Joseph Howard, one of our oldest and
mo3t respected members.
The Board now numbers 215
members,
I have received for adagainst 249 last year.
mission fees and assessments daring the year
$569, and have paid the same to the Treasurer.
The Merchants Exchange has at this time
196 members, being the smallest membership
since its organization.
The receipts from subscribers to the Merchants Exchants have been 81,650.15, making
tbelaggregate receipts reported from the Board
and from the Exchange $2,225.15. It will he observed by the Treasurer’s report that the affairs
of the Exchange have been economically managed and the expenses kept as low as possible,
without impairing its benefits and efficiency,
otherwise it could not have been sustained. It
is a matter of regret that we notice the want of
public interest with many who have declined
to continue their membership on the pretext of
economy—those having large business interests
in the city, who are able and should have a
public pride in sustaining a news room in their
community when it can be done at a less cost
than is done in any other city in the Union,and
at the same time has upon its telegraphic bulletins all that is afforded in the New York or
Boston exchanges, through the personal efforts
of Superintendent J. S. Bed low, and its files of
papers and reports are limited only to the capacity of the room, which the management
would gladly fienlarge under a more generous
a

by

AUCTION SALES!

Graduate of tho Highest University of Germany,

Elegant Fringed Ribbons at
cents per yard, former price

other business that may legally

Nominations

ness.

In

Seal—Walter H.

and

Records

Gorham.
An antiquarian sapper is to bs given in the
Grangers’ Hall, Friday evening,under the auspices of the Village Improvement Association. The ladies of the association are to dress
in costume. The vocal music will be famished by an ancient choir, and there is also to
be music by the Gorham Band.
Theie will no
doubt be a full house as nearly everyone is interested in the work of this association.

secretary’s report.
Your Secretary would respectfully report that
there have been held daring the year 14 meetings—12 of the managers and 2 of the full
board—one meeting of the managers only adjourned for waut of a quorum to transact busi-

support.

of

EDUCATIONAL.

BLANKETS f

“Ribbons.”

NOTICE

Pianr

Master of Finance—Lendel W. Osgood.
Master of Exchequer—WillisG. McGlaufllin.
Master at Arms—Harlan P. Ingalls.
Inner Guard—Frank E. Smith.
Outer Guard—Benj. F. Swett.

balance consists of—
Deposited in the Portland Savings’ Bank. .$i,635 64
City of Portland Bonds.
1,000 00
Cash.. 321 62

so

R

Vice Chancellor—Charles VV. Lucy.

The

Total.

anHnr—fT.annr

Prelate—Winsor B. Smith.

oc

17
3
20
0
32
71

r>a m

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

The Board then adjourned.

Trad )
Ex

on

■

benefit of the unfortunates who are lovers o
good times we would say that there is nothin;
like them.
They give the second of thei;
course at Army aud Navy Hall tomorrow eve

fraction thereof:—

letters, and the four
holding good, the rates

Mr. Bonney showed some
and 83.
Mr. Wm. Broughton was game

Cadets’ Assemblies.—It is useless to undertake to tell those who have ever attended
any of the assemblies given by this company oJ
the jolly times that they have. But for thi

seeds, cuttings, bulbs anc
photographs, &c.,
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pounds u
ounce
or fraction thereof.
for
each
weight, 1 cent
The following are the postal rates with Europe
The rates for letters are for the half-ounce or frac
ion ^thereof, and those for; newspapers for foul
or

93

good play.
keeper.

and also

ounces

hold last

He

and 5.00pm.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.20 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conwav and other offices on the P. «& O. R.
Arrive at 11.30 a
m and 2.15 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle,

and

Death of Henry T. Carter.—Mr. Henry
T. Carter died at the Preble House yesterday
afternoon of typhoid pneumonia. He has been
unwell for some time, but was not considered
dangerous until a few hours before his death.

Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
m. and 3.15 p. m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
am. Close at 7.15 a m.
Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
Lewiston and Auburn.
Close at 0.30 and 11.30 a. in.
a. m., aud 3.15 pm.

R.

Thursday evening.

B. G. Dyer of Vinalhaven, a seaman on board
the bark Antioch, is lying sick with scurvy on
The Antioch rethat vessel, at New York.

Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Youno Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preble House. Congress Street, open day and
evening. Union Gospel Meeting e^ery Saturday
evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 4$ Free St. Block
A-.

on

JBersounl.

Union-Come

Navy

Feesh.—When Charles

David Copperfield is
ickeus himself, and the
character of Wilkins Micawber is now known
to be a close copy from the novelist’s own father, who was now happy, now plunged in the
depths of despair, and “always waiting for
something to turn up.” Our citizens will have

and

Industry—Dirigo Council, No. 1
Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at 7$
of

Good

ix the

Dickens wrote his novel of David Copperfield
he intended it to be in some degree a description of his own boyhood and early manhood.

y—

The annual meeting oE the Board of
was

♦V

nnnn

ambiguously.

Portland Temperance Reform. Club—Head
corner of Congress and Temple streets.
Open day and eveniug. Business meeting Tuesday evenings at 7} o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.

quarters

of

nt

disease should not fail to call as tbs cure is
free for all. Mr. York, the superintendent of
the works, is quite enthusiastic over the matter and he will give his personal attention to
the children as long as they choose to call.
The Kennebec Journal vouches for
the
efficacy of the above remedy. It has known
very severe cases of cold to be completely and
permanently cured by blowing out the gas on
retiring. “It is a dead sure thing” it remarks

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

Order

nni.n.1

but a short time when they retire to the open
air coughing with all their might.
They then
revive and return to get more of the same
sort. There will be another box opened this
afternoon and all who are afflicted with this

evening.

Independent

frwraya

boxes are first opened the escaping gas is very
strong and the children are unable to stand it

month.

a

National Board of Trade, 1876

afonnoj

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars* Ball, Ho. 100 Exchange Street•
Council—Maine, first and third Monday in each

meets every

the hours twelve and

The Gas Cure.—A well known physician
who visited the gas works on Sunday to witness the gas cure for whooping cough, says that
the effect is marvelous.
There were about a
hundred children present and they all went
away better than they came, and in many in-

Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. ofK., second and
lourth Saturday of each month.
Encampment—Machigonne, first and third Wed-

Sovereigns

Secretary.between

one.

Odd Fellows* Hall. Farrington Block. Congres
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny

At

Portland Society of Natural Hist
At their library room, City Hall, on the first
third Monday evenings ot each month.

steamer Polynesian from
Halifax Monday at 8.39 a.

at

m.

RITES,

Annual Meeting ami Election of Officers

Congress.

severe

day.

Wednes-

Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month,
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

theii

rain yesterday made the walking
very bad throughout the city.
The Portland Horse Railroad Company have
declared a dividend of five per cent, payable to-

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon

day; St. Albans,

him during hig protracted official term of servico
in that office, from which he now retiree, and that he
beam with him the confidence, respect and high
eateem of this Board.

OF TRADE.

BEFORE JUDGE 6YM0NDS.

»

21 PREBLE ST.,
A.

t LEOItOw!

jaU

Portland.
Me.
d 1 vr* ir2in
*

OXE WEEK ONLY.—Men’s Pare (Jam
Hen's common Boots
Boots $2.75.
$2.25.
Roys’ Robber Boots $1.50.
Youths’ Rubber Boots $1.25. Ladles’
Overs 30 cents. Hisses’ Overs 25 cts.
Men's Rubber Roots at Wholesale at
HALL’S RUBBER STORE, 2I« Middle
Street, under Falmouth Hotel.
P. s.—Don't make a mistake and get
into the wrong store under the Falmouth If you want goods at these prices.
dlw

jail

I. O. O. F.
mil E Annual Meeting of the Odd Fellow*’ Mutual
X Kelief Association of Portland will l>e| held at
Odd Fellows’ Hall on TUESDAY EVENING,
Jan. 15th, at 7J o’clock.

Attest:

jalld3t

JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’j.

POETRY.

_MEDICAL.

“latheOld Likeness”

o o

Rjsr

MISCELLANEOUS.

s i

PROBATE NOTICES.

UK. D. «. CAKIiTON, No. IO
Market Square,
all
treat
will
diseases of the feet: Corns, Bunions, inor bad nails, &c.,
tbat the
so
boot can be worn im-

BY HESTER A. BENEDICT.

growing

mediately.
Carleton’s

Douglas, my Douglas. O hear how I cry lo you,
Faciug your land of the lupin* and palm!
Hear how I cry to you, longi.g to fly to you

tor is

Remember Dr.
Corn Aiinibilafor Chil-

a sure cure

blains;

From the cold heart of this comtorlless calm.
Call mo. I pray, from the reeds where the robin,
Swinging and singing alone to his mate,
Stirs my slow pulse to a passionate sobbing
For the home lilies that grow by the gate.
Ob 1 at the gate, lov*;
Call, for I wait, love;
Call, and 1 answer at breaking of day,
Swift to yonr bosom,
O’er hillsides and blossom,
Breeze-like and bird like, awake and away
Douglas, my Douglas, O bear how I cry to you,
Leave me no longer so lorn and so lone,
Call me your darling, and say I may fly to you,
Never to leave you, O Douglas, mine own 1
Oh 1 if y.u heard the winds carry my sobbing
Over the mountain and over the plain 1
Oh 1 if yon beard my heart heavily throbbing
Under Us burden of passion and paint
Now, at tbs gate, love;
Call, for 1 wait, love;
Call, and I answer at breakiug of day;

by

for sale

him

and all Druggists.
Examination free. People can be treated at their
residence when desired.
oc21dCm

Family Medicine.

A
Portland Wholesale Pr«ee» Current.

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY

Corrected for the Pbebs to Jan. 10, 1878.
Apples.
Breen. 3 00 @ 4 50
Dri’dWest’n 7 @ 10
do Eastern.
8 @
10

Swift to your bosom,
O’er hillsides and blossom,

Breeze-like and biid-Uke, awake and away!
—From, Baldwin’s Monthly.

Pearl,?

A«hes.
lb.
11®

Pot.

11J

G*@

<

Corn,mixed

Cl@ 62
@ 61
(9 67
@ 64
@ 1 00
@ 1 00
45
42 @
@26 00
@24 00

new

Yellow....

bag

8

lots

leal.
{ye.

Beans.

Remedies far Insect*.
David Lurdreth & Sons of Philadelphia
give detailed accounts of remedies for some of
the insects which prove troublesome or destructive in gardens, and more particularly to
cabbages, the substance of which we condense; 1. The greenish-black jumping beetle, a tenth of an inch long, feeding on both
cabbages and turnips while young, is kept in
check by dusting with sulphur and plaster, or
by applying slightly a solution of whale oil,
soap or tobacco water.
Sowing thickly and
repeatedly may secure a crop, or by selecting
different localities.
2. The iDsect which
causes the club-foot in cabbage may be repelled by lime and wood ashes, but a change
to fresh land is better.
3. Wire-worms, cutworms and grub-worms may be killed by the

Gunpowder.
@ 4 00
@ 6 50

Hasting. 3 50
! ■porting- 6 50
Grain.

Pea.2J

@ 2|
2 25 @ 2 3-8 larley.
Yellow Eyes. 2 25 @ 2 37 < tats..
rine Feed....
Box Shooks.
Pine. 50 @ 55 ! ihorts.
Bread.
Hay.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00 : •ros’d,3?ton.l5 00 @18 00
do ex 1001b. 6 50 @ 8 00
joose.14 00 @17 00
Ship. 4 50 @ 5 00 ! itraw. 8 00 @10 00
Iron.
Crackers ?
24
40
Common....
35 @
100..
2@
{etined.
Butter.
21
2S@
25
28
ft>
54
4|@
@
Norway.
Family, ?
18
tastSteel...
15 @
14 @
18
Store.
10 @
Herman St'l.
12
Candles.
4
@13 Shoe Steel... 33 @
Mould, & lb.
Sperm. 32 @ 35 Spring Steel.
74@ 10
■beet Iron..
Charcoal.
4 @
Pine.
@ 12 Common....
44
I. C.
Hard Wood,
6
5J@
13 @
14
Oak.
@ 15 iussia.
8 @
12
Haly.
Birch, MaLard.
ple.
@ 17
9 @
Pit Burned,
legs 3? lb...
9@
@ 19 Heroes 3? ft.
Maple.....
11 (9
Pail.
Cheese.
Verm’t, Ip lb 13m 14 Caddies. 114@
13 @
14
Lean.
Maine.
9 @
N.Y. Factory 13J@ 14 Sheet & Pipe
C oa I—(Retail).
8 @
Pig.
Cumberland G 00 6 6 50
Leather
Pictou. G 50 @ 7 00 New Yon.
Chestnut.... 5 00 @ 5 50
bight.
26 @
28
Mid. Weight. 26 @
Franklin.... 6 50 @ 7 00
28
26 @
28
Lehigh &W.
ter...
32 @
Ash. 5 50 @ 6 00
38
3d Dam’g’d
23 @
25
Coflee,
30
4m. Calf...
Java. ? lb
28 @
80 @115
Rio. 19 @ 23
Lime.
Rockland c’sk.
Cooperage.
@ 1 00
Hhd. Shooks andHeads.
Lumber.
Clear
Mol. City..
45
Pine,
@2
@215 Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
Sug.City..
No. 3.30 00 @40 00
85 @ 1 05
Sug. C
Pine Suga
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
box shooks 68 00 @70 00
Spruce.10 00 @12 00
hd. Headings,
Hemlock.... 9 50 @11 00

Me<liums

slow process of digging around the injured
plant for them; but the best way is to give
clean land, well cultivated and enriched, with
frequent waterings to stimulate growth, which
will tend to insure against these underground
enemies.
4. The green worms are best
cleared from cabbages by hand picking. 5.
Plant-lice are driven off by whale-oil soap,
sulphur, plaster,;tobacco water, etc., if applied early, so as not to injure the taste of tlie
cabbages. As a rule for guarding against insects generally, make the ground rich, keep it
clean and mellow, cultivate often, and water

freely.

Apple* in Hand.
A writer in the London Garden says that
he finds fruit to keep best in perfectly dry
sand. He keeps fruit in this way all the year

...

Spruce,

35
in.2100 @22 00
Soft Pine..
@24 00
Hard Pine
@25 00
Hoops, 14 ft.
@25 00
Short do 8 ft.16 00 @17 00
7 ft. 12 0'i @14 00
Pop,rstave8.16 00 @17 00
@14 00
Spruce, r’gli.
R.O. Staves.
@45 00

round. He has bad
French
crabs two
The Calillac pear has remained
years old.
sound twelve mouths. The fruit must be
sound when Btored, and must be quite dry.
The chief advantages of packing in sand are,
the exclusion of air currents, the preservation from changes of temperature, and the

absorption of moisture, which favors decay,
Much will depend on the apartment in whict
the experiment is tried; a dry or cool one be
ing best.

Copper.

Clapboards,
Spruce ex.24

00
do No.l 14 00
Clear. ...22 00
Pine.30 00

Shingles.
Cedar

30

3 00
CedarExNol 1 75
Spruce-1 50
Laths,spr- ce 1 60

@
@
@
@
Pine..
@
matches.
ex...

Star, 3P1 gros.

2 00

@

3 50
2 25
175
1 75
2 25
210

molasses.
Porto Rico.
48 @
55
Cienluegos...
@
THE HOUSEHOLD.
Muscovado..
35 @
38
New Orleans
42 @
65
12 Barbadoes...
42 @
45
Are Plants Healthy in Hitting Rooms?
13 Sagua.
38 @
40
That is, are rooms in which plants art
14
Nails.
Cask.
kept more healthlul or less healthful than th< Manila Bolt
@ 2 90
Naval Stores.
same rooms without such plants?
Rope.
@ 15
Tar, tt bbl..
@ 3 75
Drags and Dyes.
To answer this, either one way or the oth
Acid Oxalic,. 15 @ 20 PitchtC.Tar)
@ 4 00
er, it would be necessary to know how manj i
tart.
54 @
55 Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
and what plants are kept, and how they ar<
Alcohol ? gl 2 25 @ 2 35 Rosin. 4 00 @ 6 00
4 @
5i Turp’tine.gl.
38 @
42
kept; the size of the room and the exposure Alum.
o
nnjuia
Oil.
to sunshine and light, and finally, how the
20 @
23 Kerosene.
@19
room is heated.
We believe that plants, ai
6 @
7 Port.Ref. P’tr
@ 14
45 @
50 Devoe Brill’t
they are generally kept in sitting rooms, are
@ 24
38
42
40
Sperm.1
@
@ 1 45
positively injurious to the health of the in
73 @
Whale.
75
mates.
Such plants are never healthy.
3 @
5 Bank..
50 @
GO
12 @
15 Shore..
45 @
48
Scarcely one condition of a healthy existence
Porgie. 45 19 50
is provided them. The heat of the room is
75 @
80 Linseed.....
@ 62
always changing, to suit the people, not the
I*! 3 IGUUCUUUh.., UJL 0 OJ
plants. At night the temperature is general
30 @ 33 Lard.
70 @
75
11 <g
17 Castor. 120 @ 135
ly too low, and oftentimes the air is impreg
25 @ 65 Neatstoot.,, 1 00 @ 112
nated with deleterious gases that escape fron
15 @
25 Elaine.
52 @
54
stoves or heaters that are fixed to las
33 @
Paints.
through the night.
@ 45 Port. Lead- 8 50 @ 8 75
Sunshine, the first necessity 0f their health!
@560 PureGr’ddo 8 75 @
Shellac....
30 @
33 Pure Dry do.
@8 50
existence, flits by them like a sa»ory odor b'
10 @
12
Indigo. »0 @ 125 Am. Zinc.,
a hungry man.
The soil of the pots ii
7$ Rochelle Yel.
3
Iodine.
@4
21@
which they grow is almost always too wet 01
3
@ 1 65 Eng.Ven.red
2J@
too dry. In the former case they are like s<
:e rt„
15 @
20 Red Lead.,.
10 @ 11
Cal ex.
34 @
40
Plaster.
many stagnant pools that no doubt generate
Morphine.....
@ 4 25 White,ton
@ 3 00
though in minute portions, poisonous exhala
Oil liergamot
@ 2 75
@ 5 00 Blue.
Cod liver. 125 @ 150 Urou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
lions; and the same may be said of the green
Lemon.... 3 25 @ 3 50 Calcined,bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
slimy substance that too often is permitted t<
Oiive.1 25 @ 1 75
Produce.
collect upon the pots and remain for weeks a
9
Peppt. 2 75 !§ 3 50 BeefSide....
7@
a time.
Wmterg’n.
@ 3 00 IVeal
@
If plants are healthful in sitting
bro9 @
Mutton.
11
rooms, i ; Potass
mide
60 ®
70 Chickens.
10 @
12
can only be because
they liberate more oxy
Chlorate... 28 @ 33 Turkeys.
12 @
15
But this is tru >
gen than they consume.
Iodide.... 3 35 @ 3 45 Eggs, p do*. 22 @ 24
probably only of plants in vigorous geowth ; Quicksilver
45 @
55
@ 75 I Potatoes
and the house plants of which we
Quinine.
@2 50
@ 3 25 Onions, bbl..
speah, in
Kt
1
75
53
Bermuda..
rhubarb..
none
@
stead of growing vigorously, are rather in 1
Kt snake_ 35
40 Bound hogs..
6 @
Cl
slow decline that, if permitted to continn ! Saltpetre..*. 10 @
Provisions.
@ 17
Senna.. 15 @ 25 iMess Beef-.il 00 @11 50
long enough, would end in their death. We
Ex Mess. .12 00 @13 00
Seed canary.
are fond of house plants.
@3 00
They invest homi
Cardamons 1 85 @ 2 35
Piste.13 50 @14 00
with an interest that nothing else can supply
Ex Plate. .14 50 @15 50
4 @
Soda hi-carb.
But unless the pots are frequently and thor
3 Psrk,
Sal.
2J@
4
Backs
....1600 @16 50
unless
Sulphur.
@
are
4}
oughly washed,
they
amply drain
22 @
25
Clear.15 00 @15 50
Sugar lead
ed and the soil used, so “light” that it can
White wax,.
60 @
65
00 @14 50
Mess.14
not become “sour,” we should answer oui
Vamilla beanie 00 @20 00 Hams-...9i@ 10
question in the negative.—Rural New York
Klee.
Yitrol blue.. 10 @ 12
Rice Plb...
Duck.
7 @
8
er.
No. 1.
Saleratns.
@ 32
No. 3.
6 @
@ 29 Salerat’elP' lb
7
'Winter Flowers.
No. 10.
@ 20
Salt,
oz..
@ 16 Tun' * IS. P
In filling the pot in which winter floweri
0 ozs.
d.(- bu.) 2 25 @ 2 50
@ 20
are to be potted, a mistake is
Bonaire...,
very often madi
Dyewoodv.
at thejvery.commencement. Many think tha ;
Barwood....
Cadiz,du.pd. 2 00 @ 2 25
Cadiz in b’nd 1 37 J@ 1 75
5
Brazilwood.
the hole in the bottom of the pot fumishei
6
Liverpool.
sufficient drainage. It is true that it does fo; \ Camwood...
Fustic.
Duty paid.
2|l
some plants which are not over-sensitive tc
Inboud... 1 37}@ 1 75
Logwood,
1
Gr’nd butter
an over-supply of water, but for
20 4# box
Campeachy..
many of the
St. Domingo.
Llv.fine sack 175 @ 2 00
1
more susceptible kinds it is necessary to
place Peach Wood
Heeds.
n fnrn nio/ma nP Vitvilrnn nrnnlrom
U.lnl. in it.,
Red Wood..
Clover, ft.,. 10 @ 101
Red Top bag
Fish.
2
bottom, especially when the pots are deep
2j@
H. Grass,bu. 1 65 @ 1 70
Cod, per qth.
And after the pot is filled with properly pre
4
Shore
50
4
L’ge
@ 75
Soap.
prepared soil,(put in, in the proper manner
L’ge Bank 4 25 @ 4 75 ExSt’mR’t’d
@ 8
the good work is often spoiled by the mode
Small. 3 00 @ 3 25 Family.
^
@
of watering. Too many water with the ides
Pollock. 1 50 @ 2 00 No. 1.
@
61
Haddock... 1 50 @ 1)75
Spice,.
that it is nothing but water which tthe plants
Hake.. 100 @ 125 Cassia, pure
32 @
35
need. If the water can pass freely through
Cloves.. 43 @ 45
Herring,
the soil it opens small orifices through which
Shore, V
Ginger. 12 @ 14
bbl.. 4 25 @ 5 00 Mace. 115 @ 1 20
the air can circulate, and in this way gives a
Scal’dpbx. 17 @ 20 Nutmegs— 95 @100
vigorous growth. Little and often is a good
No. 1. 12 @ 15 Pepper. 20 @ 22
rule for some plants, while others are seldom
Starch.
Mackerel,^ bbl.
6 @
injured by too much. If the water remains
8
Bay No. 1.16 00 @17 60 Pearl.
even for a short time on the surface of the
Bay No. 2.10 00 @1100
Sugar.
3...
8
00
950
Granulated,
Large
@
@ 101
earth in the pot you may rest assured that
Shore No.l 16 00 @17 50 Extra C.
9*
@
there is something wrong either in the soil or
No. 2..*.10 00 @1100
C.
81@
84
No. 3..*.
Syrups.
@
drainage, and often in both. A porous, open
@ 55
Medium... 7 00 @ 8 50 iagle Sugar Refinery
soil, with a large percentage of well rotted Clam
Bait...
none
0.
84
compost and sand is indispensable to the
Floor.
CC,
@
81
4 50 @ 5 50
proper growth of plants.in pots, and without Superfine
ExC.—
@ 8j
the necessary trouble is taken to secure it the Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25
Teas
Spring... G 50@ 7 00 Souchong,— 25 @ 45
attempt to grow plants will fail of even med- xx
Pat’t Spring
Oolong. 25 @ 30
ium success.— Philadelphia Press.
wheats....9 00 @ 10 00
do
choice 35 @ 45
Mich’n WinJapan. 25 @ 30
ter best.... 7 25 @ 7 75
do choice 30 @ 45
Raw and Cooked FoodLo w grade
Tin.
Michigan.. 6 00 @ 6 50 ! itraits. 21 @ 38
Dr. E. Wolf!, a German chemist, reports St.Lonis
winSnglish. 22 @ 23
the following experiments in feeding roots to
ter fair.... 6 75 @7 25 Char. I.C.- 7 50 @ 8 00
cattle. Two cows "were experimented on,
Win’r good 7 50 @ 7 75 Jhar.I.X... 9 75 @10 00
best. 8 25 @ 8 75 rerne. 7 75 @ 8 75
which together weighed 1,050 pounds. They
Joke. 7 50 @ 7 75
received daily, during the whole time, 8i lbs. Almonds,Fruit.
Intimony,.
@ 20
of hay, 31 lbs of oat straw, 41-8 of rape-seed
Soft Shell.
Sine... ....
9
8J@
Shelled....
Tobacco.
cake, 4} lbs of lentil straw, and the roots
Fives and Tens,
mentioned in the following table, which also Peanuts,..,.
Citron....*.,
Best br’lidt 65 @
75
gives the weight of butter and milk produced Currants...,
Medium., 55
10
in the several cases:
Dates.
Common
48
12
Galffts. 60
15
Figs.
Week of exMilk per
Milk to 1 lb.
Siat’l Leaf. -90
Prunes*.....
0
Food.
periments,
Butter.
week,
Batter,
aisins,
;2
Navy fts.... 55
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
20
20
28
34

Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver .Kidney and Blad-

Complaints,Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cureot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
der

Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by .

THOMAS G. GERRISH' Lowell, Mass
B3F*Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Medlcin-s
myl4
d&wly

IMPORTANT LETTER
Distinguished Physician.

a

..

SANFORD’S RADICAL DURE
M AY safely

claim to bo one of tho few popular remo*
<bes receiving the approval of medical
gentlemen,
who, in private, not only freely recommend it but use
it in tlielr families In
preference to any of the prepara*
tions USUflllW nri»BI»rfh<»/N Kvnhtml/ilana
“Y°®<

Sian,
rare

111

..

■

ithe
from
sual
ume

my

d

“patients
IlillllPiRA M

■

M m

BilAB

OAllor AOIIUH>

umitnoHL

havo
rj.ENTLEMEN,—Wo
Cube for nearly one

sold Sajtfoed’s Radical
year, and can Bay candidly
that we.never sold a similar
preparation that gave such
universal satisfaction. We nave to learn the first com-

plaint yet.

'bo hahit of recommending patent
medicines, but your preparation meets the wants of
thousands, and we think those afflicted should he convinced of its great merit so thattheir
suffering will be
relieved. We have been in the drug business for the
past twelve years constantly, and sold everything for
Catarrh, but yours leads all the rest. If you see proper
you can use this letter or any part of it that you wish.
6. D. BALDWIN & CO.
Wholesale ana Retail ^
Dealers In Drugs, Books and

w»JS,trulyI05r*

Stationery, Washington, Ind., Feb. 23, Tsfc

Eachjpackage contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhal-

and full directions for use in all cases. Price,
*1-00. For sale by all wholesale and retail druggists
the United States and Canadas.
wS
EEKS & SjSgggfaout
POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists, Boston, Mass._

□COLLINS*
VOLTAIC PLASTER
FtrTwGft,vailV5 Battery

combined with

Strengthening Plaster,

12™'“SvorldTf MS5tie.rnc“r PB,B8 Bnd BChe8
ELECTRICITY
VP*
cnra,t1ve and restorative agent Is not
by a?yTTel?ment or medicine in the history of
art. L nless the vital
'“®,bealing
spark has fled the body,
restoration by means of
is

electricity possible. It is tlie
last resort of all physicians and
surgeons, and has rescued thousands, apparently dead,
from an untimely
wben no other human agency could have sucTblB ^ tbo leadmg curative element In
.this
Plaster

££ay®’,

BALSAM

..

AND

PINE.

The healini

m

I_
in accordance with late
important discoveries in pharmacy, their healing
strengthening

properties
^aater

aidoFefictricity

to
;hIU-

and
and
are increased tenfold.
In
is thQ best in use without the

TWO IN ONE.

1

produces
or

more cures thnn auy
liniment, lotion, wash,
ever before compounded fu the
history
y of
Try one. Fnio*. 25 Ckhts.

plaster

medicine.

Retail Druggists through,
Y£?I(;8ale
a?dCanadas,
states an(l
and by WEEKS &

.*.

Domestic Receipt*.
To Keep Ivory Handles White.—The
whiteness may be restored to ivory handies as
follows:
Wash with soaped flannel and
luke-warm water; then wipe very dry; soak
tnem occasionally in alum water that has
been boiled, and allowed to cool; let the handles lie for one hour in this; then remove
them and brush them well (say with a nail
brush;) after this take a clean linen towel,
dip it in cold water, squeeze it out, and while
wet wrap it around the handle, leaving them
to dry gradually, as if dried too rapidly out of
the alum water the handles will be injured.
The Use of Saleratus Discouraged.—
The free use of of saleratus. so much consumed in bread, is excessively injurious to the
human system. It is particularly liable to
induce muscular prostration or
paralysis,
and is sure to injure the digestive organs.
--<HVN1

W
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WUUBC

delicate organization is more sensitive than
that of grown persons.
Kerosene Flames.—Kerosene flames are
readily extinguished by throwing woollens
over them, thu3 stifling them.
But woollens
are not always in the kitchen, where kerosene accidents are most likelv to occur. Flour
is recommended as a substitute.
Thrown
upon the flames it quickly deadens them by
absorbing the flaid.
French Mustard.—The ingredients frequently employed In making French mustard
are flonr of mustard, a little dried mint, or
any other herb of that kind, and a little salt.
These ingredients are mixed with the sweet
must of wine. Vinegar in ay,be used instead
of the must, but in this case the best whitewine vinegar must be procured.
Potatoes a la Delmonico.—Cut the
potatoes with a vegetable cutter into small
balls, about the size of a marble; put them
in a stew pan with plenty of butter and a
good sprinkling of salt; keep the sauce pan
covered, and shake occasionally until they
are quite done, which will be in about an
hour.
Kolled Jelly Cake.—One cupful sugar,
one cupful flour, four eggs (white and yolks
beaten seperately,) two teaspoosful baking
powder. Bake in a dripping pan. When

Layer,new

2 00

Gamar. 1 25 @ 1 75
loach.. 2 25 @ 5 50
furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
Wool.
fl’ce wash’d. 35 @ 40
lo nnwasli’d
25 @
30
Full’d,Super 40 @ 47
iamb Skins.
@

Wistar’s Balsam
Wistar’s Balsam
Wistar’s Balsam

Brown notions.

width, price
Standard361n 7 ® 7)
Heavy...36.. 7}® 8
Medium. 36..
6}® 7
Fine. ...36... 6® 8
28..
Shirtings..
4}® 6
Flannels heavy 22}® 39
medium 12}® 20
Bleached Cottons.
Good_36in 9 @ 11}
Medium,36.. 7}® 8}
Light....56..
5}® 7
Sheetings.9-8.. 13 ® 17

Sheetings

..5-4..
..10-4..

*>ags, good....
Prints be6t....

18®

20

medium
common

Pink & buft
Woolen*.
Bv’rs C’ns6-4 137j@2 2S
“MOSCOW6-4 3! 75 @5 00
Cassimere blk. 100 @175
“

Coatings

fancy.

62
3-d 1 00
3-4 1 50

@1

50

@1 75

@4 00
Doesk’s hi’ 3-4.100 @4 00
Jeans Kent’y. 12j@ 35
12}® 16 Repellants..,.. 75 @1 00
20 @ 25 Satinets. 23 @ 37

miscellaneous.
Blankets.
Denims good.. 13 @ 15 Camp 7ft.100 @120
medium. 11 ® 14 Colored |4pr .1 75 @3 00
Corset Jeans—
White 10-4... .2 00 @6 50
Bleach’d and
Cotton Batting.
7 ®
slate.,.
9 501b bales 1 hi
Brown. 7 ® 9
rolls......... 8 @ 13
Sateens—
Warp Pam.. 19 @ 21
Blch’d Abr’n 10 @ 11 Twine. 19 @ 22
9 @ 10 Winking. 25 @ 30
Medium.
Cambric.
5 ®
Froe kings.
5}
Delaines cotton
All wool 3-4,.. 45 @ 50
and wool
12 @ 15
7-8... 55 @ 60
“
Ail wool.... 32 @ 40
78 ex. 65 @ 70
Crash.
Spot wool... 27}® 30
...

Ginghams good
Medium.

Tcking good

Medium.

Light.„

8

@

8} Heavy. 124@
Medium. 64®

@
15 @ 17

@
9}®

11

14
12

Brills.
Brown h’vy 30 8J@
Medium 30 7J@

16
10

9}
8}

For Coughs, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Colds, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Croup,

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Par Value.

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Hoarseness,

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Bronchitis,

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Influenza,

GkivemmentlO-lO’a,...,iu?

State oi Maine Bands,.—111.
Portland City Bonds, Municipal. 105
Portland City Bonds aid B.K..104 ...,105
Bath City Bonds,...101 ...,105

Bangor City Bonds,20years,.-...105

....106

Calais City Bonds,...„.„104 .-..106
.53 .- 55
40...,.
anal National Bank,.100.....
151 —-152
First National Bank.100. 136 .,,.137
Casco National Bank,.100..... 141 .,,,143
Merchants’National Bank,.. .75..‘.'.103 — 1041
National Traders’ Bank,. 100.1354— 1304
Portland Company.,. 70 — 80
Portland GasCompany,... 50....,
73
75
Ocean Insurance Company,.
100.. loo
102B
A. & K. R. R. Bonds.38
Maine Central R. R. Stock,....100-...,-..
—, 15
Maine CentralR.R. Bonds,7’st.—. —. 87 .... 90
Leeds St Farmington B.R,Bonds400-.— 93 ,... 95
Portland & Ken. B.R.BondS, 100—88 „„1Q0
t Consolidated.

gumberlandNationalBank....

—

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For

Consumption,

use

For Sore Throat, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Whooping Cough, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Diseases of the Throat,

—100*

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Diseases oi (lie Lungs,

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Diseases ol the Chest, use

WISTAR’S BALSAM
SO c,s. and gi

n

bottle.

50 cts. and (1

a

bottle.

SO cu. and 81

a

bottle.

50 cut. and 81

a

bottle.
Sold by all Drnggisl..

Ofered'Atked

Gold.1023.., 1031
Government6’s, 1881,- .....—•.106}....1061
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,..102J... .102}
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.105|. ,..’nl“
Government 5- 20’s, July, 1868,.107j

1/iuwaio
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Benjamin Fogg, the Executor therein named.
WILLIAM KIMBALL, late of Portland,deceased.
First account presented for allowanoe, by Alford
Dyer and Augustus E. Stevens, Trustees.
JAMES MoLAUGHLIN, late of
Portland,
deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
D. A.

presented iby
Mealier, the Executor therein
named.
ELEANOR H. NEAL, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition tor the probate thereof, presented
by John Pierrepont Neal, the Executor therein
named.
JAMES SIMON TON, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by William H. Simonton, the Executor therein
named.
MARTIN A. WAY, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate,
presented by Annie C. Way, widow ot said deceased.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBURY, Reg’r,

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St., M. Whitehead,

Proprietor.

BATH.
Bath Hotel, C. Id. Plummer,
Proprietor

Sold

by all Druggist*.

Sold

by all Druggists.

Sold by all Druggists.
Tli&Mlm

la 1

Administrator9* Sale.
to license from the Hon. Judge of
PURSUANT
Probate for the county of Cumberland, I shall
sell at
a

public auction on the sixth (6) day of February, A. !>., 1878, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
the residence of Aimer Libby in Gray, (if not previously sold at private sale) all the right, title and interest, which Isaac Cobh, late of Windham, in said
county, deceased, had in and to the following described real estate, viz.A certain lot of land situated in Gray, in said county,
being the same conveyed
to said deceased by Aimer Libby by deed dated Nov.
20th, 1876, and recorded in Cumberlaad Registry of
Deeds, Book 444, page 292, to which deed reference is
made for description and bounds of said land.

Inquire of Natnamel Cobb, Windham, or Aimer
CHARLOTTE M. COBB,
Libby, Gray.
Administrator of the estate of Isaac Cobb.
w3wl
Windham, Jan. 2,1878,
WHOLE

UNITED STATES HOTEL, STONINGTON

NEWSPAPER* for Wrapping Purposes, 50c a hundred or three
hundred for $1,00, at.this Office.

AHEAD

The best Located House for Business Men
HEATED

""by

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day
deodtf

Co., Proprietors.

St. James Hotel—J. B, Crocker, Propri
etor.

Passamaquoddy House,—A, Pike
Proprietors.

Ac

Co.,

Job

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,8t.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
HP-Freight received on day of sailing until 4

Printing.

HIRAM.

LEWISTON
House, Quinby Ac Murch, Proprietor.

DeWitt

LIMERICK.
Limerick House,—D. S. Fogg, Proprietor.

Co.,)

surance

mh21dtf

Fuliy appreciating thevery liberal patronago which

has beeu bestowed by the public
upon this department of our office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such
patronagd deserved. We guarauteo satisfaction in ev-

—

No

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

employed,

their highest aim is to give perfect satisfaction by

and

etor.

and

as

a

SKOWHEGAN.
Earner House, W. G. Heselton, Pionrletor.

Excel lence of Work.

other persons in interest, may appear at said time
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District,
dlaw3wS&wlw3

Ja12

BANKRUPTCY.—District
INUnited
States, District of Maine,

Court of the
In the mat-

ter of Alpheus Huntington, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to tbe Court, this tenth dayjof January, 1878,
by Alpheus Huntington, ot Deering, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a inll discharge from ail his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court In Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M„ and that notice thereof be published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week far three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
he thirty days at least before the day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, mav unnear at
time ana place, ana show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said Petition should not be grant-

ed.

janll

WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk ef District Court, for said District,
dlaw3wS&wlw3

BANKRUPTCY,—District Court of tbo
IN United
Slates, District of Maine. In the matter
of Sewall

Brackett, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by Sewall Brackett of Westbrook, a Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to bavo a full discharge
from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act
and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth dav of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers printed in said District, once
a week tor three scccessivo
weeks, and once In the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the
day of hearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons in interest, may
appear at said
time and place, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of .said Petition should not bo
WM. P. PREBLE,
granted.
Clerk o District Court, for said District,
janlg
diaw3wS&wlw3
is hereby given, that the subscriber has
been duly appointed and taken upon himsell
the trust of Administrator ot the estate of
WILLIAM RUSSELL, late of Yarmouth,
n the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased are required to
exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
CHARLES V. RUSSELL, Adm’r.
Yarmouth, Jan. 1st 1878.
w3w*l

NOTICE

t: c.kvvns,

Proprietors.

STEAMSHIP
Vnnr time*

I

BOOKS,

a

1.1NE

Steamship
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TGE9DAI
and SATURDAY.
AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLAOKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Providence every WEDNESDAY

Moselv.

Boston.

To all points of North and Sonth Carolina. by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West bvBaltimore & Ohio

B. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219Wasningfon street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.

POSTERS,

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, .nil wan-

ker, Cincinnati, Mt. I.ouia. Oninha
Maginaw, Hi. Faul, Hall l.ake tin,
Denver. Han Vrantimo,
and all

Passage $15,
freight orpassage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washngton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
8. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
_

Provdncee, B.y.

Old

Newspapers

FOR THE ISLANDS.
FLIERS,

STEAMER TOURIST.
Will leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day for Jones’ and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45, 4,45
p. m.,

CARDS,

returning after each trip.

Hnilljug Trip every pleasant afternoon,

A
at 3.00 p.

m.

FARE, 9$ CENTS.
dlwtM.W.S

OC2

TICKETS,

CLYDE’S

WRAPPERS!

FOR

Ac.,

&c.

Philadelphia & New England Steamship Lina
—

FBOM

—

BOSTON,
in

connection

with OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

Boston to the South. Only Trl-Weekly

You

can

buy them for 50g

hundred

cents

a

Every Variety and! Style
in

ol Work

three hundred

ior

COLORS
for $1.00 at

or

BRONZE

Line.
Quick Time, Low Rates, Preqnent Departures.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL EIVEK, there
connecting with the Clyde Steamers, sailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and
connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d

in18dtf

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER LlftB
NOVEMBER 13, 1877.
T^j

jumi:

'I'r*|o» will

ran as

follows

“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Bnltinsore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Rirer New York, at 6.00 a. m.

6.110 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Oorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portland «.*o
a. IDs

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central
K.R, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk K. R.
J. M. LITNT. Supt.

floldtf_

Maine
Central
RAILROAD.
MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.
Passenger Trains leave Portland for Baafor Bexter, Belfast and Waterville at
12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Mkowhegan at 12.35,12.40 and 11.45 p. m.
For Avgusta, flallowell. Sardine, and
Brunswick at 7.00 a. m.f 12.40,5.20 and 11.45 p.
m.

For Rockland and all nations on Knox & Lincoln R. K., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
7.00

and 12.40 p. m.

a. m.

For Rath at 7.00.a.

n^ 12.40 and

5.20 p.

m.

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Trains leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.15
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston, Anbarn, Wintbrop nnd Waterville. The 11.45
m. train is the Night
Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car atta*
bed, which makes close con-

one-eighth of one percent.
IPor Rates of Freight, or other
information,lapply

p.

D. D. C. HUNK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street, Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
Janlldtf

LHP

NORTH GERM1N

which

nTD

Leave Portland at T.3® a. <n.,
J.:U> and 6. JO p. at.
I. 30 A. SI. Accommodation for Worcester. / -rives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m.,
(connecting s It
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 r.
m.t
1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
1.25 p, m., and Worcester
m7.
*f*«eM»urg
mt 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
J. 30 P. 31. Steatuhoai Express through to
New Loudon without
change. Connects at Rochester for Borer and Great
Falls, at Eppin® for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua lor Lowell and
Boston, at Arer Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Doosac Tnaacl
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad lor New Work, at Patnans with

Insurance

the

In fine, we are prepared to print
everything
can be printed in this State, irorn tho

Southwest.

and

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY Is in splendid
oondition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickset time of any route from Portland to the West.
RT'PULLSlAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING GARS are attached to tbs trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and thatpersonal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
THE

For

PROGRAMMES,

points In the

Northwest, West

Portland & Rochester K.K,

week.

Freight forwarded irom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the Sonth, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

and for printing

—

First Class

and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jant

BO YOU WAIST

a9Z>

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

ji.m

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

The Job Department Is thoroughly stocked with
type an l other material for tho

PUBLICATION OF

STEAMSHIP

LINE.

RETWEEN

New York, Southampton, London,
Havre and Bremen.
The Steamers of the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Third Street,

PRESS JOB OFFICE

Hoboken.

GrO WEST
VIA

Rales of

Passage—From New York to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin. $100; second cabin, $60, goal; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICH8 &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
D. W. LITTLE, Agent for Portland.
dly
noi>8__
___

TO

THE

SMALLEST

LABEL.

“A Complete Pictorial History of the
Times.”—“The best, cheapest and most
successful Family Paper la the Union.”

PORTIA! & fORtBSTLR LINE
—

AND

—

_

BOSTON STEAMERS,
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

HOOSAC TUNNEL

ILLUSTRATED,
Notices of the Press.
Weekly is the ablest and most powerful illustrated periodical published in this country. Its editorials are scholarly and conducing, and carry much
weight. Its illustrations of current events are full
and fresh, and are prepared by our best designers.—
Louisville Courier Journal.
Harper's Weekly should be in every family thro’out the land, as a purer, more interesting, highertoned, better illustrated paper is not published in
this or any other country.—Commercial Bulletin,
Boston.
The Weekly is the only illustrated paper of the day
that in its essential characteristics is recognized as a
national paper.—Brooklyn Eagle.
Tbs

T

EkTm

On and att«r Dec. 24th the steamers John Brooks
or Forest City will, until farther notice, run aa follows: Leave

FRANKLIN
will be|found as low (or lower) as can be obtained|for
flrst-claas work in any Regular Job
Printing Office.

s :

Pouage free to all Subscriber, in the U. 8
Harper's Weekly, one year,....$4 00
*4 00 Includes prepayment of U. S. Postage by the I

publisher*.

Pleaso give us a call,

or

Bend your

order to

Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, Weekly,
Bazar, to one address, for one year, $10.00; or,
of Harper’s Periodicals, to one address for one
year, $7 00; postage free.
An extra
copy of either the Magazine, Weekly,
or Bazar, will be supplied gratis for every Club of
Five Subscribers at $4 00 each, paid for by one remittance; or, Six Copies one year, without extra copy,
and
two

for $20 00.
Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.
The Volumes of the Weekly commence with the
year. When bo time is mentioned, it will be understood that the subscriber wishes to commence with
the Number next after the receipt of his order.
The Annual Volumes of Harper’s Weekly,in neat
cloth binding, will be sent by express, free of expense, provided the freight does not exceed one dollar. for $7 00 each. A complete Set. comprising 21
Volumes, sent on receipt of cash at the rate of $5.25
per vol., freight at expense of purchaser.
Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for binding,
vuli be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of $1.00
each.
Indexes to each volume sent gratis ou receipt of

W DDATIIIPDO

every mouday, Wednesday, and Friday, at
7 p. in., and INDIA WHARF, RONTON,
every Tuesday, Thursday, and Mnturday,
ut

5 p,

in.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Kr~Tickets and State Rooms lor sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. R. COfLB, or., Gen'l Agt,

STEAMBOAT CO.

DAILY PRESS JOB PRINTING

HOUSE,

For the Penobscot and Machias.
FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
ONE
_

109

^Exchange

Street,

newspapers are not to copy this advertisement
without the express order of Harper & Brothers.
XT AT.* DIPT?

WHARF, Portland,

P0RTL1!,B1M0R&IMIS

stamp.
Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals
only.
AHrl.noa

jrw

TRIP PER
■

■■

The

Steamer

CITY

OF

RICHMOND, Capt. Kilby, will
leav Railroad Wharf, foot of State
«CmrrhBEm53||Street, every Thurnday rven■ ng, at IO o’clock, for Rockland,
Camden, Belfast,
Searsport, Bucksport, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leavo Machiasport every mooday morning at 4.30 o'clock,
touching
aa above, (except Bucksport and
Searsport,) arriving
in Portland same night, usually connecting with
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
and the

0
©

a
B

1

a

PORTLAND,

,

MAINE.

For further particular* inquire of
GEO. Ii. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CU8HING, Assistant Manger.
Portland, Nov. 18,1877.
novlOdtf

Maine

Steamship Company

M
Merchants, send your
orders for^Job Printing

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

to the DAILY PRESS
Job Printing House.
Satisfaction guaranteed

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
Portland, every MONDAY ami THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THUR8DAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted
up with fine accomo
dations for passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable ronte for travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room, $3. Meals extra. Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destiuation at
For further information apply to
once.

H
a

EB8> WAREHOUSE,

H

B
B
©

-s

15"“S. Iftrr, tram* wilt LEAVE
FOHTt.AiiiOFOKBOMTON

Pew

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. B., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange street.
dec!6tf

at 6.15, 6.45 a* m., 3.15 p. m., arriva. m„ 1.30,
8.00 p. m. Releave Boston at 7.30 a. ra., 12.30 3. 30
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far Portland at 7220 a. m. The 3.15
p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with
the
Line and the Boston & Albany Koail, for New Shore
York
at
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York early next morning. This is
arriving
also the quickest route to the West. Thranah
Tickets 10 all Point* Mantk and West at
lowest rates. Trains on Boston 4
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connect with all steamers tunning between
lortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mati
las,
St.
John and Halitax.
Eastport, Calais,
conAlso,
nect with Grand Trunk trains at Grand
Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland 4 Ogdensburg
trains at Irantfer Station. All trains
stop at
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JAS. T. FURBER, Gen.
H. 8TEVKNS, Gen. Agent, Portland. Snpt.
septs
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Change
Commencing

of Time
October 8, 1877.

Passenger Trains will leave Portland

West.

Passengers and Freight forwarded to Bangor withadditional expense via Bucksport & Bangor R.
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BOSTON & MAINE KAILKOAD
Fall Arrangement.
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OUR PRICES FOR WORK

ROUTE,

Five Honrs Quicker and Twenty-five Miles Shorter
than any other Ronte.
Only One Change of Cars between Portland and Chicago.

Harper’s Weekly.

ADVERTISING AGENCY & PRINT

1M WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kind* ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers
west prices. Send for estimates.

O

PROPELLER ELLIE KNIGHT,
Capt Yonng, leaves Widgery’s
Wharf every Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock. Freight received
Tuesday until 5 P. M.
Passengers at reduced rates.
decHdlm
NATU’L BLAKE.

U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congressaud Fed
eral Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

BANKRUPTCY*—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine, In the matter
of Charles E. Littlefield, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by Charles E. Littlefield, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a lull discharge from all his debts, provable uader the Bankrupt Act. and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day oi March, A. D.
1878, before tbe Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt be held before James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-flfih day of
January, 1878, at 12 M„ and the third meeting ot the
same on the second day ot February, 7878, at 12 M..

of William P. Horrie, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878
by William P. Horrie, of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from ail his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M„ and that notice thereof bo published in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a
week for three successive weeks, and once in the
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to
be thirty days at least before the day ot hearing, and
that all creditors who have proved their debts and

uoii, uuniuu,

JFOR EASTPORT AMD CALAIS.

IN

and that notice thereof he published in the Portland
Advertiser and the Portland Press, newspapers
printed in said District, once a week for three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and
Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least
before the day of hearing, and that all creditors who
have proved their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said Petition
should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, ior said District.
1ai2
dlaw3wS&wlw3
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Independent Line

PORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, 117 Federal St. J G. Perry

member of the firm of Massure &

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine.
In the
matter of Rnfns Rand, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been
presented to the Court, this tenth day of January,
1878, by Rufus Rand of Portland, a Bankrupt,
praying that he may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is ordered by the Court that a hearing bo had
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said
Bankrupt, be held before
James D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth
day of January, 1878, at 11 A. M., and the third
meeting of the same on the second day of February,
1878, at 11 A. M„ and that notice thereof be
published in the Portland Advertiser and the Port-
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the
by connecting lines forwarded iree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMPSON, Agent
10 Lost Wharf. Bouton
jn23-ly
* reight for

Are

iwui

Paris

Passeneor Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

T*

From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate ol
sailing vessels.
West by the Penn. R. R., and Sonth

—

Evans, praying that he may be decreed to have a full
discharge from all his debts, individual aud copartnership, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon
reading said Petition,
It iB ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, on the fourth day of March, A. D.
1878, before the Court in Portland, in saki District,
at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt be held before James
D. Fessenden, Register, on the twenty-fifth day of
January, 1878, at 10 A. M., aud the third meeting of
the same on the second day of February, 1878. at 10
A. M., and that notice thereof be published in the
Portland Advertiser and the Portland Daily Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, and once in the weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty
days at least before the day of hearing, aDd that all
creditors who have proved their debts and other persons in interest, may appear at said time and place,
and show canse, if any they have, why the prayer of
said Petition should not be granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
dlaw3wS&wlw3
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Montreal,

Tickets sold at Reduced Katest

Wharfage,
a-

IN

ARRIVALS.
8.30 a. m. from Lewiiton and Auburn.
9.30 a. m. tiora Gorham (Mixed).
2.20 p. m. from
Quel>ec and West.
2.50 p. ra. from Lewiston and Auburn.
6.00 p. m, from Lewiston, Auburn and South

—

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

COMPETENT WORKMEN

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
United States, District of Maine. In the matter
of John Massure, Bankrupt.
This is to give notice that a petition has been presented to the Court, this tenth day of January, 1878,
by John Massure, of Portland, a Bankrupt, individ-

On and alter MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877,
trains will ran as follows;
7.00 a. in. fox Auburn and Lewiston.
8 a. m for (iorbam, (Mixed.)
12.30 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.00 p. ra. lor IsUnd Pond, Quebec and Montreal.
15.30 p, m. tor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

-isgsAaffiK:

SWP^Hs

AHD

Steamship Line.

NORBIDGE WOCK.

WEST NEWFIELD.
WestNewfleld House, R,G. Holmes,Proprietor.

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

PHILADELPHIA

House, D.Danforlh. Proprietor

Proprietor.

Throngh Tickets to all Points South and Went at
owest rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Me a i* and
Berths at Ticket Office.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
Julldff

STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

eryjrespect.

prietor.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shaw Ac Son, proprietors.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson AcCo.,

Crave Boston at 7.:*Oa.m., f i.^Oaud 7.00
p. m., connecting w ith Maine Central
and E. A' Pi, A. Kailwny for Mi. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

of

or

A. R.

m.

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

BO ©TO 1ST

MILL BRIDGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

.'*.15 p.

o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

di. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Proprietor

w3w2

ually

WEEK.

same

EASTPORT.

Dantorth

PER

On and after Monday, Sept.
17 th the SteamersCity of Portland
Capt. S. H.Pike, and New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., tor Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

DEXTER.

Berwick,

ARRANGEMENT.

TWO TRIPS

Merchants’Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

for Mcarboro’, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebanlu Well*, North Berwick, Mootk
Conway Junction, Klio t,

5*15 p.m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston nl J.15 a, m., every 'lay (except

FVAJLTj

Advertisers will find it cheaper to get their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising.

PAMKENGEK TRAINS leave Portland

Eastport, Calais, Ml. John, I*. B., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax. N. M.,
Charlottetown, P, E. I,

Davis, Proprietor

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dinim Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor

OCTOBER 8, 1877

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSBIL* CO.

CORNISH.

DAMARISCOTTA MILLS.
Samoset House, Trask Bros. Proprietors

Railroad,

,em

Kittery. PortMOioath, Newburjjjori,
Maleiu, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston nt
8.45 a. in.
Saco, Biddeford, Keunebonk, Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbsrypo:»,
Malem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at

St.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
•’■A K. Dining Rooms, W. it. Field,
Proprietor.
B.

Ea:

T H E K H.

Knt

BOSTON.
•^“ckecUouse. School «i. II. D. Parker At

House,M.

O

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence It. K. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elo
and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other line.. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depota of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..anil W. D. Little,& Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Con. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
Preeldent.
ocl T3
dtf

W OLCOTT A CO., Proprietors

tor.

Cornish

ALL

OF

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

HOLSTERS MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

Tremont House, Tremont
Gurney Ac Co. Proprietors.

LM

This is

STEAM.

angiU

RAILROADS.

FOR NEW YORK.

PORTLAND. ME.

BANKRUPTCY.—District Court of the
INUnited
States, District of Maine, In the matter

For Asthma, use

Portland Daily Pres* SiockLIn
Corrected by Woodbcky & Moultoh. Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Descriptions

ISAAC D. BREWER, late of Freeport, deceased.
Eben Brewer may be appointed
Administrator, presented by A. Ursula Brewer,
widow of said deceased.
RICHARD J. ELDER, late of Windham,
deceased.
Account presented for allowance by
Isaac L. Elder, Administrator with the Will
annexed.
HENRIETTA O. MURCH, now Henrietta O
Rowe, minor child and heir of Henry D.Murch
late of Gorham, deceased.
Second and final
account, presented for allowance by John C. Card,
Guardian.
REBECCA SNOW, late of Scarborough, deceased.
Second and final account, presented lor allowance,
by John H. Seavy, Administrator.
HENRY HUNT, late ot Deering, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented by
Emetine Hunt, and Henry J. Hunt, the Executors
therein named.
HERBERT A. HUNT, minor child and heir ot
Israel Hunt, late of Deering, deceased. Petition
for license to sell and convey Real Estate presented
by Urania S, Hunt, Guardian.
MARY ADAMS, late of Portland, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by
Archelaus Lewis, the Executor therein named.
GRACE H. ATKINS, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate,
presented by Daniel O. Perry, Administrator.
LYDIA DYER, late of Portland, deceased.
Will
Petition that

Proprietor*.

Cherry, IN
of Wild Cherry,
of Wild Cherry,
of Wild Cherry.
of Wild

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Dry Goods Wholesale market.
Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.

a

AUBUBN’
Elrn Home, Court. St. W. S. At A. Young

STEAMERS.

the

Tarnish.

L.M. new. 2 15
New Yal.
8
4? ft....
Lemons ^bx 3 50
b
3
50
t>
Oranges
@ 4 00
Oranges YaL 8 50
8.50
OrangesJama

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
for the County of Cumberland, on the
Fust Tuesday of January, in the
year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-eight, the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinaiter indicated, it is hereby Okdebed,
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at said Portland on the First Tuesday of
February next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
LELIA V. FOSTER, minor child and heir of Lowell V. Foster, late of Harrison, deceased. Petition
for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented
by Edward S. Hamlen, Guardian.
ELIZABETH P. GRAY, minor child and heir of
Samuel Gray, late of Harrison, deceased. Petition
for license to sell and convey Real Estate, presented
by Fidelia Gray, Guardian.
EDGAR E. LEWIS, minor child and heir of Joseph B. Lewis, late of Harrison, deceased. Petition
that Austin Eagerly, former Guardian, may be ordered to settle an Account of his guardianship,and to
charge himself with the sum of $1741.86, presented
by George A. Emery, Guardian.
SINNETT O. JOHNSON, late of Harpswell, deceased. Will and petition for the probate
thereof,
presented by Theophilus Stover, Jr., the Executor
therein named.
SARAH E. HOPKINSON & AL., minor children
and heirs ot Israel S. Hopkinson,!ate of
Bridgton.deceased. Accounts presented for allowance by Ezra
Thombs, Guardian.
OLIVER R. COOK, minor child and heir of Oliver
M. Cook, late ot Naples, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey Real
Estate, presented by
Mary E. W. Cook, Guardian.
HENRY C. FLINT & ALS., minor children and
heirs of John C. Flint, Jr., late of Baldwin, deceased.
AccountspresentedifoFallowance, by Henry B.,Flint,

AT

HOTELS.

once a

..

raw
First,
30
beet.82}
248}
8}
raw
Second,
42
potatoes...82}
282}
61
Third, cooked beet.123}
30
288|
9J
Fourth, cooked potatoes.. 82}
27
248}
8}
From the above it will be seen that the
cooked potatoes greatly increased the butter
without adding as much to the volume of milk
as the raw ones, which made the milk of a
thin and watery appearance.—Agricultural
Gazette.

all persons Interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named.

week for three successive weeks, and once in
weekly Advertiser and Press, the last publication to be thirty days at least betore the day of
hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest may appear
at said time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer ot said Petition should not be
granted.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court, for said District.
#nl2
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Wistar’s Balsam

aw

To

DIRECTORY,

Embracing the leading Hotel* In the State, at which
the Daily Pbks* mav always be found.

Gnardian.

"VTO single disease lias entailed more suffering or has®e breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. Tho sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of hear,
ing, the human voice, the mind, one or more and somc1*® destructive Influence. Tho poison it
Hiaiena
distributes throughout tho system atacks
every vital
breaks up the most robust of constitutions.
t™1!? because but little understood
Ignored
by most phvBictans, impotently assailed by quacks and charlatans,
those suffering from it have little hope to be relieved
grave. It is time, then, that the
l£,J4ithi5treatment
Bll° of the
of this terrible disease by remedies
popular
within the reach of all passed into hands at
once competent and trustworthy. The new and hitherto untried
method adopted by Dr. Sanford in the preparation oi
his Radical Cuke has won
my hearty approval. I belicve it likely to succeed when all the usual remedies
tall, because it strikes at the root of the disease, viz.,
the acidified blood, while it heals the ulcerated membrane by direct application to the nasal
passages. Its
action is based on certain fixed rules, and unless the
vital forces are too far exhausted,
must, in the great
of
effect
a
majority
euro.
cases,
GEO. BEARD, M. D.
Nobscott Block, So. Fbamihguam, Oct. 1,1874.

@26 00
@17 00
@25 00
@55 00

..

Cop. Bolts..
@
Y.M. sheathing.
@
Bronze do..-.
@
Y.M. Bolts.
@
Cop bottoms 32 @
Cordage,
Amer’n ? Ib It @
Russia.
12 @
Manila.
13 @

cur

Headache, Nervousness. Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea. Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,

From

HOTEL

>0210

a. m.

for all stations, running through to
Nwnnten.

3.43 p. m. for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 a. m. from Upper Baitlett, 4c.
4.43 p. m. from all stations on through line.
*
Portland. Oct, 5,1877.

NOTICE
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trust of

Is

hereby given, that

the

subscriber has
himself

and taken upon
F appointed ot
Administrator
the estate of

PHILENA M. WINSLOW, late ol
Portland,

°* €umberland, deceased, and
given
hJ.mh?s£ri,Unity
ttle
dircets. Ail persons having demands

2?,™3

a7

01 Bald deceased are
required to
Banie > and all persons indebted to said
called upon to make payment to
JACOB s. WINSLOW, Administrator.
p
Portland.
Jail, 1st, 1878,JaWlawlwW*

Ur.
estate

h?seBtat0
tlle

are

Vault* Cleaned

ami Ashe* R<moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by callis. ..

ALL
addressing
“Id tt
or

It. GIBSON
588 Congress atrw

